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MAY "WEATHER AJSD WORK.

THE present season thus far has been unusually
unfavorable for farm work. Although we have not
had, perhaps, more than our ordinary share of rain,
it has fallen late in the season, while occasional snow
storms and hard night frosts have kept the ground
wet, soft, and entirely unfit for working, especially
b'n heavy and low land, Even now, (May 16th,) we
find the soil in many places more unfit for culture
than it was a month ago. Prof. DEWEY, who for
many years has kept our readers well informed of
the freaks of the weather, furnishes us with the fol-
lowing interesting facts:

"This is the coldest first half of May in 24 years,
and even in 28 years, except that of 1841, when this
mean was 43.8°. For this year the average is 45.4C,
while that of 24 years is 53.7°, making this half 8.3C

below the average. Last year, 1860, this half was
61.8°, which is 16.4° above that of this May so fan

" As the temperature of March was about the mean,
and that of April 2° abovethe average, the blossoms
of soft maple, common elm, liverwort and trailing
arbutus Appeared neat the usual time in April. The
softmapie^ut forth1"leaves the lasiof April, as well
as in I860.' Forsythia, full in bloom last ye'ar on
April 28, was at least ten or* twelve days later in my
yard this year; so was the lisping of lilac and horse
chestnut. Vegetation was rapid the last week of
April, but greatly checked by the snow and cold rain
of the early part of May. Indeed, the mean heat of
April wais verynearly'as great as that of the first half
of May. So that the' season is now later than usual.

"My Isabella grapes showed small leaves May 6th
last year, but the buffs have not yet opened; and so
aiiSd the Frost grape in my yard! Last year the Hard
Maple flowered and leafed near together, May 7th and
9th; this May, some Hard Maples, that bore flowers
last year, have just fully leaved out, and not blos-
somed, while some with blossoms just put out, are
now also sending forth leaves ft day or two later.
The cold weather of the first week killed most of the
fruit of the' Soft Maple, and all of*'the fruit of the
Silver-leafed Maple (Acer dasycarpum,) has fallen dead
to the ground. ' "

"After the snow and rain of the first three days of
May, we had frost on the 4th; a warm abundant rain
on the 6th, with quite a gale at 10 P. M., and heavy
all night; more rain on the 14th and 15th, and con-
siderable wind. Though cool, the fortnight has been
pleasant, and much clear, or little Cloudy weather."
1 Wheat, and all winter grain, as well as fruit, nave
suffered by the sudden changes and occasional sever-
ity of the past winter, but more particularly, we
think, from late hard frpsts. More mischief, no
doubt, was done in March than at any previbus time.
This is 'the case in our own grounds, and as far as
our bbservatitfn extends. It is perhaps too early to
estimate the loss to bur winter crops, but in this Sec-
tion, and in thany others, it will be found quite
serious. This' unfortunately occurs at a time when
we shall need a full harvest to supply the wants of
the country, and at a time, too, when it will be diffi-
cult to procure the help necessary to make up the
loss by the culture of a larger breadth of spring crops.

We believe we were the first to urge upon farmers
the importance of extraordinary exertions to grow a
large amount of produce, to prevent want and suffer-
ing in the present .crisis of our country. Nearly all
the agricultural and political papers, %e are glad to
Bee, are now giving similar advice. Some patriotic
person at the East has issued a circular, which he is
circulating among the producers of the country at
his own expense, urging farmers to prepare to supply
the demand which will be created for food by the
"waste of war." All this may be thought unneces-
sary by some, but it can do no harm, and will be
very likely to result in good, in directing the atten-
tion, which has of late become somewhat distracted,
to the practical work of the farm, and in teaching us
that we can show our patriotism by working hard,

and making sacrifices to feed the hungry and clothe
the naked.

The season being so backward, it will be necessary
to put in crops with the greatest vigor, but it is not
necessary that it should be done in a hurried and
careless manner. In fact, haste at planting time,
more than at any other, makes waste. Put in
everything, then, a little better than usual. Do all
that your experience teaches you is, necessary to
produce a good crop, and even a little more that
your good judgment and observation indicates will
favorably affect the result. A handful of well rotted
manure in the hill, — not thrown down in a pile, but
mixed nicely with the soil,—will show itself all
through the season, and particularly at harvest.
This will take extra labor, and make planting slow,
and at first it will seem tedious, but when you get
through you will h tve the satisfaction of knowing
that your work is well done, that you deserve, and
with the smiles of Providence, will receive a boun-
tiful harvest. Don't be sparing of seed. Put in
plenty, so that if a portion does not germinate, the
good will be sufficient for a crop. It is better to thin
out every hill of corn, than to have here and there a
vacant space, and.occasionally a hill with a single
plant One potato in each hill, and these three and
a half feet apart, will not produce a large crop.
Although handTlabor is scarce and .dear, if we wished
to produce a premium crop, we would cultivate but
one way with -a horse, putting the rows as near
together as the use of the cultivator would allow, and
the sets from fifteen to twenty inches apart in
the rows, according to the growth of top. Fifteen
inches is far enough for varieties with short haulms.
This system requires a good deal of work with the
hoe, but whoever tries it, with a good soil, a good
variety of potatoes, and a little manure in the rows
as a coaxer, will not regret having adopted it, when
at digging time they see almost every foot of ground
covered with fine tubers, and the pickers working
hard to keep up.'

If you have an acre, or a half, or even a quarter,
a little better, deeper, richer, more mellow and
cleaner than any o^ker portion of your farm, devote
this to roots,— carrots, parsnips, beets, ruta baga or
kohl-rabi, one or all. If well cared for, they will be
found of more value for feeding than double the
product of the same quantity of land on any other
portion of your farm. For the culture of roots it is
necessary to have the ground in proper condition, to
keep the weeds destroyed as fast as they appear, and
the soil mellow. If tfye weeds once get' the upper
hand, weeding is difficult and discouraging, and the
crop is about half ruined.

C A R R O T S - T H E I R VALUE.

ON few subjects is there such a difference of opin-
ion as upon the value of carrots for feeding. Indeed,
some of the notions held must be very wide Of the
truth, for one fanner thinks them of very little
aocount in feeding—in fact, about worthless^-while
others value them highly. One says they are very
good for medicine, but useless as food, while his
neighbor considers them food, drink, and medicine
combined. It does seem to me that we should come
nearertogether than this; for if one is correct, the
other must be entertaining some very foolish notions.
Perhaps both are wrong, and the truth lies between.
If so, it is best that we should find it out, ' Every
time a few farmers meet, whether on the road, or at
each other's houses, this question is discussed, and
it seems to me we are getting ho nearer the truth by
all this talk. '" "•> •

A few years ago, keepers of horses in the cities
paid a high' "price fpi* carrots, aiid considered them
exceedingly valuable, particularly in the spring of
year, when horses needed'something fresh and juicy;
but some of late have become satisfied that it is not
good economy, and will not buy, except at a very
low rate; while others, if they could not get them
without, would be willing to pay the old price, and
even higher. Farmers, therefore, hardly know what
to do, for the carrot crop requires a good deal df
labor, and if it is about worthless, it is hardly wise
to spend! bur valuable time in weeding carrot fields.
Then, if well cared for, ttey yield a most abundant
crop, and if as valuable as a good many suppose, we
could do nothing better with our time and land.

I have been led to believe carrots are excellent
for milch cows, and have used thein for this purpose
in a smallway; but one of my neighbors, who has
had a good deal more experience, informs me that
he is fully satisfied, that carrots do not increase the
flow of milk, but rather the reverse, and has dis-
carded their use in favor of ruta-bagas. There are
doubtless others who have taken just the opposite
course, and are fully satisfied that they are right.
All this difference of opinion goes to show that we
need more light on the subject — that we need some
facts as a basis — a solid foundation — from which
we can reason to correct conclusions.

According to the analyses of J©HNSTON and other
celebrated chemists, it would appear that carrots
contain very little muscle or fat-producing elements;
and yet STEWART, in his stable economy, says:—"Not
only do carrots give strength and endurance to sound
horses, but also give recovery and health to such as
are sick. There is nothing better, perhaps nothing
so good. When first given, they are strictly diuretic
and laxative, but as the horseB become accustomed to
them, these effects cease to be produced. They also
improve the state of the skin. They form a good
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EQUESTRIANISM FOR LADIES — CORRECT AND INCORRECT POSITIONS.
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substitute for grass, and an excellent alterative for
norses out of condition.' To sick and idle horses they
render grain unnecessary. They are beneficial in
all chronic diseases connected-u"Wittt breathing, and .sides,
have a marked"' influence on chronic cough and
broken wind, they are serviceable, in diseases of
the skin; and, £ combination with oats, restore a
worn horse mucl sooner than oats alone."

Let those who are able,' give us the truth on this
troublesome question. *

FEMALES EQUESTRIANISM.

IN the last RuR.it we left the horse prepared for
an equestrian expedition, and his fair rider ready to
assume the " reins of government." It is very neces-
sary that she "should have a policy" in directing
her steed, hence we give some general rul,es to guide
her movements if she would avoid the fate of CARRIE
STANLEY, SO graphically delineated on our last page.

MOUNTING.— Although too many cooks are said to
spoil the broth, we consider too assistants better than
one, when a lady is obtaining her seat,— one to hold
the horse, the othê r to render her any assistance
which may be required. BEKBERT has given some
valuable hints upon thi# point, and we quote: —
" Saving taken the reins anil whip in the right hand,
she will stand with her face towards the horse's head,
and with her right hand on the left pommel of the
saddle. In the left hand she will hold her skirt, in
such a manner as, to enable her to raise it clear of the
ground. The gentleman will stand, facing her, and
opposite to the horse's shoulder, with his left hand
holdmgby his mane; this steadies the horse when
the lady springs. The gentleman willnow stoop and
take the lady's left" foot, whicn'has beenraised fifteen
inches from the ground, in his right hand, clasping
it firmly under the instep. T)ie skirt having been
raised to clear the foot, is now dropped, and the
lady places her left hand on the gentleman's' right
shoulder, giving a spring to straighten the' left knee.
During this spring the gentleman will simply keep
his hand still, supporting Ihe "lady's weight, but not
raising her until the knee is fairly straightened, when
he may lift her to' the required height, but without
trying to puBh her over on!'to the saddle.' She will
find her seat m6re easily without such assistance,
which would often tend to throw her over the horse,
rather than1 on? his back. Being'' Seated, with her
right hand still on the pominel, the lady will, with
he* left hand, adjust the folds' of bir skirt. She will
then rem6ve her hand from the pommel, and place '
he1* right knee over it;' whin the: gentleman will
place her foot in the stirrup, and then aid her in
taking proper hold of the reins and whip. When
this is accomplished, the attendant at the horse's
head steps out of the way, an^the lady assumes the*
control." :

DISMOUNTING.—When proper care is exercised, a
lady may dismount with perfect ease.: An exuber-
ance of spirit often prompts a female to, spring from
her horse without assistance, hat where her skirts
are long, and she is unaccustomed to tile exercise,
she should never make the attempt. When her
attendant has taken a position in front of the horse,
and secured him, by releasing for hold upon the
bridle and stirrup, and lifting her right W b over
the pommel, which she grasps with her right hand
placing her left on the shoulder j>r in the hand of
her companion, she may alight readily, 'easily, and
in safety. ^ y .

POSITION.—When a woman has Scquired Sufficient
confidence to feel that she can manage her hdrse, the
most important features in her ed i t ion still to be
attained are correct positions whifl j n the .saddle,
and an independence of the reins foi the security of
her seat. We give a series of engravings; from
Hints to Horse-Keepers, to show tht difference be-
tween good and bad positions in \G side-saddle.

Fig. 1 represents the proper position, the figure
being erect, directly over the horse's spine, the
shoulders at an equal height, and the elbows near the

Fig. 2 shows a more common faulty position,
the weight of the body being placed far to the left,
and supported by -the horn. This position is taken
from a fear of falling to the right, and is most dis-
tressing to the horse, while it makes the lady look as
though hung on a peg at his side. In figure 3, the
last described ungraceful position is attempted to be
avoided by a lady who takes her seat in the proper
place on the saddle, and at that point, her courage
failing her, bends her shoulders far to the left, by
a combination of curves more remarkable than
beautiful.

The spine should be perpendicular over a line run-
ning lengthwise through the center of the Saddle,
and the right leg, by which the weight should be
mainly supported, should lie as far from the right as
the construction of the saddle will allow. The right
leg, from the knee down, should lie close to the sad-
dle, rather than be pressed hard against i t Care
should be taken to keep the foot turned to the right;
otherwise the lady Can have no firm hold, and it will
break one of the' most graceful lines of her flowing
skirt. ' • • ' • . . -

It is also important that the stirrup be not too
short fli should be of such a length as to raise the
left thigh lightly against the leaping-horn, while the
heel is very slightly depressed below the level of' the
ball of the foot. The leg can then be either borne
hard against the horn, or lowered slightly away from
it at pleasure.

APPLICATION OF GUANO.

The following from the Irish Agricultural Gazette
gives the mode of applying guano, common in that
Country. On this question we have many inquiries,
which we can only answer briefly by advising that it
be in all cases well puiverized, well mixed with the
soil, and so placed, if possible, that it will not come
in contact with the seed^ A small particle of fresh
guano, if it touches a root> will "burn" it like fire.
If the quantity is large, it will • destroy the root and
the plant We did a good deal of mischief with
guano in learning its proper mode of application.
About three hundred pounds per acre we have found
the best quantity. It must be remembered that an
Irish acre contains 1s£6 yards—about an acre and
two-thirds English.
'Peruvian Guano is generally applied alone, at the
rate of about 6 cwt. per Irish acre for green crops,
such as turnips, mangels, parsnips, potatoes, and
arrots, but is better when applied in half that quan-

tity, in addition to half the usual quantity of farm-
yard manure; at the same time, it would be well to
mix the guano with twice or thrice its bulk of com-
mon salt, ashes, or fine, dry turf-mold, to render it
easy of distribution, and to preserve, or fix, the
ammonia. These compounds should be thoroughly
incorporated, and passed through a fine riddle to
separate ihe lumps, which should then be broken to
powder, and added to the mixture. The usual mbdeB
of application are —first, to strew it along the back
of the furrow when the drill or ridge is half formed,
or drill it in on top of the drill when fully formed,
allowing two inches of cover over it, so that' it may
not come in contact with the seed, otherwise the
latter would be destroyed; or, second, to spread it
broadcast over the land, after it has been pulverised
and prepared for drilling, and mix it with the surface
with the grass harrow. In forming the drills, the
surface mixed with the guano will be brought
together in the center of the drill, and be so equally
distributed through the soil as to be available to the
roots of the plant in every direction. In the propor-
tion of 1 to 2 cwt. per Irish acre, it is an admirable
application to wheat, oats, or barley, after they are

well-brairded; and also to grass or meadow land.
In these cases, the application should be made in
mild or warm weather, during, or immediately on
the approach of rain, so that the more soluble and
volatile portions may be arrested and washed into
the soil; in these latter cases it will be also necessary
to mix the guano with the above proportions of salt,
ashes, or dry peat mold.

A DAY AMONG THE BUTTER-MAKERS.

BUTTER-MAKING has been reduced to a science, and
a good butter-maker is an invaluable acquisition to
society. Make the tour of Orange, Ulster, Greene,
iDelaware, and other counties, where the climate, soil
and cool streams of water contribute so generously
the materials needed in manufacting butter, and you
will see at a glance that the sweetest grasses, the
softest springs, the purest atmosphere, and the
utmost pains are indispensable in producing this
delicate luxury.

Not long ago, it was my good fortune to meet with
a gentleman who was formerly a New York mer-
chant Having acquired a comfortable independence
in the great coij^nercial metropolis, he retired to the
old, homestead among the hills of Delaware county,
intending to devote tlje remainder of his life to the
education of his children and keep aloof from the
cares and responsibilities of active business; but his
sanguine temperament and his commercial habits
and the temptations to trade, led him by degrees into
the butter business, and at the time I saw him he was
one of the "heaviest" butter buyers on the con-
tinent His teams were constantly on the move at
all seasons of the year, and farmers daily flocked to
his depot from every point of the compass. His
purchases were so enormous and his judgment and
taste so accurate, that he controlled the market;
indeed his reputation as the prince of butter dealers
extends to-day to all the principal cities in this
country, and his name on a firkin-lid is as good as
the autograph of ABTOR upon a bank note.

Well, this gentleman, whose enterprise is only sur-
passed by his magnanimity and his modesty, invited
he writer to go with him on a visit to sofitie of the

famous butter farms within the radius of his ride,
ffor he inspects personally every dairy and tastes
Carefully every firkin that he buys.] It was a dreary,
rainy afternoon, and the rough roads were almost
untravelable, but a smart team and skillful driver
hurried us on rapidly over the road that looked like a
brown ribbon unwinding from the hills. We passed
"arm after farm, owned and occupied by Scotchmen
and Americans, with here and there a Dutch and
Irish settler. I found that my friend gave a cold
shoulder to small dairies —that he knew perfectly
well the butter character of each farmer. This one
was noted for skill and neatness, and always com-
manded the highest market price; that one was so-so
and slovenly, and he gave him a broad margin.
Everywhere he was a welcome guest, and his visit
was an epoch in the quiet life of the peaceful and in-
dustrious dairymen. Small speculators stood a poor
chance on his circuit, because he always paid the
best price and his word was a bond.

I noticed that the best butter-makers had from
wenty to forty cows,, and from one hundred to two

hundred acres of land; that the Agricultural publi-
cations were patronized by them, and the pages did
not long remain uncut and unread, and that the
valuable hints derived from such sources were turned
to the best account. Various kinds of power were
employed in making the butter; here, a sheep or a
dog or a pig turned the wheel that stirred up the
cream; here, a long wire reached its attenuated arm
to the brook which, like a maiden singing at the
cottage door, turned the crank while shouting the
song of labor.

All butter-makers, and some butter-eaters, know
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that butter exists in the form of minute globules,
inclosed in membraneous sacs. Each globule is a
ball of butter in a perfect state, sailing in its sac
through the milk, or rising in cream to the surface.
The proceas of churning tears open the sacks, and
permits the balls to escape and adhere in a mass.
In removing these coverings, particular pains should
be taken t6 prevent the grinding, or crushing, or
bursting of these globules. Butter is often injured

"by being worked too much, because the natural but-
ter globes are crushed and mashed by the process.
Those who raise a tempest in a churn, in order to
make the butter come quickly, will make grease in-
stead of butter—while those who wear off the cover-
ing from the butter globes by gentle friction in their
native element, without pressing or hurling them
against hard substances, will find their labors re-
warded with butter in a perfect state. I shall not in
this paper assume the province of determining how
this can be done. It can be done. It should be
done. It is done by the best butter-makers. No
luxury on our tables is so sensitive as butter. Its
color, taste and quality are more or less controlled
by the nature of the grasses with which the cows are
fed. If the dairy happens to be near the stable, the
butter will smell of the stable. If it be stored in the
vicinity of unpleasant orders, it catches them. If
packed in firkins of soft wood, it absorbs the smell
and taste of the wood. The great butter-buyer to
whom I have alluded, employs a small army of men
in manufacturing butter firkins, and has taken great
pains to instruct the butter-makers in all that region
of country in the science of making and preserving
butter. G. W. BUNGAT.

"WOOL AND WOOL GEOWING.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—I have been a reader
of your paper for several years, and found it very
valuable as to the subject of sheep raising and the
wool market. Indeed, I was first induced to take it
from a selfish motive, as I could not obtain the mar-
ket price of wool in my New York papers. In look-
ing at the N. Y. Times to-day, I can find no wool
market. The wool buyers here tell us how low they
can buy their wool in Michigan. I have to refer
them to the BUBAL, and say to them that yon are
posted on the wool market, and they say no more.
I am sorry that the Wool Grower has been given up,
as it was very useful to those of us that are engaged
in sheep raising.

In a late RURAL, E. PALMER, writing from Minne-
sota, asks if it will do to keep sheep on land worth
75 cents per acre. I can answer and say, it will do
to keep sheep on land worth $100 per acre better
than any other stock or raising grain. In Dutchess
county we have but one drawback, not wolves, but
dogs ten times more destructive. We can guard
against wolves, but not dogs, for they come in open
daylight. Now, friend MOORE, you can do some-
thing for us. With your influence we can get a
State tax on dogs. This is the only thing that can
save us. I* have tried to get a county tax, but all in
vain. One Supervisor said to me, "We raise cattle

" ia our town, and it will not be popular, for I shall
•want to be Supervisor again!" But before I left

them, I had a majority in favor of the law. When
the final vote was taken, however, they came to the

- conclusion that it would not be popular.

To .prove that we can make sheep-growing profita-
• ble on land worth $100 per acre, I will give you the
•secret. [Now you see that we farmers are willing
to give twenty years' experience for nothing; not so
with the doctors.] I say, then, you must keep the
best breed that this country and Europe affords, to
make it pay on such land. But your farmers may
want to know the price of such sheep. The price
will vary from $25 to $500, according to the number
and selection. If you want but two to put with your
flock, pay not less than $100, and you will find that
they will pay fifty per cent. My sheep formerly
sheared 2J lbs. per head, washed; now they shear 5
lbs., washed. You may want to know the breed that
will pay this per cent. Well, you know every man

"lias his hobby as to the kind of sheep he raises, and
'this may be all right. I confess I have my prefer-
ence, and that is the French Merino crossed with
the Silesian. The first gives size, the other gives
fineness. The cross can be seen in this town. Some
may call this statement all "book^arming," but I
can give the figures and profit. *

Bhinebeck, Dutchess Co., N. T. A SUBSCRIBER.

LONG ISLAND LANDS. — ONCE MORE.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—We, the undersigned,
residents of and near Thompson and Suffolk Stations,
on the line of the Long Island Railroad, and upon
the new or wild lands heretofore commonly denomi-
nated the "Plains or Barrens of Long Island,'1''
have seen an article which appeared in the RURAL
NEW-YORKER of the 12th of January last, pur-
porting to have been written from this county,
attempting to describe these lands, their cultivation,
productions, &c. Said article we deem to be un-
true, unfair, and unjust, and calculated to mislead
those who might be disposed to come and examine
these lands. Its statements as to the culture
and crops upon those we have cleared, and upon
which we reside, are "wholly false," as we have yet
to see the first instance where intelligent practical
effort has been made in their cultivation that the
parties have not been amply remunerated. We have
many of us succeeded in raising good crops of grain,
hay, vegetables, and fruits of all kinds, not excepting
grapes, (which the writer of the article alluded to
says will not grow at all unless protected,) and all
without immoderate manuring, although we admit that
those of us who have applied manures the most freely
have received the largest remuneration, which we
believe to be the case in other places. But that
these lands require (and will not produce good crops
without,) large outlays in manures, is certainly a
mistake. We invariably get fair crops of rye or
buckwheat as a first crop after clearing, with no
manure except the ashes from the roots gathered and
burned upon the ground; or an application of shell
lime of 25 to 50 bushels to the acre, will bring good
crops from the start — after which, with such manur-
ing as all good farmers apply to their lands, there is
no difficulty in producing as good crops as in any
other part of the country.

And, besides, the writer is greatly mistaken in the
cost of clearing these lands. We have some of us
cleared lands in other parts of this State, in New Jer-
sey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, and other
States, and we do not hesitate to say that these lands can
be cleared for much less than lands we have worked
upon in other localities. We have very few large
stamps to remove, (the same having decayed, or been
burned in the numerous fires which have swept over
all this country,) no stones; and besides, we require
no underdraining —quite an important matter—as
gome of us have found in other places. There are
parties here who are willing and have contracted to

clear this land for $25 per acre. But most of us
believe that, with the proper appliances, it can be
done for much less.

The writer admits that " this region has the advant-
age of a healthy climate, and near proximity to New
York, which is easily accessible by the Long Island
Railroad " — two very important points, in oar judg-
ment. And if (as we claim,) we have, betides, as
good land as any part of Long Island, the purest and
best water, and that when our land is cleared, it is
much easier cultivated than in many other parts of
the country, we certainly have advantages possessed
by few farming districts with which we are
acquainted.

Mr. Editor, we are not " land speculators," most
of us having no land to sell; but we intend pur-
chasing more as soon as our means will acmit. Yet
we are "interested parties," and do feel an interest in
our neighberhood, and desire to see this vilderness,
which has been so long under the ban of an ignorant
or foolish prejudice, under cultivation by an intelli-
gent, industrious population, and we believe it will
be as remunerative as in any other part of the
ountry.
And now, Mr. Editor, in conclusion, allow us to

ordially invite any persons desirous of locating in a
perfectly healthy location, where cheap land, with
superior facilities for a cheap transportation to the
best market in the world, can be had on easy terms,
to come and see for themselves.

P. M. A. WICKS, P. M. and Co. Treas.,
AARON STONE, HENRY MILLER,

B. H. LEWIS, T. C. LSLAND,
E. A. BUNCE, AUGUSTUS STIMSON,
THOMAS E. BRISGER, STEPHEN TAYLOR,
HYMAN SEAVER, STEPHEN SHARP,
CHARLES G. MILLER, WILLIAM STIMBON,

WILLIAM METCALP.

Thompson Station, Suffolk Co., L. I., 1861.

Italian Bees.

IN the RURAL of the 27th ult., we gave an engra-
ving of the Italian bee,—sent us by a gentleman of
New York interested in bee culture,—a worker, tout
it was wrongly named, and figures as a queen-. In
omparing our engraving with the living Italian

workers, we find it at fault in several particulars.
We now present our readers with an engraving of an
Italian queen, which we have had drawn and en-
graved from nature, having been kindly furnished
with both living and dead specimens for this purpose.

ITALIAN QUEEN.

Bee-keepers who have examined the matter, are
becoming well convinced that the Italian bee is much
better adapted to our country than the common
black bee, being more hardy and every way more
profitable.

The following article is timely, and important to
all who design to change their stocks by the intro-
duction of Italian queens:

ITALIAN QUEENS—How TO INTRODUCE INTO NATIVE
COLONIES.—As many are designing to procure queens
of the Italian race the present season, the following
directions, showing the process of safely introducing
them into 'native colonies, will probably be both
timely and acceptable.

1st Remove the queen from the native colony.
2d. Eight days thereafter take out the frames of
combs, and remove therefrom every royal cell. 3d.
Confine the Italian queen in a "queen cage." 4th.
Place the cage with the queen in the top of the hive,
parallel with and between two frames of combs cov-
ered with bees. 5th. Let the queen thus remain
thirty-six hours. 6th. Now open the cage and thus
release the queen; she will almost invariably be
kindly received by the native bees,—that is, when
the foregoing directionf are strictly adhered to.

The following are some of the whys and where-
fores of the foregoing: 1st. Either the native or
Italian queen can very readily be found in hives
provided with Mr. LANGSTKOTH'S movable-comb
frames. 2d. All the royal cells will be sealed, or
nearly ready to be sealed, by the eighth day after the
removal of the native queen, therefore they can
easily be found, and removed or destroyed. 3d.
Handle the queen by carefully taking hold of her by
the chest or thorax, with the thumb and finger; place
her in the cage alone. 4th. The queen, when con-
fined as stated, cannot be stung by the native bees;
on the contrary, they will give her all necessary food
through the wire screen or gauze. She will thus be
attended to for any reasonable length of time. The
writer has kept them on hand in this way three or
four weeks at a time, but care must be taken in cool
weather to keep the cage far enough below the tops
of the frames, that the bees will not be induced or
obliged to abandon it, and consequently the queen,
which might result in her being chilled or starved.
5th. She and the colony by this time will become
scented alike, also alike acquainted; hence now is
the proper time for her release. 6th. It.is not neces-
sary to disturb the cage, but simply open it carefully,
that the queen may make her exit at pleasure. When
convenient, at some future time, the cage, if deBired,
may be taken out.

There are other modes of safely introducing the
Italian queens to native colonies, but the one given
is probably the best yet devised for the majority of
such apiarians as have had but little or no experience
in this matter.

A queen cage is made thus: Take a piece of wire
gauze two inches long, 12 meshes to the inch, and form
it into a tube, having an aperture of about five-
eighths of an inch. It should be about two and a
half inches wide. Either edge may be lapped over
the other so as to form the size of the aperture given.
A piece of wood the same length of the tube, and
say five-eighths by three-eighths of an inch in thick-
ness, is used as a foundation on which to fasten the
tube. A small tack is then driven into each end of
the tube, which firmly secures it to the piece of wood.
Corks of proper size may be used for the ends of the
tube to confine the queen, one of which should be
of suitable size that it may easily be withdrawn
when the confined queen is to be released. These

queen cages are easily and readily made, and at a
small cost, not to exceed three to five cents apiece.
They are many times found to be of much service
to the bee-keeper, aside from being valuable in in-
troducing queens. There are many ways to con-
struct these queen oages, but the one given will be
found to answer every purpose.

Middleport, Niag. Co., N. Y. M. M. BALDRITXJE.

Straw Bee-Hires.
EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER: — Having observed

in your paper of February 2d an article upon the sub-
ject of the superiority of straw over all other material
for the construction of bee-hives, I was induced to
visit a gentleman of this town who has recently con-
structed straw hives upon a novel, and to me an
entire new plan. As a patent has been applied for
the improvement, it would be ungenerous in me to
enter into details as to the plan. Suffice it to say
that this new style of hive is mainly made of straw,
and eminently combines all the essential qualities
for coolness in summer and warmness in winter,—a
desideratum sought by every intelligent apiarian. It
is capable of free ventilation, and when well put
together cannot fail to be durable.

This new style of hive can be made of any size and
shape to suit the fancy; even the bars, or the movable
comb frames, can be used, if desirable. The straw
is so firmly packed and woven together, that it is
impenetrable to any but a sharp, fiat instrument, and
yet is sufficiently porous to prevent the gathering of
excessive moisture, or the collection of mold. It
can easily be made highly ornamental, without incon-
venience.

It has been objected by many, that a straw hive
afforded greater security for the propagation o* the
bee moth. In this hive now under contemplation,
if firmly put together, the moth would find no
greater, if as great security, as in the plain board
hive. There can probably be no hive so constructed
as to completely prevent the depredations of moths.
But let it be remembered that these pests never make
much progress with strong, vigorous swarms, and
that only the weakest are objects of attack. Conse-
quently any thing that can be done to strengthen a
swarm, goes to prevent the progress of moths, and
to promote the multiplying of a colony. [This is
true, but we should do nothing to furnish a hiding
place for their enemies.— ED.]

Straw is a ready absorbent of moisture, and an ex-
cellent non-conductor of heat; consequently warmth,
generated by bees in a hive, will not escape, nor will
excessive outside heat of summer penetrate within.

Let it be observed that the greatest losses incident
to bee-keepers, arise from combs contracting damp-
ness in winter and freezing, and from these circum-
stances, becoming moldy and unfit for the hatching
and maturing of young brood, which frequently pre-
vents a swarm from Bending forth a new colony at
all, and in the end, rot and destruction ensue.

Manlius, N. Y., May, 1861. J. V. H. C.

St ra in ing Honey.
EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—Can some of your bee-keep-

ing correspondents tell me how to strain loney? I have a
little honey every year, much of which I lose by its candying
in the comb. As I cannot hit upen the right method of
separating it, I will thank any one for a little light upon the
subject—F. A., New Haven, down., 1861.

f tttal Jtyitrit of ifof

Hay Required to Keep a Hose.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Wisconsin Farmer, who

has given careful attention to the subject, says that
five pounds of hay at a feed, or fifteen pounds per day,
with twelve quarts of oatmeal, or its equivalent in
shorts, will keep a good sized horse in fine condi-
tion for all road or farm work, and is amply sufficient.
Some will keep on considerably leas.

Barley for Fork Making.
AT a Farmers' Club in Illinois, reported in the

Farmer's Advocate, inquiry was made for experience
in feeding barley to hogs. One member had fed it,
but without comparison with corn, as to value. " It
made the best sweet meat, and free from the oiliness
so common to corn-fed pork." Another thought bar-
ley double the value of corn for fattening purposes.
The inquirer said his attention was called to it by the
great success of an eastern farmer in fattening pigs
on ground barley and milk, getting three hundred
pounds dressed weight, at nine months old.

Relieving Choked Cattle.
A PORTLAND correspondent of the New England

Farmer gives the following easy and simple remedy.
If any of our readers have occasion to try it, will
they please write us the result:—"The instant a
creature becomes choked, no matter what with, the
throat becomes dry, and the longer the substance
remains, the dryer the throat. The following is a
sure remedy. Take some oil, no matter what kind,
and hold the creature's head up and turn down about
one gill of oil, and then let go of the head, and the
creature will heave it out in two seconds? I have
tried it for years, and never knew it to fail."

To Keep Butter Sweet.
DR. EDSON SMITH contributes to the American

Agriculturist the following directions for preserving
butter in good condition for any length of time. In
May or June, when butter is plenty, work it tho-
roughly two or three times, and add to the last work-
ing nearly one grain of saltpeter and a teaspoonful
of pulverized loaf sugar to each pound of butter.
Pack it tightly in stone jars to within two inches of
the top, and fill the remaining space with strong
brine. Cover the jars tightly, and bury them in the
cellar bottom, where the butter will be kept unhurt
for a long time.

The Care of Harness.
WE extract the following from the Working

Farmer : ' 'Leather is seldom injured by being wet
if hung up to dry, instead of being left in a mass on
the floor or in a corner* where the drying is so slow
as to create mold. For general use, harness should
be fairly oiled, and for this purpose either pure neat's
foot oil shoold be used, or the article known by the
curriers as " daubing;" and this should be rubbed in
while the leather ig moist, but not wet. The harness
should be wrapped up in a wet cloth one day before
the application of "daubing," or neat's foot oil;
this should t>* rubbed on smartly with a brush for a
sufficient length of time to insure its entrance into
the leather, rather thaih leave it upon its immediate
surface. If the leather be positively dry, this sub-
stance cannot enter, and therefore the necessity of its
being moist aijd pliant at the time of application.
Varnish shoulc) never be applied; it fills the pores
and prevents tie necessary access of air, causing the
leather to become crisp and rigid, and in a short
space of time/it is rendered tender, causing it to
cracfc break,? etc. Before applying any oily sub-

stance to leather, all dirt should be thoroughly
removed from its surface, and no other material than
lampblack should ever be mixed with oil where it is
necessary to blacken the leather. Shoe blacking is
sometimes used, and always with.injurious effects; it
frequently coitains sulphuric acid, which, when
brought in contact with leather, rapidly destroys it.
When the leather is very dry, as with boots and
shoes, the injury from this cause is not so great.
Vegetable oi/s should never be applied to harness of
any kind, for after a while they harden the leather
and destroyits usefulness. Leather curtains should
never be vtrnished, but always kept perfectly pliant
by very mUderate and frequent application of the oils
we have named."

Cob Meal for Cows.
R. 1 BINGHAM, of Ellsworth, Ohio, writes to the

Ohio farmer of an experiment made in feeding a
meal o/ corn, oats, and rye, in comparison with corn
and cob meal, to dairy cows. He fed of the first, six
cents'worth per day to a cow for a week — she gave
138 Is. of milk, making 6 | Bis. of butter. He then
fed six cents' worth of cob meal per day, for a week
— sie gave 157£ lbs. of milk, making 7 lbs. 7 oz. of
butfer. He then tried the cob meal scalded, for a
week —the cow gave 156j lbs. of milk, yielding 6 lbs.
6oz. of butter. The weather was very cold; mer-
cury below zero several times during the trial, ex-
cepting the last week, when it became more mild and
thawed some. Since then, he has tried other kinds
of feed, but finds none equal to corn and cob meal
for dairy cows.

Coal-Ash Cement.

ACCORDING to Dr. JULIUS LEHMAN, of Saxony,
the ash of brown coal mixed with sand and lime
forms a composition which is well adapted for the
floorings of stables, coach-houses, entrance-halls, and
may also be used for the roofs of arched buildings.
The mixture is composed of burnt lime and clean
sand, two and one-half parts of each by bulk, and
eight parts of rather coarsely sifted ash. The lime is
to be slaked dry — the sand and ash are mixed
together, and water is added, till the whole forms a
tolerably stiff paste. It is then laid on (for floors,
from five to six inches thick,) and smoothed
with the trowel. For roofs, a layer of three inches is
sufficient. Floors of stalls and carriage houses, after
having dried for two or three days, are improved by
a coating of tar, which prevents the absorption of
water. Oil paint is an excellent substitute for tar.
It adheres equally well, and the floor thus painted
can be kept clean by washing with soap and water.
Doubtless the ashes of anthracite and bituminous
coal will be found to serve these purposes as well as
those of the brown coal used in Saxony.

Good milkers bring the Best Calves.
DR. HOLMES, of the Maine Farmer, characterizes

the neglect of the milking quality in our improved
stock, as " a mistake in breeding," and quotes Prof.
TANNER, an English agricultural authority, to sustain
his views. The matter is certainly worth careful atten-
tion, and we give a portion of the extract below. In one
of his numbers, says Dr. HOLMES, after inculcating
the importance of a good pedigree as being evidence
of purity of blood, and the character of the stock
becoming by attention to this more confirmed and
concentrated, he remarks as follows:

"The cows should be characterized by an aptitude
for producing fine calves and bringing them to a full
degree of development. They should therefore be
good milkers, for the value of the produce will be
very much regulated by this character. We shall
have occasion to see subsequently that this property
is in no degree prejudicial to any other desirable
point of character. This tendency to produce milk
not only influences the supply of food to the young
animal after its birth, when any deficiency may be
remedied, but it regulates the growth of the calf be-
fore birth, when a substitute cannot be used. Thus
many of our best bred Short-horn cows produce
calves which are very imperfectly developed and
exceedingly weak, so much so that many persons
accustomed to inferior stock would consider them
scarcely worth rearing. This is mainly referable to
the supply of nourishment given to the calf being BO
small, for the subsequent supply of milk clearly indi-
cates how limited had been the supply given to the
fetus. This neglect of the milking disposition is a
great evil at the present day, and our best breeds are
suffering, and will continue to suffer from it until
more attention is given to this point in the awards at
the National Exhibitions. Here it should be made a
leading point of merit, and this would stimulate
breeders to give more attention to it.

WARTS ON COWS'TEATS.— I would like to know of some
mode to eradicate these nuisances.—J. A. P., Cayuga Co., N.
K, 1861.

Washing in alum water is strongly recommended. Another
remedy is composed of equal parts of neat's foot oil, beef's
gall, spirits of turpentine, and old brandy—shake well before
using, and apply once each day.

GRUBS IN CATTLE.—Will you, or some of your readers,
throw light on the causes, origin, and cure of grubs in cattle,
and oblige—J. G., Columbus, N. T., 1861.

Towards the latter part of summer, or in early autumn,
cattle are much annoyed by the stings of an insect, com-
monly known as the Gad Fly, which is seeking a place to
deposit its eggs. The location generally chosen is on the
back of the animal near the spine. This is pierced, the egg
laid, and in a short time a little tumor is produced, which is
the residence of the larva. In the following June or July,
it emerges, soon assumes the chrysalis form, remains there a
few weeks, and then comes forth a perfect fly. The modes
by which it is destroyed are various — some pour a corrosive
liquid inio the hole, others probe it with a red-hot needle,
others, again, crush or force out the larva by a pressure of
the finger and thumb. Either plan is effective.

COUGH IN HORSES.— Will the RURAL inform me as to a
remedy for a cough in horses? A valuable colt has been
much troubled, and I have gone through my lists of curatives
without effect.—H. G. K., Kent Co., Mich., 1861.

In the treatment of simple colds, a few warm mashes, warm
clothing, and a warm stable, are generally all that is neces-
sary. Sometimes a little relaxing physic maybe given to
advantage. DADD recommends four ounces each of slippery
elm, Indian turnip, elecampane, skunk cabbage, and caraway
seeds—all powdered. Dose, half an ounce twice a day, in
gruel. While administering medicine, the horse should be
deprived of water, and be made to drink of slippery elm or
flaxseed tea. Where the cough has become chronic, a blister
extending from the root of one ear to that of the other, taking
in the whole channel, and reaching six or eight inches down
the windpipe, has often been tried with good effect. Feeding
has much influence upon a chronic cough. Too much dry
feed increases it, and one of the best things that can be used
as a portion of the animal's daily fodder are carrots. The
authority before quoted says "for an old chronic cough that
6eems likely to wear the animal out, and also the patience of
its owner,' depending perhaps on some organic change, or
irritable state of the respiratory surfaces, use counter irrita-
tion, and give a dose of the following, night and morning:
Equal parts of pleurisy root, licorice, lobelia, sulphur, sassa-
fras, and bloodroot—all powdered. Dose, one ounce, night
and morning, for the first two days; then omit the morning
dose. To be mixed with the food."

Hural 3fot£0 anir Stems.
THE WEATHER has at last moderated, and is becoming sea-

sonable. Up to Monday, the 20th, however, "Winter
lingered in the lap of Spring," and comparatively little plow-
ing or sowing had been done in Western New York. But, if
the present favorable weather continues, much urgent farm
work will be performed during this week, though we doubt
whether over one-fourth of the spring sowing and planting
will be completed. There is so much important work to be
done in a brief period, that extra efforts and care are neces-
sary. The " home guard " must therefore try to accomplish
more, and do it better, than usual, to make amends for the
backwardness of the season and lack of those laborers who
have left the farm for the " tented field."

THB FARMER AND THE WAS.—Under this heading, Gov.
BROWN, of the New England Farmer, gives an excellent
article, comprising practical suggestions, as well as patriotic
sentiments. Much that he says is adapted to other meridians
t laa New England; this for example:—" Our advice is this:
Use all the manure you can possibly press into service; pre-
pare it from every source; purchase it, if possible, even at a
high rate; use it liberally, especially on the crop; cultivate
•with care through the season, never allowing a weed to grow
among the crops, and the result will be a harvest more valua-
ble in every way than one obtained from a large breadth of
land badly managed. On rich river bottoms, or in the West,
where fair crops may be obtained without manure, the
expanding policy may answer*, but it will prove disastrous in
New England. All you can produce will certainly be needed,
even if the war should be closed in three months. There is
no need of alarm on the part of the farmer. No evil be-
comes so general and destructive as to leave no compensa-
tion behind. The withdrawal of 50,000 men from the labor
of the field—men who must still be fed — will require more
than the ordinary energy of the husbandman to supply their
wants—BO that now is the time for the farmer to bring into
use every economical means, and by the blessing of Heaven
upon his labors, secure an abundant harvest, and find an
ample profit in disposing of it as it is ready for market."

DAIRYING ON A SMALL SCALE.—The following statement is
sent us by Mr. DATID BIXBT, of Fredericktown, Knox Co.,
Ohio:—"From the 1st of December, 1860, to the 1st of May,
'61, I have sold 294 lbs. of butter from five common native
cows, besides supplying my family (of four grown persons)
with butter and cream, which we used plentifully. We also
fed two pigs with sour milk, which sold this spring for $10
more than I paid for them in the fall, and two calves that are
worth $5 each. The butter and cream used, I estimate equal
to three lbs. per week of butter, making 63 lbs. for 21 weeks;
total, 357 lbs.; sold at 15 cents, $53.55; pigs and calves, $20—
in all, $73.65. Three of my cows were farrow, one ef which
had given milk a little over a year at the commencement of
my account; two had calves last spring, and two in October;
one went dry in February, so that I milked but four from
that time. They were fed with corn stalks at night and
stabled—fed with a patent pail full of slops, made by thicken-
ing the slops of the kitchen with wheat bran and corn and
oats chopped, and hay in the morning, and run to a stack of
straw through the day."

BLACK HAWK HORSES.—In a late number of Porter't Spirit,
Mr. JAS. D. LADD, of Ohio, (good authority,) gives the fol-
lowing interesting statistics relative to the Black Hawk branch
of the Morgan Horse family: —" Black Hawk earned as a foal
getter for D. & E. HILL, $60,000; they and others sold out of
Addison county alone for a number of years from $20,000 to
$30,000 worth of his colts annually. A great many stallions
of his get have been sold at from 2 to 6 years old, for from
$1,500 to $2,000; some at from $3,000 to $4,000; some at
$5,000 to $6,000. The owners' of Ethan Allen refused $20,000
for him. Of fast trotters he 'got Ethan Allen, Lancet, Enow
Nothing, Black Ralph, Lady Lawrence, Belle of Saratoga,
Black Hawk Maid, Ticonder'oga, Sherman Black Hawk, Stock-
bridge Chief, and many more. His stock have taken the
first honors at the "Vermont and Massachusetts Fairs for
years, with scarcely a single exception. At United States
Fairs, Ethan Allen has taken a first premium, Ticonderoga
one, and Stockbridge Chief two. Ethan Allen has always
when shown for them, taken the first at Springfield, Mass.;
last fall he took the first at St. Louis, and Stockbridge Chief
the first at Nashville. His colts have taken all the first pre-
miums at Ohio State Fairs, with two exceptions, as roadsters,
and a great many as horses for general purposes."

THE GIRLS GROWING CORN.—" One who Loves her Coun-
try " appeals to the young ladies of Maine (through the Me.
Farmer,) " not to be idle while their fathers, brothers, and
lovers, are away fighting for a liberty which all would rather
die than lose." She calls upon every young ladyin the State
to go for the corn pledge—asking those who live in cities to
plant and tend not less than three hills of corn, and those in
the country twelve hills — arguing that in this way " want
may be kept from our doors, though the ' wrath of war'
clouds the land yet many dreary years." This is patriotic
advice, and if heeded, will largely increase the aggregate
yield of an important staple. Let the young ladies of other
States.emulate the example—many in the West will do far
more. An exchange contains this item from an Illinois girl:
"Help is scarce here. Last week F— and I dropped nine
acres of corn in a day and a half. It made us some lame, but
what of that? I shall do it again when needed." Surely,
the " War for the Union " must terminate successfully when
the women exhibit such love of country.

GERMAN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—" An important agricul-
tural movement has recently taken place in Germany, in the
formation of a National Agricultural Society, after the plan
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England. This is a
project which has long been in contemplation, enlisting the
support of the leading agriculturists of Austria, Bavaria,
Hanover, Saxony, Prussia, and of the other German nation-
alities. Among the means which it proposes to make use of
for the attainment of its object—the. improvement of German
husbandry — are the publication ot' a journal or periodical;
holding successfully in the larger cities of the German Con-
federation exhibitions, or shows of agricultural stock, pro-
duce, and machinery; offering of prizes for scientific, or
technical works relating to agriculture, and discussions on
special agricultural topics at the extraordinary meetings of
the Society. Germany has thus followed the lead of England
in this most important matter."

CARCASSES OF DISEASED ANIMALS—Caution.—People who
have occasion to skin or dissect animals that have died of
disease, cannot be too cautious, as deaths frequently occur
in consequence of accidental wounds from knives used in the
operation. A Salem (0.) paper thus mentions an accident of
this nature:—" One day last week, while ROBERT TOLERTON
was skinning a cow that had died from some disease, he cut his
wrist badly, and in so doing he poisoned himself by getting
some of the blood of the animal in the cut Mr..TOLERTON
is in a very critical condition, and but little hope is enter-
tained of his recovery. Persons should be very careful when
they are skinning dead animals, that they do not cut them-
selves with the knife they have been using for that purpose,
as it will doubtless result fatally."

. •» .

KENTUCKY AG'L AND MECHANICAL ASSOCIATION.— The

annual meeting of this Association was held in Lexington on
the 11th inst. After the reports of the retiring ofScers had
been read and approved, the following Board was elected for
the ensuing year: President—BENJ.GRATZ. Vice President—
R. A. Alexander. Secretary and Treasurer—P. Burgess Hunt.
Directors—Wm. Warfield, Abraham Vanmeter, James G
Kinnaird, Jacob Hughes, James Foley, and Edward Oldham,
of Fayette; A. D. Offutt, of Scott; R. S. Taylor, of Clarke; S.
P. Kenney, of Jessamine; and A. Buford, of Woodford.

MINOR RURAL ITEMS.—The Orleans Co. Ag. Society an-
nounces that its fourth Annual Exhibition of Horses will be
held in Albion, June 14th and 15th. Hon. T. C. PJSTERS, of
Darien, has thoroughly tested two of Alden's Horse Hoes, and
fully endorses Mr. TODD'S commendation, given in our last
number. Mr. H. B. HART, of Rush, has just shown us two
monster eggs, laid by a Poland goose. Each weighs 12
ounces; one of them is full 12 inches in circumference
(measured the long way,) and the other only a fraction less.
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•WINTER OF 1860-61 ON EVERGREENS.

V

IT is fortunate that we have some in this country
who are able and willing to bear the expense and
labor of testing the new varieties of evergreens, to
ascertain their hardiness and adaptation to our cli-
mate. The reports of H. W. SARGENT, of Woden-
ethe, Fishkill Landing, N. Y., are exceedingly
valuable, and every spring the Horticultural public
are placed under increased obligation for his valuable
observations. The results of his labor and devotion
possess a practical value that we cannot too highly
estimate. Last autumn we had the pleasure of spend-
ing a few very pleasant hours at the beautiful Woden-
ethe, .on the Hudson, and we advise all our readers
passing that way to spend a day at Newburgh and
Fishkill.

It will be Been from Mr. SARGENT'S report, which
was written for the Horticulturist, that the winter
has been quite disastrous both in this country and
England, and this is true not only of the new ever-
greens, but of many things that have before proved
entirely hardy.

"Disastrous as our winters usually have been the
past few years, yet we are not wholly alone in our
misfortunes the past season. In England, on the 24th
and 25th of December, the mercury fell in two
places — at Chatteris in Cambridgeshire, and at
Cheadle in Staffordshire—to fifteen degrees below
zero; and even in London, and generally throughout
the kingdom, to several degrees below. The result
there upon vegetatibn has been more fatal than at any
other period within the present century. The young
shoots and spurs on peaches, apricots, nectarines,
cherries, and even some pears, are quite destroyed,
and even the old wood is injured.

Evergreen Oaks, Hollies, (fifty years old,) Philly-
reas, Laurustinus, are killed to the ground. The
destruction has been so complete, that in highly
ornamental grounds the exhalation from the frozen
plants has been positively offensive.

Various ornamental flowering shrubs, usually
requiring the protection of a wall, have been unable
to withstand the severity of the cold. Most of the
Magnolias, even old and well-established plants, have
been killed in an eastern exposure, and in a western
so much injured as to render their recovery hopeless.
The newer conifers, as well as older varieties, have all
suffered to a greater or less extent. In fact, our own
winter, bad as it has been, has proved the safer of the
two, and for a much greater variety of plants.
Although with us the mercury has fallen as low as
nineteen degrees below zero in this place, and in
many parts of the country to twenty-three and even
thirty degrees, yet I believe the only effect has been
to destroy the fruit buds. I do not observe here, nor
have I heard elsewhere, of any loss of young wood.

Gould we have escaped the two excessive cold
days in January, when the glass ranged from nine-
teen to twenty-one degrees below in this neighbor-
hood, our winter would have been less destructive
than usual; and though the mercury fell four or five
degrees lower here than in England, yet the damage
there was infinitely greater, adding another proof
that the cold is not of so much importance as the
condition of the plant at the time. Our wood, from
our warm, dry autumns, is always much better
ripened than the English, and consequently goes
into the winter campaign much better prepared to
resist cold.

This was particularly the case the past year, when,
from the unprecedented quantity of rain and little
sun in England, the summer's growth was very imper-
fectly ripened, and in the worst possible condition to
endure even the ordinary frost. Thus Lilacs and
Weigelas, which are always regarded pefectly hardy
here, were in England very badly injured. Many
plants growing with great vigor have been utterly
destroyed, while the same variety of plants, when
removed in early autumn, if ever so much exposed,
have suffered comparatively little, the supply from
the roots having been diminished; the system was
relieved of excessive moisture by evaporation, and in
consequently a much better state to resist cold.

Among the conifers, varieties which are unques-
tionably hardy, (never in this place at least having
suffered,) have completely perished in England, such
as Pinus Benthamiana and Pyrenaica. Even Thuiop
sis borealis is badly injured, though with us it stands
like our common Arbor Vitae. Most of the younger
Araucarias, Deodars, and even Cedars of Lebanon
are either killed o* injured, while specimens o
twenty years' growth have comparatively escaped,
the wood being better ripened.

In my own neighborhood, as I have before men-
tioned, the effects of the winter have been much less
severe than usual; nearly, in fact, all the evergreens
which I have in former years reported as hardy, con-
tinue to deserve this reputation. In addition to the
previous list, I would add, as perfectly uninjured by
nineteen degrees below zero,

Picea amabilis, nobilis, grandis, and Parsonii or
Lasciocarpa. In addition to the previously men-
tioned Abies, are Taxifolia, Jezoensis, Whitmaniana,
and Pattonii.

Oryptomeria Japonica, both the common variety
and Lobbii, seem to have become acclimatized, an
are hardly touched.

So, also, Cunninghamia smensis, which is perfectly
green, and beginning to grow.

Deodars, on the contrary, appear hopeless, excep1

as bushes.
Cephalotaxus, both male and female, as well as

Thuiopsis borealis and Cupressus Lawsoniana are as
hardy as our common Cedars. Cupressus macro-
carpa, Goveniana, and Knightii are, however, killei
to the ground.

The Golden Yew seems much hardier than tin
common English (T. baccata,) though this stand
well, and Taxus adpressa, very pretty and distinct,
is equally as hardy as either.

Among the Thujas (Arbor Vitae,) Hoveyi, (Hovey's,
cristata, (Buist'a Seedling,) gigantea, glauca, an
Craigeana are perfectly green, and have been so al
winter; and even Podocarpus nubigena holds it coloi
and health perfectly well.

Wellingtonias are somewhat browned, but wooc
and buds good.

Among the Evergreen gains of the past year, I con-
sider the most important, Cupressus Lawsoniana
Taxus elegantissima, Podocarpus nubigena Ber-
beris Japonica, Taxus monstrosa, Taxus micro
phylla, Pinus Jeffreyi, Pinus Beadsleyi, Pinus Sa-
biniana; and among the named Rhododendrom
are Azureum, Sir Charles Napier, Bicolor, Gran
dissimum, Concessum, Vandyke, Barclayanum, Deli
catissimum, Ccelestinum, Brayanum, Multimacu
lum, Achimedes, Magnificum, Prince Albert, Lore
John Eussell, all of which are entirely uninjured an<
well set in flower buds."

DELAWARE GRAPE CUTTINGS.

I NOTICE that the Horticultural editor of the Rural New-
orker says:—"The Delaware will grow from cuttings, and

he reason it hag not been so grown is, the wood has been
icarce and dear, and an eye would made as good a vine as a
jutting with several eyes." He is quite mistaken, if he
ntends to say that the cuttings will grow in the open ground,
like those of other varieties.

Last season I made a faithful trial of attempting to propa-
ate cuttings of the Delaware grape vine, and utterly failed.
covered them two inches deep with rich mold, and never

mffered them to get dry. A portion of them sprouted, and
showed a leaf or two on each, just above the surface of the
ground, but no roots were sent forth below, and they soon
died.

These cuttings were merely single eyes, with about one
nch of wood on each side. I have propagated other varie-

ties of the grape, by laying single eyes horizontally, without
the least difficulty, and with much less care than was be-
itowed in the above case.

I also find it a much more difficult matter to obtain
good rooted vines from Delaware layers than from other
kinds. The trouble is, the roots are not grown with the
same facility and abundance that characterizes other varieties.

In receiving a quantity of the Delaware grape vines from
a grower of them, about a year ago, he remarked, " I sup-
pose you know that the cuttings will not grow, unless they be
placed in a hot bed, or forced in a hot-house."

THE above is from the Country Gentleman, and by
a correspondent, who is at present figuring in most of
the Agricultural papers, attempting, we suppose, to
enlighten the ignorant, but who himself sadly stands
in need of a little knowledge. We repeat, what we
before said, that the Delaware will grow from cut-
tings. This we know, as we had a good many grown
in that manner, and out of doors, last spring. We
readily admit that the Delaware will not root as
freely as the Isabella and many other varieties, but
we do say that the short cuttings of the Isabefla
planted as described above, would fail in nine cases
out of ten. Under the most favorable circumstances
of soil and climate, a short cutting will root, but
then it should never be planted two inches below the
soil. The proper cutting for out-doors is a long one,
with about four buds, set sloping, with one eye just
above the surface. The following is what Mr. BARRY
says on this subject in his Fruit Book:—"As a gene-
ral thing, cuttings should be inserted so deep that
only two buds will be above the surface of the
ground, and in the vine only one. If cuttings are
long, they need not be set perpendicular, but sloping,
so as to be within reach of heat and air. A cutting
of a single eye of the vine with a piece of wood
attached, must be entirely covered, say half an inch
deep. But such cuttings are seldom planted, except
in pots, in houses, or in hot-beds."

We have before furnished our readers all needed
information on this subject, and in answering inqui
ries of a few lines we cannot usually give full details.
The above, with some inquiries received within a
week or two, however, shows there is still alack of
information, and we republish from the RURAL of
last year.

Since there has been a good deal of excitement on
the grape question, and vines of some new varieties
have been scarce and dear, our nurserymen have
propagated grapes in houses very rapidly. This
process we will not at present describe. The soil
for all cuttings should be well prepared, mellow,
finely pulverized and moderately rich. Propagation
by cuttings consists in causing a shoot to grow by
detaching it from the parent tree and planting it in
the ground, at the proper season and under favarable
circumstances for the development of roots. All
fruit trees may be grown from cuttings, but only a
very few grow with sufficient ease to make it desira-
ble or profitable to propagate them in this way. The
gooseberry, currant, vine and quince, of our common
fruits, are generally grown in this way.

jonsidered, to plant cuttings. If it is delayed until
ate, the warm weather starts the leaves before suffi-

cient roots are formed to supply the demand they
make for sustenance, and the cutting dries and per-
ishes. Those who grow only a few cuttings could
iha.de them, or spread sawdust about them, to pre-
lerve an even temperature.

Cuttings made in the fall may be buried out of
doors in a pit where the water will not stand. A
mound of earth should be made over the pit to throw
ff the water. Particular attention should be given

to cuttings after planting, to keep the weeds de-
stroyed and the ground in a mellow condition.

A cutting is a shoot or part of a shoot, and gener-
ally of one season's growth. A foot is the proper
length for cuttings, for ordinary out-door culture
though under Bome circumstances a single eye or
joint is used. We give an engraving, showing the
different forms of cuttings as well as the manner o
planting. The wood should be as stout and mature
as possible, and should be cut close and smooth to a
bud at both ends, as seen in figure 1. Cuttings,
taken off closely to the old wood, with the base
attached, as in figure 2, are more certain to grow
than when cut at any point above, and in the quinc
an inch or two of the old wood left attached renders
success more certain. The philosophy of the matte:
is that the descending wood-forming sap forces on
roots at the lower end of the shoot, and thus th
cutting becomes a new plant. The more buds thai
can be got around the base of a cutting the better,
for these buds, as soon as they become active, send
down new matter for the formation of roots.

Scarce varieties of grapes are propagated by eyes
having about two inches of wood attached, as seen
in figure 4, and success is supposed by many to b
more certain where the joint is halved before plant-
ing, as shown in figure 5. When this mode is
adopted, it is usual to plant the eyes about half an
inch deep in light soil in a hot bed, or in pots in a
propagating house. Figure 5 should not be planted
deep as shown in the engraving, being placed there
to economise space in our columns.

Cuttings should be inserted so deep that only twi
buds will be above the surface of the soil, and in thi
vine only one. Vine cuttings it is well to make long,
but they need not be set upright so as to be out oi
the reach of heat and air, but sloping, as we hay
endeavored to show in figure 3. They may be se
much more sloping than we have been able to exhibi
in the engraving, from lack of room.

Cuttings may be made any time during the fall o:
early winter. It should always be done before th
buds begin to swell. A soil for cuttings should be
mellow and warm, yet sufficiently compact to retain
moisture. Those who try to grow them in a hard,
baking, compact soil, or one low and wet, or dry an
sandy, will assuredly fail.

Very early in the spring iB the best time, all things

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS—THE BORER.

BY far the most destructive enemy to our orchards
is the apple tree borer — for, if left to itself, it de-
stroys every small tree it assails. Its ravages are
becoming alarming all over the country. Yet a little
knowledge and a little timely industry are sufficient
to obviate all these ravages, and save our orchards.

The parent of this enemy is not of itself a borer,
but a handsome insect or bug, called Saperda, with
two wings concealed under scales. It is about three-
fourths of an inch long. Its back has a ground-color
of yellowish-brown, with two small white streaks
running its whole length parallel, except over the
shoulder, where they diverge, and then turn again,
and continue parallel.

This insect comes out of the body of the apjrte
tree, fifteen inches or so from the ground, about the
15th or 20th of June, leaving a hole the size of a nail
gimlet. The insect is easily caught, for it will not fly
till dark, when it flies about the orchards with a view
of meeting its mate preparatory to propagation.
This seems to be the sole design of its insect state.

After sporting a few days, the female begins to
deposit her eggs, which she does, not by boring, but
by placing them in the little crevices in the cuticle,
or outer bark of'the tree, near the ground, where she
can be screened from sight, by the grass around the
collar of the tree.

It appears that all these eggs are deposited between
the 20th of June and the 20th of July. By a close
and careful observation, I am confirmed in opinion
that from the time the egg is deposited till the insect
comes out, is about two years and eleven months,
which is the length of its larva or grub state.

At the end of the first season it does not exceed
one-quarter of an inch in length. During this period
it only bores through the bark and excavates a cavity
beneath it about the size of a three cent bit, in which
it designs to winter. Here it curves itself forward
and hybernates. During the next season it excavates
a Bpace about as large as a dollar, though irregularly
shaped, living on the cambium and soft surface of the
sap wood. At the end of this season it is about hal
an inch or so long.

On the seoond Spring, having acquired strength, i
begins to bore inwardly into the heart wood, and
throw out its castings, through a hole, to the ground,
like sawdust. It is now fully at work, and grows
rapidly. It spends the summer in boring in every
and all directions till September, when it bores
upward and outward till cool weather sets in. I
then continues to bore upward and outward till i
reaches the outer bark, through which it makes a
small hole, so as to peep out and see that all is right,
and then turns about, head downward, and plugs up
the hole in the bark, pushing its castings up into the
upper end of it by its lower extremity, for it has no
legs or feet to work with. This it does to keep ou
the cold. Having made all secure, in turns about,
head up again, plugs up below and goes into winte
quarters for the last time.

Winter having passed away, the warmth of spring
and the first part of June enable it to undergo a met-
amorphosis, and become an insect. Having its head
up, with its strong fore feet it tears out the plugging,
pushes away the thin cuticle, and crawls out a ful
grown insect, called Saperda civitala. Having
glanced briefly at the history of our enemy, we an
prepared to encounter the most destructive foe eve
known to apple trees. Now, with this knowledge,
the defeat of the borer is very clear. It consists—
1st, in its prevention, and 2d, in its destruction when
prevention has failed, or has been neglected.

Many plans to prevent the insect from depositing
her eggs, have been resorted to with more or les
success. The following is the cheapest, the leas
laborious, and most effectual of any yet offered to tin
public.

We have only to take a mason's trowel, or sonn
similar instrument, and a bar of hard soap, and we
are prepared for the work. With the trowel we clear
away the earth from around the body of the trei
down to the root, for we take it for granted that n<
grass is allowed to grow around it. Then with tin
side or end of the trowel we scrape off the loose
bark and dirt as clean as may be, for 12 or 15 inchei
from the ground. After this preparation, we rub in thi
soap till all the crevices are filled. Finally, with th<
flat farmer's hand we rub the whole length so soaped,
till it is all smoothly plastered over with a thin pelli-
cle, leaving no place for the Saperda to deposit he
eggs. In short, my process to prevent the deposit o:
the eggs in these crevices for two weeks, is a sur<
preventive.

Do this in the last week in June, of every year,
and all damage by the borer is ended; for no Saperda
will deposit her egg, and no rain will wash the soap
off till her egg time is out for the season; and beside,
the soap and cleaning will materially benefit the tree.

Lastly, in order to destroy the larvae, we have only
to introduce a whalebone probe into its track, and
follow it in all directions, till its death is accom-
plished. JAMES FOUNTAIN, M. D.

Jefferson Valley, May, 1861.

of silica in the juices of the plants; and this appears the
more certain from the fact that at whatever stage of their
development the flowers are gathered, they are still ' ever-
lasting,' and resist all change after the little sap that remains
in the stem attached is exhausted. Although these plants
ire many of them natives of warm climates, yet they are
asily cultivated in this country, and most of them will
hrive in the open air and flower profusely.

A quiet trade in these imperishable flowers already exists.
On the continent, as well as in this country, wreaths are

ade of the small yellow variety (Qnaphalitm. arenarium,)
and are sold in large quantities for adorning the graves and
monuments of the departed. The railings which surround
the column of Napoleon, in the Place Vendome, at Paris, are
literally covered with these wreaths, producing a singular
effect. In Germany, baskets and bouquets of everlasting
flowers and wreaths are sold in the bazaars for decorative
lurposes; and within the last few weeks, a quantity of these
ilegant posies, &c, have been imported in this country, and
readily realized from Is. to 7s. 6d. each, according to size and
quality, whilst they certainly surpass, both in form and
color, anything ever produced of an artificial kind. Mixed
with the everlasting flowers in these German nosegays, appear
several of the beautiful grasses recently in high favor with
horticulturists, as well as a sprinkling of flowers not naturally
everlasting, but which our ingenious friends profess to have
preserved by a peculiar process.

" Wreaths of a yellow variety of everlasting flowers, about
the size of a farthing, and strung together transversely, are
worn by the natives of Sandwich Islands, as a kind of head
ornament.

" It only remains for us to suggest the extensive cultiva-
tion of all the varieties of everlasting flowers in this country,
for the formation of winter decoration)), and the artistic group-
ing of them with grasses, &c, would furnish another branch
of employment to our large surplus of female population,
who onght to be encouraged and educated in the manufacture
of many little elegancies, for which we are now entirely
dependent upon the foreigner."

EVERLASTING FLOWERS.
SEVERAL times, within a year or two, we have called th

attention of our readers to the cultivation of Everlasting
Flowers and the Ornamental Grasses, for winter bouquets.
It may be made not only a source of pleasure in the house,
but a source of profit to gardeners and florists. This view,
which we have urged upon our readers, it wi^be seen by th
following, which we copy from the London Gardeners' Chron-
icle, is being endorsed by its editors:

" I t is surprising that, amidst this universal taste fo
flowers, and the enormous traffic in the artificial, so little
attention has been hitherto bestowed upon those flowers
commonly known as 'everlasting,' and which are so well
adapted for purposes »f decoration.

"The general idea seems to be that everlasting flowers
are confined to that small yellow variety (Gnaphalium
arenarium,) known as 'Immortelles,' and occasionally dye'
blue and red for the sake of contrast. But the choice o:
these flowers is confined within no such narrow limits.

" Everlasting flowers are chiefly, if not entirely, produce
by plants belonging to the natural order Asteracea, but,
although approximating in form, they vary considerably a
to size, and in color there is almost an unlimited choice.

"The property possessed by these flowers of resisting
decay may be attributed to the presence of large quantitie

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER: — Being a reader of
our valuable paper, and much interested in some of

the nice recipes I find in the "Domestic Depart-
ment," I send two or three which I know from
experience to be good.

SODA POUND CAKE. —Four eggs; 1 cup of sugar;
1 cup of butter; 1J of flour; 1 teaspoonful of cream
tartar; £ of soda, dissolved.in 1 tablespoon of warm
water.

CORN STARCH CAKE. — Two cups of corn starch;
6 eggs, yolks and whites beaten separate; 1 cup of
butter, beaten to a cream; 2 cups of sugar. Bake in
small tins.

SUGAR COOKIES.—One egg; 1J cups of powdered
sugar; | do. of butter; 1 teaspoonful of essence of
lemon; flour enough to roll soft. RUTH E. W.

Dansville, N. Y., 1861.

FRUIT TREES IN SHRUBBERIES.— I should like to see the
apple and pear in more general use as ornamental plants,
and want to know why they are not more frequently planted
in places of moderate, or even limited extent, as suburban
and villa residences, by intermixing them with common
shrubbery plants. For cottage ornees they are peculiarly
adapted, and in the former places might be planted to a con-
siderable extent, and would add greatly to the beauty of
residences at this season of the year; and afford in the
autumn some compensation, by way of set off, by contribu-
ting a snpply of fruit in places where there is generally a
want of it. The great beauty of the bloom of some varieties
of apples and pears would, of themselves, entitle them to a
place in our grounds, solely as ornamental plants; and I
wish you could persuade nurserymen to make a selection for
this purpose, as I imagine many country gentlemen would be
induced to purchase them for their parks and homesteads for
this property alone, if good-sized plants could be procured
and that proprietors of small places would be glad to intro-
duce them. I say nothing of the Chinese apples and pears
wbich are just now in bloom, and worthy of all the admira-
tion they call forth; but having noticed for several seasons
how really beautiful the bloom is of many varieties of apples,
I venture to suggest the matter to your readers. As for the
pear, it is, when old, one of the most picturesque trees to be
met with, and for parks and home grounds, invaluable as an
ornamental trees, when in bloom. I strongly advise planters
to try the Beurre Ranee pear, and three or four other new
varieties; these have fine foliage and flowers, and a strong
habit of growth, which, as they grow old, would prove useful
ornaments to landscape scenery.—Florist.

TOMATOES.— This is one of the most healthful, as well as
the most universally liked, of all vegetables; its healthful
qualities do not depend on the mode of preparation for thi
table; it may be eaten thrice a day, cold or hot, cooked o
raw, alone, or with salt, or pepper, or vinegar, or all together,
to a like advantage, and to the utmost that can be taken with
an appetite. Its healthful quality alines from its sligh
acidity, in this, making it as valuable, perhaps, as berries,
cherries, currants, and similar articles; it is also highly
nutritious, but its chief virtue consists in its tendency to
keep the bowels free, owing to the seeds which it contains,
they acting as mechanical irritants to the inner coating oi
the bowels, causing them to throw out a larger amount of
fluid matter than would otherwise have been done, to the
effect of keeping the mucous surface lubricated, and securing
a greater solubility of the intestinal contents, precisely on
the principal that figs and white mustard seeds are so frej
quently efficient in removing constipation in certain formi
of disease. The tomato season ends with the frost. If the
vines are pulled up before the frost comes, and hung up in a
well-ventilated cellar, with the tomatoes hanging to them,
the " love apple " will continue ripening until Christmas.
The cellar should not be too dry nor too warm. The knowl-
edge of this may be improved to great practical advantage fo
the benefit of many who are invalids, and who are fond o:
the tomato.— HaWs Journal of Health.

BENZINE FOE PLANTS.—The London Gardeners' Chronich
gives the following advice respecting the destruction o:
insects on plants:—"As our houses and gardens are alway
more or less infested with vermin, it is satisfactory to know
that benzine, an article become sufficiently well known as a
detergent, is no less efficacious as an agent in insecticide.
One or two drops are sufficient to asphyxiate the most
redoubtable insect pest, be it beetle, cockchafer, spider, slug,
caterpillar, or other creeping thing*. Even rats and mice
will speedily decamp from any place sprinkled with a fe-
drops of the potent benzine. A singular fact connected with
this application of benzine is, that the bodies of insects kille
by it become so rigid that their wings, legs, &c, will break
rather than bend, if touched. Next day, however, when thi
benzine has evaporated, suppleness is restored."

WEATHER.—To-day (May 21). is the first spring-like day we
have had for a long time. Everything has been kept back
by the cold, and cherries are the only trees in flower. They
have suffered severely, and we have reason to expect but
very poor crop. Last year, at the same date, our notes say
"lilacs in full flower—blossoms of fruit trees falling, and the
early varieties, such as cherries, setting well, giving promise
of great fruitfulness."

FRUITS RECEIVED. — From D. 8. WHITLOOK, Brighton, ,N,
Y., fine specimens of Cooper's Market Apple,

attfl
To STOP BLEEDING IN GRAPE VINES.—HOW can the bleed-

ing of grape vines be stopped? I mean the bleeding conse-
quent upon late pruning. I have tried about everything
can think of, and without success.—W.

Have any of our readers known of serious injury from
bleeding? The best way to stop bleeding that we know of i
to put on a coating of gum shellac, dissolved in alcohol.
Then place over it a little raw cotton, soaked in the sam
material. But it is always best to prune early.

LIMA BBANS.—HOW can I succeed in growing the delicious
Lima bean? My soil is heavy, and not one-half will come up.
Those that come up look miserable until the weather gets
very warm, when they take a start and grow, but it is so late
in the season that few ripen, or even get fit to eat Then
they require such tall poles that they are much exposed to
the wind, and often blown down, unless secured with great
trouble and care. Now, if you can tell me how to raise this
fine bean—how to avoid all these difficulties—you will much
oblige me, and I have no doubt hosts of others who " know
beans," but dont know enough to raise Limas.—T. H>

The Lima bean likes a warm, sandy soil, and does not do
well in cold, stiff ground. We have pursued the following
plan for a few years. Open a drill some four inches deep and
a foot wide. In this, put about two inches of very sandy
loam. Put the beans in this sand with the eye down, making
two rows in the drill, the beans in the rows three inches
apart, and the rows about eight inches. Cover with two
inches of the sand. They will come up well, and if the
weather is not too cold, make a rapid growth. Hoe well,
and just before they begin to run, stick with brush, like peas,
about six feet high. The vines will cling to the brush. As
soon as the beans get to the top of the brush, piach off the
ends of the shoots, and do the same with all stray branches.
This will cause the vines to grow stocky, and also to set fruit
in large clusters from the ground to the tops, which will
mature early. Try this plan and report the result.

CAKES AND COOKIES.

GOLD AND SILVER CAKE.—One coffee cup of sugar;
1 j of flour; the whites of 4 eggs; 1 for frosting; J tea-
cup of butter; i cup of milk; 1 teaspoon cream of
tartar; J teaspoon of soda. For Gold Cake, use the
above recipe, only use yolks.

SUGAR COOKIES. — One cup of butter; 2 cups of
sugar; 3 eggs; 5 cups of flour; 2 tablespoons of sour
milk; a small teaspoon of saleratus.

MY CAKE.—Two eggs; 1 cup of sugar; J cup butter;
2 tablespoons of sour milk; j teaspoon saleratus.—
C. M. H., Knowlsville, N. Y, 1861.

BLACK CAKE.— One lb. of flour; | lb. butter; J lb.
sugar; 1 pint milk; small teaspoon saleratns; 4 eggs.

SHORT CAKE.— Five pounds flour; f lbs. sugar; J
lb. butter; 8 eggs; rose water and nutmeg.

CYMBALS.— Two lbs. flour; J lb. sugar; J lb. butter;
6 eggs.

JUMBLES.—Five lbs. of flour; 2 lbs. sugar; 1 lb.
butter; 6 eggs. Roll them out in loaf sugar.

CRACKERS. — Take four ounces of butter; 4 eggs;
1 pint milk; flour as thick as possible.—M., Glendale,
Ohio, 1861.

» • • • «

NICE CREAM CAKE.—One cup butter; 1 of cream;
3 of sugar; 4 of flour; 5 eggs; 1 teaspoon soda; glass
rose brandy.

WHITE CAKE.—Two cups sugar; i cup butter;
i cup sweet milk; 3 cups flour; whites of 8 eggs; 1
teaspoon cream tartar; i teaspoon soda.

JACKSON SPONGE CAKE. — One and one-third cups
sugar; 1$ cups flour; 4 eggs; 1$ teaspoons cream
tartar; J teaspoon soda, dissolved in a teaspoon of
water. — ETTENA, Peoria, N. Y., 1861.

TOMATO CATSUP.— To a gallon of ripe tomatoes,
put four tablespoonfuls of salt, four of ground black
pepper, three tablespoonfuls of ground mustard, half
a tablespoonful of allspice, half a spoonful of cloves,
three red peppers, ground fine; simmer the whole
slowly, with a pint of vinegar, three or four hours,
then strain through a sieve, bottle and cork tight.
The catsup should be made in a tin, or porcelain
utensil, and the later in the season it is made, the
less liable it will be to spoil.— IRENE, Covert, N. Y.

» . • . •

THICK SOLED BOOTS VS. CONSUMPTION. — The Town
Clerk of Newton, Massachusetts, in his report of the
vital statistics of that town, says: "The number of
deaths by consumption has usually been about one-
fourth of the whole; the past year but fourteen; a
favorable change in the leading disease of New Eng-
land. The favorable result of the change from thin
to thick soles on the boots and shoes of our females
is already visible. Should the recent fashion of thin
soles again be attempted, it is hoped the ladies of
Newton will stand firm on their thick soles."

POTTED BEEF.—Put a piece of lean beef and a
pig's foot in a pot of hot water, (after scalding the
foot,) boil slowly four or five hours, cut the meat
from both, return the bones to the pot to boil till the
water is well wasted, take out the bones, skim all the
fat off and return the meat minced fine; heat all
together half A hour and pour into a pan, apply a
weight as for head cheese, and you have a nice
breakfast dish. If your beef is salt, it must be
freshened, or more pigs' feet added.—T. P. F., Hal-
lowell, Me., 1861.

BOILED INDIAN PUDDING. — In reply to Mrs. KING-
MAN, Medina, N. Y., I send you my ma's recipe for
boiled Indian pudding, which I think can not be
beat. Two eggs; one quart of sweet milk; £ of a
teaspoonful of saleratus. Stir in Indian meal enough
to make a thin batter, put it into a bag made of
thick cloth, tie light, but leave room enough for it to
swell. Put into a pot of boiling water, boil con-
stantly six hours. If it should stop boiling, fill up
with boiling water.—DOLLY G., Macedon, N. Y., 1861.

FROZEN LEMONADE. — To 1 dozen of lemons take
4 lbs. of loaf sugar and 2 quarts of water, make the
lemonade, then freeze just as you would ice cream.

SUBSTITUTE FOR CREAM IN COFFEE.— Beat the
white of one egg to a froth, add to it a small lump of
butter. Turn the coffee into it gradually, so it will
not curdle.—A RURAL READER, Palermo, N. Y., 1861.

FOR CLEANING WHITE KID GLOVES. — I see that
" M. J. V." wants a recipe for cleaning gloves. Take
white castile or shaving soap, make a stiff lather,
draw the glove over the hand, and rub the lather on
quickly with a clean white flannel; avoid wetting the
kid through, and rub with the flannel until dry.—
A. P., Smithfield, N. Y., 1861.

. . > . • . •

THOSE MUFFINS.—Seeing an inquiry from LIZZIE,
in a late number of the RURAL, for muffins, I Bend
you mine, which we think very good. One quart of
sweet milk; 3 eggs; 1 tablespoonful of butter; i pint
of hop yeast; flour to make them thick enough to
drop from the spoon.—RENA, Sherburne, N. Y., 1861.

« • • . »

DRYING PAINT.— Will some of the readers of the
RURAL please give a recipe through its columns for
a quick drying paint for kitchen floors, and oblige
many who cannot well vacate their rooms long
enough for the common kind used to dry properly.—
C. L., Albion, N. Y., 1861.

REMOVING RUST FROM KNIVES.—Will some of the
readers of this interesting paper please inform me
how to remove spots or rust that have accumulated on
knives and forks.— A. C. P., Danbury, Conn., 1861.

REMOVING STAINS FROM MARBLE. — Will some
writer for the "useful" RURAL give its readers a
recipe for removing spots and stains from white
marble ? — HOUSEKEEPER.
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BT T. B. ALDBIOH.

Tnra, that blunts, the edge of things,
Dries our tears and spoils our bliss;

Time has brought such balm to me,
I can bear to speak of this.

She waseeven and I was nine—
PJpetty people we to plan

Life* and. lay it grandly o u t -
She the woman, I the man!

Sang the river on the shoals,
S$Bg,$he robin on the tree;

Earth WAS newly made, for us—
Later Eve and Adam we.

Lightly fell the apple, blooms, ....,,.
Payed the road with red and white;

Sunshine floated through the day,
Silvery atoms through the night.

Twenty years have,come and gone;
Drop th$ curtain, change the. scene!

Life, when one is nine years old,
Does n6t say the thing it means.

. , i i . ^ • i

Other,anna have clasped my Eve,
Other lips have called her. fair—

Ah! but little wind blows down
Spring-time castles in the air!

From this window I can see
Up the road to Meadow Farm-

That is she upon the porch
With the baby on her arm.

• » . » • »

PATBIOTISM OF THE "WOMEN.

THE patriotism of the North is fully aroused. The
storming and taking of Fort Sumter by the rebels
united all parties and classes north of Dixie's land,
and our entire people are arrayed as one man against
those who are striving to dismember the Union and
desecrate the Constitution and Laws. While the
Men are nobly volunteering their services or liberally
contributing their means to prosecute the War for
the Union, the Women of the North are exhibiting
their patriotism in every suitable^ manner. Thou-
sands have freely engaged in making clothing for the
volunteers, many have offered their services as hos-
pital and army nurses, while others have entered
upon the discussion of the great question of the day
—using cogent and unanswerable arguments in favor
of sustaining the Government and upholding the
Flag of the Country at all hazards and against all
aggressors. For example: A Virginia vicegerent of
the Mount Vernon Association lately sent a circular
to her associates in the Free States, inviting a Peace
Convention of the Women to settle the National
difficulty. To this appeal the Rhode Island vice-
gerent returned a very sensible reply, demolishing
the false assumptions of the Virginia woman, and
stating the case thus clearly and patriotically:

"Dear Madam: I hasten to reply to the communi-
cation which I received from you on Saturday eve-
ning, and am glad of the opportunity to correct some
misapprehensions into which you have fallen as to
the object and meaning of the present great uprising
of, the North. The question at issue is not that of
slavery or no slavery. No one proposes to interfere
with slavery in the States; and with regard to the
territories, that is a question of physical geography,
and already decided by its immutable laws. If there
is fear of negro insurrection in any of the States, they
have only to remain firm in their allegiance, and the
whale power of the government is pledged for .their
protection. But should they withdraw themselves
from under the broad aegis of the constitution, I do
not see how it can be possible for the border States
to retain their slaves, unless they are more loyal to
their masters than those masters to their country.

" The question which moves the heart of the North
as the heart of one man, is that of government or no
government, freedom or anarchy, loyalty to the flag
of our country or rebellion against it. There is no
middle course. A conditional patriot is an uncondi-
tional traitor.' In presence of this great question,
all party lines, all social distinctions are here obliter-
ated. The Breckinridge democrat shoulders his mus-
ket in the ranks side by side with the Lincoln repub-
lican, and their wives and daughters suv together on
the same clothing for the soldiers, Jnd offer them-
selves with equal readiness to serve as nurses in the
hospitals; the millionaire and the Irish laborer drill
together in the same company with equal enthusiasm
and devotion to their common country. There is no
bitterness towards the South; no desire to interfere
with its rights. It is not a war of passion, but of
principle; an unflinching determination to support,
not Mr. Lincoln or any other man, but the majesty of
law, the authority of government. For this all are
ready to shed the last drop of their blood, to spend
the last penny of their fortunes. The fixed, resolute
determination of the North, to which there is no
dissenting voice, is to have a country, a government,
at whatever cost it may be purchased. If it can be
done only by war, then war it must be, though all
men deprecate its coming.

"The time for peace conventions, my dear Miss
Johnson, is past. The time for government to use
the voice of authority has come. For myself, the
firat Latin I ever learned in my girlhood was, " Dulce
et decorum est pro patria mori;" that is the lesson
which I must teach to others now. I have a brother
and four nephews serving to-day as volunteers. They
go as patriots, not as republicans, for but one of the
five voted for Mr. Lincoln; but they are ready to give
their lives, if need be, to save the most beneficent
government which the world has ever seen, from
falling before traitor hands.

" I have worked heartily with you, my dear Madam,
for the Mt. Vernon cause, and I do not believe that
out labor is lost; but I cannot join you in what you
now propose, because I know that it would be useless.
There is not a man in Rhode Island of any shade of
party, of any grade of culture, who would entertain
your proposition. We have had one Peace Congress,
and where is its President now?

"With the fullest confidence in the power of the
government to sustain itself even in this hour of its
trial, and with the earnest prayer that every good
man and true may rally to its support, I am most
sincerely yours, >

No man or woman can appropriate beauty without
paying for i t - in endowments, in fortune, in position,
in self-surrender, or other valuable stock; and there
are a great many who are too poor, too ordinary, too
busy, too proud, to pay any of these prices for i t
So the unbeautiful get many more lovers than the

)[ beauties; only, as there are more of them, their
lovers are spread thinner, and do not make so much
show. _^

IN this world, it is not what we take up, but what
we give up, that makes us rich.

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]
MOTHER'S PAPER.

.','1 |CAVB a), ways taken that paper because ft wai
my mother's favorite, and I never see it coming intc
the house without thinking of her," we heard a ma
in the prime of life say, the other day. " Father use
to instruct us to give her the first reading of her owi
paper, and although she would not have insisted on
it, herself, she seemed pleased at such a mark of
respect from him. I can renaember just hew sh<
used to look when, her daily labor-done,, she sa
down to. rest and enjoy her paper. I believe it was
seeing how much enjoyment she found in such things
that first made any thing of a scholar of me, and one
of the first self-denials I ever practiced was to not
interrupt her with needless questions while she wa
reading. As she became interested, the weary look
she,usually wore would leave her face, and as she
resumed her work she wore a brighter, younger
expression than usual. If she could only have known
how much her quiet example would influence us all,
how happy she would have been." As he was speak-
ing, his little girl came along and was lifted to his
knee, while' the little boy, somewhat older, ceased
his play to listen. We could not but think whâ t an
example of filial affection he was unconsciously, giv-
ing them.. Toiling mothers, take courage; your lov-
ng cares, your habits of thought, Bhall be a tender

remembranoe to your children while they live."
Geneva, Wifl., 1861. B. C. D,

AGRICULTURE AND "WOMEN.

AN American gentleman who lately visited Eng-
and, was struck with the interest manifested by
adies, including those of the highest rank, in agri-
julture. One of these, the Duchess of Portland,
jxhibited perfect familiarity with the minutest details
if farm management and work, showing her Ameri-
an guest over the whole of the Duke's large estate,

and explaining to him the various processes and
methods of cultivation.

We could wish that our American ladies would
dopt one of the few aristocratic tastes and habits
hich sit gracefully upon republican women, and
hick would be of equal advantage to the interests
f agriculture and to their own delicate physical

organizations. A great deal of cant is uttered in
these days about the mission of woman, but when-
ever we hear an attenuated, dyspeptic female talking
n this wise, we feel sure that the daily handling of a
>roomstick, in a peaceable manner, or the charge of
kitchen garden, would soon put her upon the track

most useful for herself and for society. When Rome
as young and virtuous, the kitchen garden was
Iways placed under the care of the mother of the

'amily. In Sparta, the women, fit to be the mothers
>f heroes, cultivated the soil, while the men were
ghting the battles of their country. Indeed, from
he earliest period in the annals of our race, woman
tas aided by her counsels, and sometimes by her
abors, in bringing agriculture to a state of perfec-
ion. The laws which Osiris gave to Egypt were not
s valuable to that country as those precepts in agri-
ulture, those instructions in embankments, irriga-
ions, and drainings, which Isis, hia Queen, gave to

the Egyptians, and which enabled them to derive so
much benefit from the deposit of the Nile. Ceres,
deified by the Greeks, made her people acquainted
vith the use of wheat, and the mode of cultivating
t. To the Empress of China we are indebted for the

mulberry tree and the rearing of worms-
Woman, of late years, has demonstrated her capa-

ity of shining in many spheres once considered the
eculiar province of man. Miss Hersehel has dis-

covered comets; Mrs. Someryille laid open the
mathematical structure of the universe; some have
analyzed the chemical relations of nature in the
aboratory, and others investigated the laws of social
•elations. With such a great amount and variety of
>ower, may we not augur the most beneficial results

agriculture, if the women of our country, by their
mpathy, encouragement, and co-operation, by their

tudfes and counsels, would prove themselves, as did
he women of old, help-meets to him whom God has
•rdained to cultivate the earth?—Bait. American.

"WOMAN'S DRESS.

A HEALTHY dress permits every organ in the body
perform its functions untrammeled. The fashio*-

ble style does not allow this free action of the vital
arts, and hence the present feeble, crippled condi-
ion of the women of America. This evil, together
•ith other physiological errors, is doing much to
horten the lives of our women and compromise the
lealth and life of the whole American race. To
vert these sad results, and to improve the health of
>ur women generally, it is proposed that the follow-
ng style of dress be adopted. This dress has been
vorn by the writer nearly nine years, and she is
appy to say that it has saved her from a consump-
ive's grave, to which she was slowly but surely
nding.
The waist should be several inches longer than the

>ody, a little shorter than the present fashion, and
all in front, that the chest may enjoy the freest
tion. The bands of the skirt should be much

arger than the body, buttons to be placed on the
band of the inside skirt, just as they are on a gentle-
man's pants for suspenders, and the same elastic
suspenders worn, crossing behind. Make button-
loles in the bands of the other skirts to correspond
ith the buttons on the inside skirt, and button on;

hus one pair of suspenders will carry three or more
ikirts. This style of dress is attended by no discom-
ort to the wearer, and allows full action to every
jrgan of the body. At the same it is sufficiently
ashionable to escape observation. Of course corsets
ihould never be worn. And with the skirt supported
is above described, there is no apology for wearing
;hem.

Whalebones have no business in a woman's dress.
They spoil all the beauty of outline which Powers
and other great artists have found in the natural
woman. They interfere not less with that peculiar
undulating action of the chest and abdomen which
results from the normal action of the thoracic and
abdominal viscera. And if the waist be short and
loose, as advised above, there will be no need of
whalebones to keep it down. God knew what he
was doing when he made the human body, and made
it just right in every way; and we cannot alter its
shape without destroying its beautiful symmetry, and
causing disease and premature death.—Lewis' New

'•ymnastics.

THE EVENING CLOUDS we see were made to-day-
made of such trifles as the breaths of singing birds
and singing flowers; the melted jewelry of the morn-
ing dews, the silveT night dress of the rivers and the
'oice of prayer. It is the heaped up utterance of
'esterday. Dim, blue and beautiful, it is an enchant-
id mountain, though men have named it a cloud.

rwritten for Moore's Rural New-Yorker,.]

HABMONY AND PEKFECTION OF CHARACTER.

[Written for Moore's Rural New;-Yorker.]

L I N E S TO "NAT36V*

BT A. H. BBLLOO&.

AT every .turn, on sea of life,
A;" Nate, " we surely m,eet; ,,

With|8ome, distress and,woe are rife;
With others bliss complete.

Though rumi-Nate the cad will chew,
His habits are not bad; .

Don't drink, and brawl, or make ado-,
Seems thoughtful, ofttimes sad.

Unfortu-Nate all strive to shun,
But he waylays each path;

Of all the Nates no other one
So many servants hath.

There's. stag-Nate, deaf, and dumb, a«J Wind,
More, stupid than, a toad, f . .

Will paralyze one's limbs and mind
Encountered on the road.

Procrasti-Nate is oft embraced,
Some long retain his hand;

Yet speak of him as one disgraced—
A curse to any land.

There's fulmi-Nate, in frightful tones,.
Mankind his voice must hear

From caverns, clouds, and papal throiven—
Rude messenger of fear.

In-Nate and or-Nate tread ttye stage,
The first with small display;

The last will every eye engage
When seen along the way.

Sir nomi-Nate, men greet his face
With most extatlc joy,

And give his grace unwearied chase,
With ardor of a boy.

Effemi-Nate, in lady's dress,
A nymph to idolize;

In male attire gets no caress,
His weakness we despise.

Old obsti-Nate, a surly dog(

Thinks he is wondrous'stout;
When soundly thrashed he'll never jt>&.

Just folds his arms and- pout.

Inordi-Nate no bounds can hold,
Nor his ambition tame;

He most excessive thirsts for gold,
Has longings wild for fame.

There's hiber-N»te, a cosy chap,
With jolly smiling face;

Twere Hweet reposing on hia lap—
A snug, delightful place.

Our frames to clothe incar-Nate deigns^
His vesture—flesh and blood—

With man decays, but deathless reigns
With CHRIST, the Son of Goo.

Burosy N. Y., 1861.

WE admire harmony and perfection in nature, or
;he arts. Though we are not always aware what
ittractsus—what rivets onr attention—when viewing
ihe beautiful and the sublime; yet when we examine
sriticaHy, harmony, or adaptation, is never wanting,
,nd it is necessary to perfection. No landscape or
minting is pleasing without the naturalness and
implieity of harmony. It [is this adaptation in the
latural world that enchants us, and its influence ex-
ends over the intellectual and moral well-being of
lociety. We admire no truths^ unless there is pro-
>ortionate weight and a seeming harmony; we

love no characters, composed of1 gross mental or
moral incongruities.

But, how little we consider the necessity of har-
mony of character, without which there can never
be any perfection. As soon might we expect perfect
rait from unprtmed trees or- a neglected garden, as

from an unharmonized, character or uncultivated;
mental powers. Education has much influence upon
our social natures, and prepares us for prominent
ilaces aud important duties. None can value too
ighly literary advantages, or the nntold powers

of the intellect. We may be talented, but if there
is not the beauty of harmony to blend into* a
perfect whole our entire powens, we have never
.ttained the greatest good of thorough intellectual
liscipline. This symmetry mu&t be seen, and mnst

be felt, or our daily experiences in social life will be
most mortifying. Where we would find sympathy

e are repelled,— where we would do good, there
ire insurmountable barriers,—where we would look
or rich fruits, lie withered hopes. We mourn over
>ur sad failures, but live ©a in entire ignorance, of
heir cause, and perhaps "-die with all our imperfec-
ions on our heads."

Again, we are slaves to habits and are bound with
he strongest shackles of custom. All have experi-
mced in some degree the evils, the regrets, that
bllow in the train of long indulged sinful passions
md feelings. We try to overcome, to. conquer our
milts, and for a time are successful; but are over-
jome by new temptations, lose our self-respect, then
link deeper and deeper into the depths of sin and
oily. If a man is ever to be pitied, it is when he is
is a helpless child at the caprice of every wind of
vil influence, unsustained by firm principles, —with-
mt a well disciplined mind. " Unstable as water, he
annot excel," and is ofttimes overcome by the fproe
if his own evil passions. At times he may be quiet,
oving, and his mind a "Temple of Intellect," and
lis noble brow may be decked with wreaths of well
arned fame; but there is no harmony of character,
sonsequently no beauty or perfection. BYRON was

such a character. Much as he has been lauded,—
much as he has suffered from his own sad and im-
perfect representations of feelings,— much as his
intellectual greatness has been, and is revered, and
lometimes the better feelings of a crushed and de-
ased humanity blazing, bursting, from his bleeding

soul, inspiring his poems,— still we look upon him as
a moral wreck. There was no harmony of character,
and we look in vain for perfection. His domestic
turmoils, hie warring against the better feelings of
his soul, weae his ruin. The lives of many men
afford similar and striking instances of those who
have no harmony or perfection of character. No
slavery can be so blighting as that which fetters the
soul and dims our moral'vision; yet imagination
will gild over our moat glaring faults. "Fancy
paints beautiful pictures," the poetic results of loose
and jovial hours of pleasure, and we see "battle-
ments that on their raetless fronts bear stars,—illu-
minations of all good," till we are enchanted,
bewildered, dead.

Still, humanity has a brighter side, and there are
many that look upon life and its duties from a better
stand-point, and with a clearer vision. They bear
all the burden of the present life cheerfully, persuing
the zigzag pathway of their earthly wanderings with
hope, with patience, with resignation. PAUL fought

the fight of faith, and won the glorious reward c
suffering for his Master's sake. JOHN MIETON, thong]
popVr though aged, though blind, doe»; not becomi
discouraged while suffering these strangely eombine<
afaiotjons, He loved to express the consolation thai
his blindness thrust him more directly on the prote
tion of Providence, and asserts " that he wa» fond ol
considering the darkness that veiled' his eyes as
rather the shadow of tine protecting wing of the
Almighty, than the loss of sight." Mrs- BKMANI
rose above all the grievances of social life,, and thi
bitter, withering influences that blighted1 her homi
jojs. She found comfort in the good, the beautiful
that was left her still, of life, and waited patientlyfo:
enduring pleasures,—for " perfect sympathy.?' Then
was a harmony in these characters which must reac
a high state of perfection in this life, and' a.highe;
one in the certain futurity of the blessed. "T& bea;
is to conq,uer our, fate." jr.
Eden, Erie Co., N. Y., 1861.

NO BIGHT TO BE UGLY.

MKN or women, whatever their physical deformities
may be, cannot be utterly ugly, except from' moral
and intellectual causes, and neither man nor woman
has any right to be ugly, and that if either be-so, it
is his or her fault, misdemeanor, or crime; and tha
being tigly; they cannot expect the love of thei
fellow-ereatures. No man can love an ugly woman
no woman can love an ngly man; and if fathers-am
mothers can love an ugly child, it is a very sore
struggle,, and may be duty after all, and not love.

To have lost one's nose or eye, to squint or to hav
a huncp-b'ack, are certainly misfortunes, deteriora
tions of the beauty of the human form and impair-
ments of its high ideal; but if all these calamities
were centered in one unhappy person, they would
not make him positively ugly, if he were wise, w-itty,
amiable, benevolent, just, and generous, and passed
his life in deed^ of kindness and charity.

Milton has not endowed his sublime fiend>with
the horns, dragon's tail, and other vulgar uglinesses
of popwlar superstition- He was too great a poet
and philosopher to fall into such an error. The
physical beauty of his Satan was originally as great
as that of the angels who had not fallen, in all out-
ward attributes; but the hideousness was in the
mind, and the mind moulded the body to its own
oharacter;. and Satan, though he was1, as' Sydney
Smith said, "a fine fellow" in one sense, w"asterribly
ugly in another; sublimely horrible, and infinitely
more fearful to think of than the grotesque compound
of Satyr and Dragon whom we owe to the exuberant
fancy and bad taste of the monks of the middle age's.

A truly ugly person may have had a well developed
nose and regular features; he may be six feet'high,
and shapely as the Apollo Belvidere, but the evil
spirit that is in him has set the indescribable bat pal-
pable seal of a bad mind upon all his physical linea-
ments. He bears the brand of criminality upon his
forehead as Gain did, and carries a mark of the
Divine displeasure stamped upon his face, shaded ia
his aspect, toned in his voice, telegraphed into his
looks and gestures. By these means he is- pointed
mt to his fellow-creatures as one who sinned against
h» moral government of the universe, so that all who
3ee him may know him, and take warning by his pun-
ishment. All that is morally good, is physically beau-
tiful, all that is morally bad, is physically ugly:
ergo, every man and woman may be beautiful if they
like, and no man or woman has a right, to be ugly.
London Reviei*.

INFLUENCE OP SMILES.

A SMILE is indeed a thing of beauty. Whettuer
Sving on the lips of gladsome youth, or flickering
n the dying features of worn-out age, if holds its

>eauty still. Whether making loveliness yet more
insome, or rendering ugliness less repulsivle than

ts wont, a- smile yet holds its nature—yet it is beau-
fuifc. -Magic lurks therein, and sways the human
eart as. words never can — quickens its quiet puke,
r soothes and calms-the hurried throb as they may
ieed. And beneath the enoouraging influence of
me sweet, upholding smile, the heait itself may
hange its mood—may yield its mad intent, if not
ast out forever its-evil promptings and its dark pro-
lensities. And soamay the smiles of derision madden
eyomd what the utmost words can do, eVen as the

imil« of praise will spur humanity to great and noble
eeds beyond the approach of all othec promptings.
ts silent power sinks in the heart, and heals some
ew made thrast, as sweetly and gently as falls the

mysterious dew from Heaven. And the smile of
love! It beams in the mother's eyes as she sees
)eauty in her infant's face, £nd a silent laugh of
mknown joy from her darling babe. It plays with
itronger and more thrilling magic on the maiden's
ovely countenance, a» her heart's idol meets her far-

eing eye> and drawa near to let her look of love lose
one of its precious value in needless distance between
hem.. And with deeper, purer joy, it comes to the
ife's glad face when her husband's fond gaze tells
er how much is gained since he first called her

wife. Holy, beautiful indeed, is the smile of fathom-
ess and perfect love. Too seldom, indeed, does it
ve—too seldom lighten heavy cares and earthly
orrows. Too seldom does it have birth —too often
loeB it soon leave life's pathway, even if fairly born
>nd dearly welcomed there.

CLOSING UP.

THE close of the week—how gratefully it comes to
oiling and weary millions! Even those who reject
•eligion and its institution, acknowledge the wise,
f not divine, ordination of the Sabbath — a day of

rest and peace — wise, because it answers one of the
greatest human wants, as no other device could. As
the shadows of evening fall on Saturday night, the
mechanic and artizan will lay down their toil armor,
and the finger-worn needle-woman will fold up her
work — that brings, alas! too scanty pittance — and

omeward from every busy haunt -will go the
osts whose hands surrounds u with the comforts
nd luxuries of life. And how quiet will become
he great city, erst so full of the music of diverse
ret mingling labor! The songs of the hammer and
.rowel cease1, and the anthems of wheels die away
)ver the deserted streets, and solitude comes so wel-
;ome to every better sense. Bepose, so sweet after
he week's toil; to be unbroken for a day — repose,
hich brings reflection and meditation, culturing the

mind by a review of the experiences through which
it has passed. May they ever strengthen us all, to

new the bustle of life with greater earnestness, and
with higher aims.

As.daylight can be seen through very small holes,
^ little things will illustrate a person's character.

Indeed, character consists in little acts, and honora-
bly performed; daily life being the quarry from
which we build it up, and rough-hewn stones the
habits that form i t 1

(Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

Gr I V B .

Gmi to him that asketh thee.—Mathew—&: 42.

G*TB to. the needy with free hand,
If GOD hath blest thy store;

Turn not the suffering child of want
In sternness from thy door.

Give to the spirit, crashed with grief,
Thy sympathizing love,

And let thy words of steadfast trust
To resignation move.

Give- to the erring wanderer,
Lost in the maze of sin,

Thy kindly charity, if thou
That callous heart would win.

Again to love of virtue's ways,
Again to worthy life,

Would see a spirit pure and calm,
Replace that inward strife.

Give what thou hast, though loving words
Be all thou hast to give;

It is the SAVIOR'S great command,
..... He will, thy gift receive;

Geneva, Wis., 1861. B. C. D.

— • • < • • » •
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.A. nsr o E: L s .

WE have, always loved the angels. In the inno-.
cence of childhood we fell asleep, soothed by a
mother's sweet assurance that

"Holy angels guard thy bed;"
and as we grew older, we delighted to think that a
guardian angel continually watched over us, zealous
for our good. Evea in riper years we do> not discard
the pleasant fancy> and when favored with some
peculiar tokens of the divine favor, eaoh one has

" Felt that G»D was smiling on my lot,
And made.the airs his angels to convey
To every sense and sensibility,
The message of hie favor."

Eagerly you listeny, and almost fancy that you hear
the rustle of angelic wings, conscious- that GOD has
fulfilled his promise and given the angels charge
over you.

In the beautiful mythology of the Arabians, it is
said that two angels unseen attend each one of us,
.0 mark our good and evil deeds. The one joyfully

records every good aefc and forthwith transmits th$
record to heaven. But the other keeps the dreadful
day-bopk open till sunset, and* if we repent, the
record fades away and leaves a line of white across
the page. Despite- the source, we admire the idea;
or it is no less pleasant to think that our good deeds

are irrevocable, than to feel that; we may obtain for-
giveness for others* But as no angel has power to
forgive sin,- we must' reject' the mythology and seek
elsewhere to' ascertain the real mission of angels.
Revelation tells us in language plain, " are they not
all ministering spirits sent forth to minister for them
who shall be heirs of salvation?" Yes> we may die-,
card fancies, and rely confidently on this blessed
assurance. Those glorious beings, fulfilling ever the
behests of Diety, are engaged in a constant ministry
of love. And for whom? "For them who shall be.
heirs of salvation." Have you a portion in this great:
inheritance? Have I? If so, then happy is our lot
However humble our station, we are "the favoued»
ones of earth." No more will we repine at trials or
afflictions, but will, watch for the coming of the
"ministering spirits," and be thankful for the blessr
ings which th«y bring. Are we heirs? Then our
ladder of faith, reaching from earth to heaven, shall
>e thronged with celestial visitors, JACOB'S glarious
vision shall be. realized in oar experience, every
mountain-top shall prove a Pisgah, every vale a.
Bethel. CATO,

Angelica* N. ¥i, 1861.
. , » • • • • • «

BUT ONE WAY.

NOTHING, ia lost. The whole past is engraven on
our hearts,, as on aft imperishable tablet With the
mind beclouded as it is in this world, we may be able
only to descry the great, events; but if not is this
world, then in another the mist will be scattered, and

e shall be able to read our lives over again, just as
;hey have been spent. There is but one method by
hich the painful memories of the past may be

emoved. The heart that is washed in the atoning
)lood of Christ has in His grace as antidote boit for
in and sorrow. "The blood of Jesus Christ cleans-:

eth ms from all sin." His love sanctifies sorrow, and
makes it and the memory of it a real blessing. The
on* who has made the Savior his trust, and who is
ieeking to live as He lived, has nothing to fear in the*

trtmost activity of memory. But he who has the
guilt of his sins resting on his own soal, has reason
to tremble. In some dark lane of life,' in some hout
of gloom, or in the last dread conflict, his sins may
meet him again, and overwhelm him with the recol-
lection. Or, if he escape in life, memory, which has
recorded all, will be faithful to her trust, and woe be
o the soul that has to answer for itself in another
orld. — Observer.

THE TWO ARCHITECTS-

"The high-priest rose up, with his brethren the priests,
md they builded." — NKH. 3: 1.

Two architects were once candidates for the
uilding of a certain temple at Athens. The first
larangued the crowd very learnedly upon the differ-

ent orders of architecture, and showed them in what
manner the temple should be built The other, who
got up after him, only observed that what his brother
tad spoken he could do; and thus he at once gained
;he cause. Such is the difference between the specu-
ative and the practical Christian.

PKAYER. — It is not the place of prayer that God
examines; nor is it the words that God primarily
regards; it is not the form in any sense that avails;
t is the intense and ardent desire breathed from the
lepths of the heart into the ear of God which God
inswers exceeding abundantly above all that we can
sk or think.

EVERY sinful outward word and deed, and every
lecret thought and purpose of the mind, re-acts upon
he mind itself and leaves its own impression there

upon an ineffaceable tablet. Aside from all the
nfluence pur sin may exert upon others,. it puts
mperishable impressions upon our own minds.

— — » - « • • • • *

A RELIGION that never suffices to govern a man,
will never suffice to save him; that which does not
sufficiently distinguish one from a wicked world, will
lever distinguish him from a perishing world.—

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Newspapers Collection 
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S T U D Y I N G A T H O M E .

^ correspondent ,"W.^. a^yjB(̂ uly that •« great
improvements are needed among pur rurftlt>pppu\a-;

tion in the education of pur ^hildren.V Indeed, tjie
American nation would Wa more '.'.healthy, wealthy,
a!nd wise " people^ if all of its members were better
trained and educated. On the, other hand, farmers
Cjinaot, generally,, send, their boys to school during
haying and hoeing. ;

Now, inthisLstateof things, why icannpt we edu-
cate .our bpys at ;b,fl me? Jjet. us. all set, aside, daily,
one hour and a hajf in. which our boys may study,.
As the mind is fresher in the morning tlia.nin.4he
afternoon, the time should be taken from the forepart
of the day. A room, should, be set. .apart; f&r.the boys
and, girls. The students. should not be interrupted
during the period just named. The first half hour
might be spent in doing sums,— in acquiring.easi-
ness and rapidity in addition, subtraction,, multipli-
cation and division. It should not betSRent in repeat-
edly going over portions of the, arithmetic of no
practical use to any one. The next half hour should
be occupied in copying, such boqks as Mansfield's
"Political Manual,!' or Well'? "familiar Science,"
or Quackenbos' "Natural, Philosophy," pr Ware and
Sroellie's . " Philosophy of Natural History," or an
English Grammar, or a Political or. Physical Geog-
raphy. By this means the students will be taught
spelling and punctuation, and will acquire much
exact information; The work to be copied might
be chosen by the copyer, under the supervision of
his or her parent. The ^ast n a ^ a o u r should *>e spent
in reading some interesting volume of travels, biog-
raphy, or history. The book, whatever it is, should
be rea.d aloud by the different students successively—
one commencing where another leaves off.

The advantages of this plan are that' it allows the
mental training to proceed without stopping bodily
exertion. My father once told me that he lost his
health by suddenly changing his manner of life when
he entered college. This plan would keep brothers
and sisters at home without separating them. The
students, too, would see that the pen and the plow
are not enemies,—that intelligence and knowledge
are not opposed to farming.

Most parents might gain some hints from Herbert
Spencer's "Education," published by D. Appleton
&Co.

The above plan can be adopted only by those
parents who exact a ready and willing obedience
from their children. It is not suited to very young
children. Nothing would discourage the students
more than interruption. o.

Philadelphia, Pa., 1861.

•WOMAN'S EDUCATIONAL EMPIRE.

WOMAN educates the heart; man educates the in-
tellect; and in this fact consists the chief element of
her superiority as an educator. The education of
the intellect without that of the heart, may make
demons; for the understanding, when divorced from
the affections, is fit only to produce such monsters.
But woman, when properly qualified for her mission;
in the world, happily combines the heart and intel-
lect, so that neither is trained at the expense of the
other, but both are educated in the most perfect uni-
son. Man mayeducate the heart, but this is not
ordinarily his part as an educator. The heart is more
especially at woman's disposal. And no one is so
eminently endowed by nature with all the important
qualifications for the entire work of education, as
woman. She teaches us to love what man teaches us
to believe. She ingrafts upon our affections what man
implants in our memories. She leads us to honor
and virtue, by inspiring in us an admiration of all
that is good and true; he inculcates the theoretic
principles of an honorable and virtuous life as the
subjects of intellectual apprehension. She is the
sunshine of the soul, comprehending both light and
heat, to illuminate and vivify all the soul's activitjes;
he is the sunshine of the intellect, radiating splendors
upon its researches after truth, bnt splendors which
are, too often, cold and chilling as the sunshine
of bleak and icy winter.

Aime-Martin, a French author, says that "out of
sixty-nine monarchs who have worn the crown of
France, only three have loved the people; and,
remarkable circumstance, all three were brought up
by their mothers." The same remark would be sub-
stantially true, no doubt, of the potentates of all
orders; they love in proportion as they have been
educated to love, and it is the province of a mother's
influence and training, especially, to develop this
attribute of human nature.

" Give us mothers who know how to educate their
children;" this, under the blessings of God, would,
ere long, result in the ushering in of a universal
empire of intelligence, and law and righteousness, and
peace and joy. Will it not, therefore, be our special
care, looking forward to the world's progress and the
future elevation of the whole race of mankind, not
only to educate carefully and thoroughly our sons for
the spheres of life in which they may be called to
move and act, but also our daughters, whose sphere of
duty and influence is even more grand and glorious,
and involves more terrible responsibilities than that
which Providence assigns to our sons. Woman's
empire is the empire which is to bless or curse man-
kind in future as in past; but if she is properly
educated to her sovereign mission, her empire will
only be a blessing, not a curse.

HOW TO ACQUIBE KNOWLEDGE.

EDUCATION is an art or science which, despite the
great improvements that have been made in it in
modern times, is yet but in it3 infancy. The expe-
rience of almost every day teaches us how much the
success of any one system of education depends
upon the character and resolution of the instructor.
A Dr. Arnold can work wonders with means that
prove utterly inadequate with weaker spirits. We
agree with Prof. Pillans, that in almost every case
" where young people are taught as they ought to be,
they are quite as happy in school as at play; seldom
less delighted, nay, often more, with the well directed
exercises of their mental energies, than with that of
their muscular powers." It is, however, so very
seldom that young people are as happy in school as
at play, that we are forced to believe that they are
equally seldom taught as they ought to be. We hail
however, as a change not less admirable than notice-
able, the desire, which is now so general among
teachers, to make the acquirement of knowledge
itself an object of pleasure, and to conform their
plans and modes of teaching to juvenile opinion,
when reasonable.—London Critic.

OUTSIDE DECORATIONS.

NOTHINQ adds more to the good appearance of
•$ farm .than a.little. decoratio^ in.^he garden and
arpundtbe hpuse, while.all.know that however good
the house may be, ,pr well-tiUgd the.farm, an^untidy
gardesn and a few old tumble-down sheds in the yard,,
givetto the whole place an untidy, slovenly aspect, that
is exceedingly annoy ing^p every person ofgpod taste.

It is very fortunate, that those deceptions that add
so much of beauty to even a humble place are no.t
costly, but at the expense of a little time and inge-
nuity can be had by aii,(i If boards canuot.be. ob-
tained, a few sticks from the woods will answer even

f ' }

a better purpose. In. previous numbers of the KURAL
we have, given simple designs for Seats, Summer
Houses, Ac,,,and now we present our young friends
with one for. a Pump House. We hope not a few will
employ th^ir leisure hours the present summer in
making such ornamental buildings.

_ .—» . • Y+. —
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MUSIC

EDS, B̂-ftAlf NBW-YORKER.:—I have, long thought:
that Jtwould like to contribute,.my mite to our loved
RD"RAL, bnt feared my inability to_ write anything
acceptable. Seeing the names pf many of my young
friends in its columns, I have decided to send you a
few lines. , . ,, , ,

Ip a.(late number I noticed a piece entitled
" Thought^ on Music," which I thought very good,—
likewise a piece of music by. W. D. BRADBURY, which
I have learned to sing and play; for I am fond of
music,— yes,, ,'tis my great delight. Gpod music
seems to carry my thoughts away,—and indeed I might
say myself jtoo.,— far, from the st«rn realities of life,
an$. I seem to forget, foretime, that I am mortal,
subject; to ajA the ills that flesh, is heir to. In my
.humftlj? opinion, there is a, peculiar style of music
adapted to every frame of mind. When in health and
happiness, how the eye,,will brighten, and the. pulse
quicken, at ^ e ,sou,nd of lively, sweet-bounding
music, accompanied by ttye..human vQJce, or,the
soul-stirring strains of some splendid inarch, accom-
panied by the patriotic sound of many dr,ums. And,
when a shadow of sadness^ caused by my own or other's
sorrows, obscures the bright star of hope for a time,
'tis then jfcbat I love to,Us/ten to soft, mournful music,
that, seems to express my very thoughts and feelings.
May it be mine to be pheered by such music in my
last hours, when I shall leave this world forever..

One of our illustrious forefathers said, " Give me
liberty or give me death." I love liberty as well as
any one, but next to liberty give me music, for I can-
not be happy without it. I remember the advice of
an aged lady to me when I was about twelve years of
age. Thanks to kind Providence, she was not my
mother. I was practicing in music all the spare hours
that I had out of school aside from doing the few
chores that my mother required of me about the
house. One day this lady called while I was engaged
in the pleasant occupation of learning a new sere-
nade. " Now my little girl," said she, "let me give
you some good advice. Don't be so foolish as to
waste so much time to learn to sing and read those
notes. What good will it ever do you? There will
be no end on]t, and it will cost all your spare shil-
lings and dollars, that you will need more for some-
thing else, for it is costing you something now for
note books, and other music; besides, it will net be
long before you will want an instrument of some
kind; then, of course, you must have a teacher." I
told her that I thought I could learn to play with the
aid of an instruction book, without a teacher.
"Well, suppose you can, you will have to practice a
great while before you can play well, and after all,
what wiil it amount to ? By-and-by you will get mar-
ried, and you will find to your sorrow that although
young men like to hear girls sing and play, when they
become husbands they had rather have a wife who
knows how to keep house," (just as if girls could not
learn music and housekeeping too.) " I shall not
allow my girls to waste their time in such nonsense,
but I'll make good housekeepers of them, which /
think will bo more benefit to them. Your mother
can do as she likes about your education, but /think
music, and many other studies that are becoming
popular in common schools, are of no use to a girl,
unless she intends to teach, or live in a village."
Well, said I, if the gentlemen think less of me
because I like music, they may marry those who will
be better housekeepers, and I will be content, and
have music, hberty, and Jiappiness. A few years have
passed away, and with them the good old lady, whom
I really loved, although I could not indorse, ail her
sentiments. Her daughters, who are a few years my
seniors, are tolerable housekeepers, to bo sure., but
no happier than I, and I have heard them say
repeatedly that they wished they understood music.
Therefore, I say, girls and boys, one and all, let u,s
improve this greatest of GOD'S gifts, and iearn all we
can of music. Unlike our friend Plowhandle, I have
no desire to see my name in print, and will merely
say that I am

A GIRL WHO LOVES MUSIC AND THE RURAL.
Union, Mon. Co., N. T., 1861.

BEGIN TO SAVE.

NOTHING is more certain than that when a man
begins to lay by money, the desire to accumulate
grows with the growth of his savings. The "nest
egg" is the chief difficulty. A deposit once made.,
the self-denial necessary to enable the depositor to
add to the initial sum becomes less irksome every
day, until at length the thrifty individual derives a
greater pleasure from the contemplation of his
increasing store, than ever he experienced from the

outlay of money to gratify his tastes or pamper his
appetites. He feels prdud, too, of his own power of
self-restraint, and is dignified in his own eyes by his
prudential self-sacrifices. According to the testi-
mony of managers of saving banks, a large propor-
tion of those who open accounts with these excellent
institutions, are willing to endure severe hardships
and privations^ rather than withdraw tjieir deposits.

Let it be understood, then, thai any young man
who. earns his bread by the sweat of his .brow — ay,
or by the sweat of brain, and has sufficient determi-
nation so/|o limit his wants as to save a few dollars
for a beginning, is almost sure, by that very act, to
lay the foundation pf future comfort and competence.
The first earnest effort to provide.for a rainy day will
naturally lead to a second,.and the sequence will ^p
on until the great temporal end of life, a sufficient
provision against the exigencies pf misfortune or the
wants of .age, shall have been made. , ,w. r,,„,-,,••»

nln.
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THE WAR'S PROGRESS.

, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC.

Extracts from the Southern PresH.
As exhibiting the tone of the press throughout

the South, we give extracts, from the various papers
which reach our sanctum, as follows:

AN INTERVIEW WITH GEN. SCOTT.—The Charleston
Courier publishes a letter from a correspondent who
was in Washington on the 1st inst, in which the
writer thus describes an interview with Gen. Scott:-^-
" I found him in his office in the War Department.
He sat bolt upright, behind a table,; where he had
been writing, and apparently his mind is as clear and
strong as ever, He, complained of swollen feet, and
said he could, not walk far. In answer to an inquiry,
he said he had but a little while to live, and when he
died it should be beneaththe Stars and Stripes. He
said the war should be prosecuted vigorously. The
administration would not invade the South with the
object, of capturing Richmond, or Charleston, or New
Orleans, but for the purpose of retaking the forts and
public property., > He mentioned several points that
he had determined to. capture, naming first, Fort
Moultrie, then Fort Sumter, Harper's Ferry, 4fcc. The
last named place he should retake, no matter what
might be the cost: pf life or treasure."

HAVE WE A UNION?—The Baltimore Patriot an-
swers this question in the most emphatio manner.
After alluding to its efforts to avert this fratricidal
conflict, it expresses confidence that the Union will
be rendered firmer and stronger by this effort to de-
stroy it, and adds:—"Let it not, then, be said that
we have no Union. We have a Union, and it is folly
to say we will not and cannot preserve it. It is a
Union still, though threatened with dissolution, and
it is a poor thing, indeed, and unworthy of our
Washington, if it cannot be borne in triumph thro'
the storm that now surrounds it. It may be hurt. It
may be temporarily interrupted. It may be enveloped
in clouds, and the tempest nay play around it. The
lightnings may play upon it, and send their thunders
over its territory, but it is a Union still, and will con-
tinue such for ages yet to come."

VIRGINIA'S EESouROES,-7-Whenwe read the follow-
ing confession of the Richmond Examiner, a rabid
secession sheet, we are only the more amazed at the
madness which is hurrying on Virginia to ruin. The
Examiner says:—"We believe that we inform the
public with considerable accuracy on this point,
when we declare that the State's public means of de-
fense are simply nil. Virginia has few serviceable
arms, and scarcely any powder. The whole sum on
hand is two hundred kegs, and two hundred and forty
more ordered—in all four hundred and forty kegs."

A CHANGE OF TUNE.—When the report reached the
extreme South that Gen. Scott had resigned, and was
going to head the traitors, the people fired guns,
rang bells, shed tears of joy, embraced each other in
the streets, lanes and alleys, &c. They have just dis-
covered that they were sold, and the Mobile Adver-
tiser thus makes a most admirable right-about-face
movement:—"The telegraph contradicts its own re-
port that Gen. Scott had resigned. One Jeffi Davis
will be glad to hear that, as it is said one of his dar-
ling objects is to prove on the field what he has long
believed, that 'Old Fuss and Feathers' is the greatest
humbug of the age."

SOLD AND PAID FOR.—Vicksburg (MiBs.) was prob-
ably the worst "sold" town in the South, on the
rumored resignation ®f Gen. Scott. The Whig of
that place thus announced the joyful tidings:—"Our
town is again in a furious sfate of -excitement at the
news of General Scott's resignation. Cannon are
pouring fprth their thunders, bells are ringing, people
are hugging each other on the streets, and the joy
and gratulation are unbounded. As we go to press
the jubilee continues, and we don't know how late it
may be kept up."

THE UPRISING AT THE NORTH.—The Southern papers
are consoling themselves with all sorts of odd con-
ceptions about the spontaneous burst of loyal senti-
ment in the North. The Richmond Enquirer con-
Boles itself with the reflection that it is but one of
those temporary excitements which occur among the
people of the free States. Hear what it says:

" Just aslhey ran mad after Jenny Lind, the Jap-
anese Tommy, Kossuth, Morus Multicaulis, Spirit
Rappings, and every other new bubble, so they now
unite, in the great delirium of a civil war, and intox-
icate their brains with thoughts of blood and plunder.
When all the individuals of a nation have been occu-
pied from their birth with ledgers and cash-books,
dollars and cents, the humdrum existence of trade or
traffice, a sensation becomes a necessity to their
mental constitution. No people qn earth need tem:

porary excitement like the Yankees, are more eager
to get it, or will pay more for it. Their newspapers,
their books, their theatres, their cities, furnish daily
illustrations of their thirst after excitement. But it
never lasts long. The taste is gratified, the want
supplied, and Yankees become Yankees again until
the next season^ The tremendous outburst of ferocity
that we. witness in the Northern States, is the repeti-
tion of one of the most common traits in their national
character. It is the fashion of the day, the humbug
of the hour, and it will cease as suddenly as it has
commenced. Like straw on fire, the periodical sen-
sations of the North make a great flame, but sink to
the ashes and dust of indifference as swiftly as they
sprang. It is easy, and to them amusing, to indulge
their tastes of this sort, in bloody talk about invading
the South, in mobbing the few among them hitherto
suspected of sympathy with us, in joining volunteer

companies, running off to cities like Washington, by
way of Annapolis, where no brickbats are on the
rpad; ;.b^ in three or four weeks the superfluous gas
will be gone, and Yankees will be Yankees again."
, . DOH'T LiKE.i'THE BLOCKADE.—We have, already an-
nounced th,e, blockade pf Norfolk, Va.,' by th« naval
forces of the Government. The following paragraph
is from the Norfolk Herald of May 3d:—"The block-
ade pf,our harbor includes every conceivable avenue
of approach to it—from the broad bosomed Chesa-
peake and its noble rivers to the creeks and coves
which form their, tributaries.' The B&}timpre,,,and
James River boats have been stopped, and no steamer
is permitted to run between Norfolk and Hampton.
As this small potato, blockade will .halve to be main-
tained, chiefly by means of small boats,, some plan
.might be devised, we think, to waylay and sink them.
Such a desperate species of warfare is truly worthy
of the great,mind which now rules the destinies and
degrades |)he historic fame of what were once the
United States."

The, Herald meets the matter with indifference, hut
the Richmond Whig "takes on dreadfully." Hear
it:—"The base wretches at Washington have dared
to interrupt and destroy the commerce of this Com-
monwealth. Vessels which the money of our people
built—the fort, which Virginiaentrustedrto-the com
mon agent for her defence—are employed for the en
forcement of this infamous tyranny. It is useless to
investigate the legality, or constitutionality of such
a proceeding. The law and the Constitution are
wholly disregarded by the vulgar ruffians at Wash-
ington. It: is enough that we see in it the fiendish
spirit .which iato animate this atrocipus war. It is
enough to impel every,Virginian to take the Hanni-
balian oath of eternal and invincible hate to the whole
Yankee race." ;

STRENGTH AND IMPORTANCE OP FORTRESS MONROE.
—The New Orleans Crescent admits and grieves that
Fortress Monroe is the key to Virginia, and that it
cannot be taken by the rebels. It says:—" If we only
had possession of Fortress Monroe and the Rip Raps,
our way would be clear. But the former is one of
the strongest fortifications in the country, Its garri-
son is two thousand four hundred and fifty men, and
it mounts three hundred and seventy-one guns. The
Rip Raps, or Fort Calhoun, built out in the middle of
Hampton Roads, directly opposite Fort Monroe,
mounts over two hundred guns. These two fortifica-
tions-command Hampton Roads, and James -and
Elizabeth rivers; and Richmond, Norfolk and Peters-
burg are thus locked up. They can have no access
to the sea except between these two strong forts.
Four or five hundred guns are frowning upon the
passage, able to sink a fleet of vessels, and both forts
are said to be over-garrisoned. Fort Monroe is pro
tected by a moat, and is situated on a spit of sand-
bar at a point where Hampton Roads debouches into
the Chesapeake Bay. It is the hardest fort on the
Continent to take, and we doubt if it could be taken
at all. We shall have to drive Old Abe and his dirty
crew from Washington, and break up his Government,
and thus compel him to yield up this fortification
and everything else within the limits of the Southern
States."

THE SECESSION SPIRIT IN TENNESSEE.—The Lou-
isville Journal says:—As illustrative of the charao-
ter of the tyranny established over souls in Tennessee,
we may mention one circumstance out Of the thou-
sands which the Tennessee papers would not dare
to mention. One of the first gentlemen of our city,
a substantial man, whose word none would ques-
tion, was recently in that State on business. He
repeated to us yesterday a conversation that he held
with a native Tenness6an, a Union man, who depre-
cated secession as a deplorable blunder and a terrible
crime. The two gentlemen were alone in a large
room, no other person being probably within half
a mile of them, yet the Tennessean lowered his voice
almost to a whisper, as if he fancied that the very
walls had ears to hear and tongue to repeat.
' ' Lately," said he, " I thought I was worth eight or ten
thousand dollars; now I am worth nothing. I owe a
sum of money, and I carefully laid by every dollar
in my power for the purpose of meeting my obliga-
tions and saving my property; but all that I laid by
ha3 been taken from me. They have raised military
companies in my neighborhood, and, although my
opinions were known, they levied upoa me, as they
did upon others, whatever they pleased, and I had to
furnish the required amount or be spotted and per-
secuted,—probably driven out of the State as an
abolitionist." Any dozen or even half dozen seces-
sionists in any part of Tennessee, can band them-
selves together at pleasure, as thousands of dozens
and half dozens are doing, and levy the most oppres-
sive and enormous black mail for secession purposes
upon secessionists and Union men alike, marking
each man's tax opposite his name up'on a piece of
paper, and then presenting the paper with the foot-
pad command of stand and deliver. And from the
authority of the relentless and remorseless robbery
there is no appeal; no power exists to which the
sufferers can successfully turn for protection and
redress. A giant despotism, subdivided into count-
less petty despotisms, covers the land with a shadow
deadlier to life than the shadow of Java's poison tree.

Points of Interest.
THE places noted below are points of special

interest just at the present time, and as each iB
frequently mentioned in the journals of the day, a
brief description may prove of value:

PERRYVILLE is a pretty village of some six or eight
houses and two hotels,— one of the latter kept by a
Pennsylvanian,—that derives its only importance
from being a station upon the Susquehanna river.
Here, for many years, passengers over the Baltimore
Railroad, going South, have taken a ferry boat for
Havre de Grace, and resumed the railroad at the lat-
ter place. It was noted, during an unusually cold
winter, as the eastern termini of a bridge of solid ice,
over which the cars ran upon a temporary track.
The river at this place is three-quarters of a mile
wide; and at the distance of a mile below, the open
bay commences. The railroad ferry house (now the
principal barracks for the volunteers) is erected upon
a strip or tongue of high-land that protrudes into the
river, with shallow covers upon either side.

TURKBY POINT, which has recently been occupied
by a detachment of United States, troops, can be dis-
tinctly seen from Perryville. It is a sharp projection
on the bay, about eight miles from the former place.
This important position is memorable as the site of
the landing of the British troops unde,r Lord Howe,
in their march to Chadd's Ford and Philadelphia. It
is of the highest importance in the present crisis,
inasmuch as it will guard the exit and entrance of
the Chesapeake to the Delaware canal. Back river,
the stream leading to the canal, is about eight miles
up the Elk; barges or steamers sail up the Back river
five miles, to Chesapeake city, where they enter the
locks and pass through the canal proper, to Delaware
city, sixteen miles further. The distance, therefore,

from Turkey Point to the Delaware river iff»Qtl«
than^i r ty . miles. If Turkey Poifit, or. "Worth's
Point, opposite,, be.'gpprded^ by.ft #majl battejy;, $ i p
mouth of the Elk is less than three miles wideband
the channel within one mile of shore,) any attempt
that might be made by secessionists from Baltimore
tp pass up the Elk and drain the canal would be
effectually prevented. .,

PORT DEPOSIT, Md,F. is situated four miles fronpi
Perry.ville, on the same side of t^e river, in, Q$c}l
county; There is a volunteer company in the town,
pledged, it is said, to the Union, and ready to respoad
,tp. Gov. Hicks' requisition, whenever it Js made.
Some of the United States soldiers frsm Camp, Sofr
quehanna strolled beyond camp limits a few days
since, and entering a tavern at Port Deposit, caused
great terror among some reputed secessionists (Col-
lected there. The United States flag has been nailed
to a pole by some ardent individuals.in Port Depdsilj
and before the troops were quartered,'at iPerryviUe,
they were accustomed to mount guard around; it
every night. Ferry boats that likewise act as; tow
boats, are constantly running up and, down the Sus,-
quehanna, between Port Deposit and Havre de Grace.

HAVRE DE GRACE has a population of four or five
thousand. The Chesapeake, below .Havre de Grace,
is now dotted in every direction with Government
transports, consisting of craft of every description,—
tugs, sloops, Ericsson steamers, brigs, &c Small
boats are hugging the shores, on the. look-out, for
treason traps, and scouting parties are continually
landing at points along the bay to discover the feel-
ings and intentions of the people. The lines of the
camp at Perryville extend to the outskirts of the
village, and to pass any sentry after dark is impossi-
ble. No man can get into camp by night frem any
quarter. The lanes, the fields, the dwellings, the
bridges, are hemmed in by guards, who- form contin-
uous lines within each other, so that any sentry can
summon the whole guard if necessary. Sentinels
also pace the banks of the river, and two howitzers
are mounted at the ferry boats, to sink any adventur-
ous rebels, or when requisite, lay under contribution
the villages over the way.

The Volunteer Army.
THE following list comprises the regiments which

have passed through New York city on their to Wash-
ington and vicinity:
\Reg. Where from. iW>.
0th Rhode Inland.. 280
*th New York «91
8th - - - Massachusetts 1,000
71st , '..New York 1,110
12th New York 1,000
6th New York 1,000
6th. .
6th. .
69th.
8th. .

Rhode Island 782
Massachusetts 366
New York 1,106
New York 1,000

13th _ Brooklyn 736
25th Albany 700
7th N .Y. (recrnlta) 130
1st Rhode Island 540
5th - New York 800
Ellsworth's New York 1,100
28th Brooklyn 560
18th Brooklyn 400
Zouaves Salem, Mass. 200
Burgesses Corps Albany . 110
20th Ulster Co 800
3d U S 417
6th Brooklyn 425
7th New York 60
15th New York 780
2d.
1st.

.Maine 800

.Vermont 1,060

Total 18,226

There are now in New York the following, which
have been mustered into service and are ready to
march:
Reg. Colonel.
1st "W. H. Allen
2d Tompkins
4th. . . .J . H. H. Ward

Mai.
800
900
800

5th Abm. Duryea 1,200
6th Wm. Wilson ^ ^ 700
7th . . . . John E. Bendix 800
9th Walter MoChesney 800

14th....A. M. Wood 900

Total 6,900

The following are nearly ready, and will be mus-
tered into service in a few days:
Anderson Zouaves 500
Sheehan's Volunteers 1,656
Constitution Guard 900
Ninth Regiment ^ 800
California Regiment 750
Steubea Regiment 780
Excelsior Brigade 1,400
Fifty-fifth Regiment 600
First Regimen^ German Rifles 780
Eleventh Regiment . . . . . . . . . . . 660
Second Regiment, Fire Zouaves __i, 1,000
Astor Regiment. 700
Ramsey's Volunteers 1 400
Second Regiment, S. L. G 800
Union Rangers 800
Banuockburn Battalion 200
Elite Corps (light infantry) 400
First Regiment, Union Volunteers 350
Naval Brigade 1,000
Seventy-fifth Regiment 600
Montezuma Regiment 400
United Turner, Rifles 78*
Union Volunteer Rifles 308
Westchester Chasseurs.. 539
Excelsior Regiment 780
British Volunteers 608
Garibaldi Guard 780

Total 18,071

Jjaw o f T r e a s o n . — T r a d i n g w i t h a n Enemy.

THE legal rights of citizens, in time of war, to
trade with an enemy, are not very well understood in
this country. The following extract from Kent's
Commentaries on the Law of Nations, will place the
subject in a clear light before our readers :

One of the immediate and important consequences
of the declaration of war, is the absolute interruption
and interdiction of all commercial correspondence, at*
tercourse, and dealing between the subjects of the two
countries. * * * The interdiction flows necesi
sarily from the principle already stated, that a state
of war puts all the members of the two nations
respectively in hostility to each other; and to suffer
individuals to carry on a friendly or commercial in-
tercourse, while the two Governments were at war
would be placing the act of Government and the acts
of individuals in contradiction to each other. It
would counteract the operations of war, and throw
obstacles in the way of the public efforts, and lead to
disorder, imbecility and treason. Trading supposes
the existence of civil contracts and a reference to
courts of justice; and it is, therefore, necessarily con-
tradictory to a state of war. It affords aid to the
enemy in an effectual manner, by enabling the mer-
chants of the enemy's country to support their Gov-
ernment, and it facilitates the means of conveying
intelligence, and carrying on a traitorous correspon-
dence with- the enemy. These considerations apply
with peculiar force to maritime States, where the
principle object is to destroy the marine resources
and commerce of the enqmy, in order to force them
to peace. It is a well settled doctrine in the English
courts, and with English jurist, that there cannot
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exist, at tbe same time, a -war for arms and a peace
for commerce. The war puts an end at once to all
dealing and all communication with each other, and
places every individual of the respective Governments,
as well as the Governments themselves, in a state of
hostility.
* * * * * * * * * *

It follows as a necessary consequence of the doc-
trine of the illegality of all intercourse or traffic,
without express permission, that all contracts with
the enemy, made during war, are utterly void. The
insurance of enemies' property is an illegal contract,
because it is a species of trade and intercourse with
the enemy. The drawing of a bill of exchange by
an alien enemy, on a subject of the adverse country,
is an illegal and void contract, because it is a com-
munication and contract. The purchase of bills of
the enemy's oountry, or the remission and deposit of
funds there, is a dangerous and illegal act; because it
may be cherishing the resources and relieving the
wants of an enemy. The remission of funds in money
or bills to the subjects of the enemy, is unlawful.
The inhabition reaches to every communication, direct
or circuitous. All endeavors at trade with the enemy,
by the intervention of third persons, or by partner-
snip, have equally failed, and no artifice has succeed-
ed to legalize the trade, without express permission
of the government. Every relaxation of the rule
tends to corrupt the allegiance of the subject, and
prevents the war from fulfilling its end. * * *
• • It i3 also a further consequence of the ina-
bility of the subjects of the two States to commence
or carry on any correspondence or business together,
that all commercial partnerships existing between the
subjects of the two parties, prior to the war, are dis-
solved by the mere force and act of the war itself; tho'
other contracts existing^prior to the war are not ex-
tinguished, but the remedy is only suspended, and
this forms the inability of an alien enemy to sue, or
to sustain, in the language of civilians, a persona
standi mjudiceo.

Privateering Legalized by the South.
THE Congress of the Confederate States met at

Montgomery on the 6th inst, and an act, declaring
war against the United States Government and legal-
izing piracy, was passed in secret session, but the
injunction of secrecy was immediately removed, and
the infamous document ordered to be published. We
publish two of the sections, and would give the en-
tire act, were it not of such extreme length. Section
10, -as will be observed, offers a premium of twenty
dollars for each person killed on an American vessel,
and twenty-five dollars for each prisoner delivered
into the hands of the rebels.

SEC. 10. That a bounty shall be paid by the Confeder-
ate States of $20 for each person on board any armed
ship or vessel belonging to the United States, at the
commencement of any engagement, which shall be
burnt, sunk or destroyed by any vessel commissioned
as aforesaid, which shall be of equal or inferior force,
the same divided as in other cases of prize money;
and a bounty of $25 shall be paid to the owners, officers
and crews of the private armed vessels commissioned as
aforesaid, for each and every prisoner by them captured
and brought into port, and delivered to an agent au-
thorized to receive them, in any port of the Con-
federate States; and the Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby authorized to pay or cause to be paid to the
owners, officers and crews of such private armed
vessels, commissioned as aforesaid, or their agent,
the bounties herein provided.

By the following section it will seen that the gov-
ernment of the Confederate States are determined to
secure their share of the plunder:

SEC. 15. That five per centum on the net amount
(after deducting all charges and expenditures,) of the
prize money arising from captured vessels and car-
goes, and on the net salvage of vessels and car-
goes re-captured by the private armed vessels of the
Confederate States, shall be secured and paid over to the
collector or other chief officer of the customs, at the port
or place in the Confederate States at which such cap-
tared or re-captured vessel may arrive, or to the Consul
or other public agent of the Confederate States resid-
ing at the post or place not within the Confederate
States at which such captured or re-captured vessel
may arrive. And the moneys arising therefrom shall
be held and are hereby pledged by the government of
the Confederate States as a fund for the support of
the widows and orphans of such persons as may be
slain, and for the support and maintenance of such
persons as may be wounded and disabled on board of
the private armed vessels commissioned as aforesaid,
in any engagement with the enemy, to be assigned
and distributed in such manner as shall hereafter be
provided by law.

Western Virginia Convention.
THE resolutions introduced by Col. Wheat, in the

Convention of Union men assembled at Wheeling on
Tuesday, were comprehensive and admirably drawn,
and cover the entire position occupied by Union men
in States tyrannized over by the mutineers.

" They pronounce the ordinance of secession passed
by the Riehmond Convention, null and void; refuse
to submit to the schedule attached to the ordinance,
which suspended the election of members of Con-
gress; denounce the Convention between the Com-
missioners of the Confederate States anu" the State,
giving the control of the military operations of the
State to the Confederate States, as a violation of the
State constitution, and subversive of the rights and
liberties of the people; recommend the people of the
State to vote for members of Congress at the ensuing
election, to vote against the ordinance of secession,
and to vote for members of the House of Delegates,
who entertain opinions in harmony with these reso-
lutions; declare it to be the duty of citizens to main-
tain the constitution and laws of the State, and the
State officers in the lawful discharge of their duties
thereunder, and to maintain and defend the Consti-
tution of the United States, and all officers there-
under, in the proper discharge of their duties."

Col. Wheat's resolutions were adopted by the Com-
mittee on Federal and State Relations, by a vote of
sixteen against six—nearly three to one. The Con-
vention is to meet again on June 11th.

A Land Blockade.
SECRETARY CHASE has issued the following im-

portant order to officers of the customs in the North-
ern and Western States, enjoining them to prevent
the shipment of arms, munitions of war, provisions
or other supplies to the rebellious States. In effect,
this order establishes a land blockade of the seceding
States, while the federal fleet is shutting up the At-
lantie and Gulf ports. The order is as follows:

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May 2, 1861.

To Collectors, Surveyors and other officers of the
Customs on the Northern and Northwestern Waters
of the United States:
On the 19th day of April, 1861, the President of

the United States, by proclamation, declared the
ports of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas under blockade,
and on the 27th of the same month, by another pro-
clamation, declared the ports of Virginia and North
Carolina also under blockade, since which proclama-
tion this department has received reliable informa-
tion that attempts are frequently made to furnish
arms, munitions of war, provisions and other supplies
to persons and parties in those States in open insur-
rection against the constitutional authorities of the
Union. It becomes my duty, therefore, to instruct
you to cause a careful examination to be made of the
manifests of all steam or other vessels departing
from your port with cargoes whose ultimate destina-
tion you have satisfactory reason to believe is for
any port or place under the control of such insurrec-
tionary parties, and to compare the same with the
cargo on board, and if any such manifests be found
to embrace any of the articles of the description
before mentioned, or any such, articles be found to
constitute part of the cargo, you will take all neces-
sary and proper means to prevent the departure of
the vessel, and to detain the same in your custody
until all such articles shall be removed therefrom, to
await further proceedings according to law. You
will also make a careful examination of all flatboats
and other water craft without manifests, and of rail-

road cars, and other vehicles, arriving at or leaving
your port laden with merchandize, the ultimate des-
tination of which you have good reason to believe
is for any port or place under insurrectionary control;
and if arms, munitions of war, provisions or other
supplies are found having such destination, you will
seize and detain the same, to await the proper legal
proceedings for confiscation or forfeiture.

In carrying out these instructions, you will bear in
mind that all persons or parties in armed insurreo-
tion against the Union, however such persons or
parties may be organized or named, are engaged in
levying war against the United States; and that all
persons furnishing to such insurgents arms, muni-
tions of war, provisions or other supplies, are giving
them aid and comfort, and so guilty of treason within
the terms of the second section of the third article
of the constitution. And you will therefore use your
utmost vigilance and endeavor to prevent the pro-
hibited shipments, and to detect and bring to punish-
ment all who are in any way concerned in furnishing
to such insurgents any of the articles above described.
You will, however, on the other hand, be careful not
to interrupt vexatiously, or beyond necessity, by un-
warranted or protracted detentions and examinations,
the regular and lawful commerce of your port. You
will report forthwith whether any, and if any, what,
additional measures may be necessary in your judg-
ment to carry into full effect the foregoing resolu-
tions, and you will report to this department from
time to time your action under these instructions.

I am, very respectfully, S. P. CHASE,
Secretary of the Treasury.

Gov. Andrew of Massachusetts.
A SPECIAL session of the Massachusetts Legisla-

met at Boston, on the 13th inst. In his message,
Gov. Andrew says this is no war of sections,— no
war of the North on the South,— it is waged to
avenge no former wrongs, nor to perpetuate ancient
griefs or memories of conflict, bat it is the struggle
of the people to vindicate their own rights; to retain
and invigorate the institutions of their fathers; the
majestic effort of the national government to vindi-
cate its power and execute its functions for the wel-
fare and happiness of the people.

In reference to arms, the Governor says that in
view of the great lack of arms existing in this Com-
monwealth, certain to become apparent in the event
of a continued straggle,—a want shared by the States
in common with each other,—under the advice and
consent of the Council, a commissioned person sailed
in April, in the Persia, to proceed to England,
charged with the duty of purchasing Minnie rifles, or
other arms of corresponding efficiency, in England or
on the continent, as he might find it needful and
desirable. To this end he was furnished with a letter
of credit to the amount of £50,000, and he was
attended by an accomplished and experienced
armorer familiar with the workshops of the old
world. The production of fire-arms at home will, of
necessity, remain for a considerable period inade-
quate for the home demand, and I await with much
interest the arrival from abroad of our importation,
and I have no doubt that Congress, at its special ses-
sion, will relieve this Commonwealth from the pay-
ment of duties thereon.

A Commissary General and Medical Bureau is re-
commended, to be connected with the Massachusetts
troops.

Another recommendation is the establishment of a
State encampment for military instruction. The
Governor recommends a loan to meet the expenses
of the emergency, and suggests, that the scrip be
partly issuable in sums of from $50 to $100, so that
small capitalists may share in the investment.

The disbursements for military purposes made up
to the 13th, amount to $267,645, to which maybe
added about $100,000, to cover contracts for clothing
and equipments ordered for future use. Of the sum
expended $62,500 was for the purchase of one-half of
the steamers Pembroke and Cambridge.

The message concludes as follows:—Senators and
Representatives, heavy responsibilities have fallen, in
the Providence of God, upon the Government and
the people, and they are welcome. They could not
have been safely postponed. They have not arrived
too soon. They will sift and try this people,—all who
lead and all who follow; but this trial is given us to
revive our past, and will breathe the inspiration of a
new life into our national character, and re-assure the
destiny of the Republic.

Exciting News from the Southwest.
THE New Orleans papers of Saturday and Sun-

day, the 11th and 12th inst., contain the following
statements. The forts referred to are in the Indian
Territory, close on the northern boundary of Eastern
Texas. The traitors of the Lone Star State have
been busily fortifying their coasts against appre-
hended attacks from the United States fleet, and in
harrassing the small bodies of United States troops
still on their soil, and seem to have been taken en-
tirely by surprise by this descent upon their northern
boundaries. At any rate, they are terribly scared.

The New Orleans Delta of the 12th says that Gov.
Moore has received a letter signed by well-known
responsible men, stating that United States troops
had crossed the country from Kansas in large num-
bers, and had retaken Forts Wachitaw and Cobb,
and were about performing the same feat on Fort
Arbunkle. The letter calls for arms, ammunition
and men.

The same journal of the 13th says that an express
has just reached Shreveport, La., stating that Mont-
gomery of Kansas, at the head of 2,000 or 3,000 men,
had taken possession of Forts Wachitaw and Cobb
on our northern frontier, and threaten invasion of
our State and the devastation of our country.

The Picayune of the 13th says:—"We learn by
the steamer J. M. Sharp, which arrived this morning
from Jefferson, Texas, that news reached that place
Tuesday last, by express, in a letter to J. M. & J. C.
Murphy, that Montgomery, of Kansas notoriety, at
the head of 3,000 men, had taken Fort Wachitaw.
Messengers had been to Marshall and other places,
for men, money, guns, powder and lead. Capt Bill
Young, with about 600 men, was on the march to
oppose Montgomery. This news was corroborated
last Wednesday at Shreveport. The greatest excite-
ment prevailed throughout the country. The bells
were ringing when the Sharp left Jefferson, for the
purpose of calling a town meeting. Already a large
meeting had been held at Shreveport."

A correspondent of the Picayune writes :—" In
connection with the reported taking of Fort Wachi-
taw by the notorious Montgomery of Kansas abolition
fame, it may be as well to state that three weeks ago
I learned in Galveston, on undoubted authority from
St. Louis, via New Orleans, and published in the
Galveston News, that Mr. Lincoln's Secretary of War
had, about a week before, sent a dispatch to Major
Montgomery, U. S. A., at St. Louis, to instruct Major
Emory to concentrate all the forces he could at Forts
Wachitaw, Cobb and Arbunkle, which posts are just
outside of the northern frontier of Texas, and paral-
lel with it. Major Emory was to use his own dis-
cretion as to when and how to carry out the order.
This news has doubtless ere this reached the Texan
frontier. Major Montgomery, you will remember,
waB taken prisoner the other day by the Arkansas
State troops, at or near Fort Smith, on the western

frontier of that State, and the point of departure of
the overland stages. Fort Wachitaw is on the Ca-
manche Reserve, to the northwest of Texas, and will
afford Montgomery an excellent opportunity, backed
by those Indians, who all hate the Texans, to depre-
date in our own State."

Harper's Ferry.
THIS place, already famous by the murderous

folly of John Brown, sr., again comes into notice as
the probable center of future important military
operations, and the prospective scene of the first
bloody conflict in the gathering war. In point of
population, its importance is insignificant; its loca-
tion, however, as may be seen by reference to the
map of the center States, renders it of more than
ordinary importance at the present time. It is situ-
ated at the confluence of the Shenandoah with the
Potomac river, where the united streams break
through the Blue Ridge, 100 miles north of Richmond
and 63 miles north of Washington City, in a direct
line. It is about 80 miles by railroad from the Relay
House, where are stationed General Butler's forces.
Without the benefit of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
road, the rebel forces could march on Washington in
less time than to the Relay House. The scenery in
the vicinity of Harper's Ferry is in the highest de-
gree beautiful and picturesque. It was at one time
called Shenandoah Falls. Its present name is de-
rived from a ferry long since established across the
Potomac, which is now spanned by a bridge about
800 feet in length. It is on the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, and at the northern terminus of a railroad
connecting with Winchester. The Ohio and Chesa-
peake Canal also passes along on the opposite side
of the Potomac.

The village is irregularly built around the face of
a hill, and has been the center of considerable trade,
drawn there by the United States armory. The vil-
lage contains several manufactories and flouring
mills, and five or six churches. Before the destruc-
tion of the government works at that place, by the
United States officers in command, there were con-
stantly employed from two hundred to two hundred
and fifty hands, manufacturing in the neighborhood
of ten thousand muskets annually, which were stored
in the government arsenal, subject to the orders of
the administration at Washington. It is seldom that
there are less than eighty thousand stand of arms in
the arsenal ready for service. There may have been
a much less number at the time of its destruction,
from the fact that Secretary Floyd sent South all that
he oould muster, and he would be likely to ship them
faster than they could be manufactured.

.The rebel forces have now full possession of this
point, and are planting their batteries on both sides
of the river. Whatever there is left of the machinery
in the armory, or stand of arms in the arsenal, is now
under their control, and guarded by a force various-
ly estimated from 2,600 to 5,000 and even much
larger, with constant reports of reinforcements. The
inhabitants of those counties in Pennsylvania border-
ing on that portion of Maryland directly opposite to
the ferry, are in constant fear of invasion from the;
rebel army, and have made all necessary preparation
to defend themselves from any depredation that may
be made, whilst there is stationed at Chambersburg
a large force of Pennsylvania troops, under the com-
mand of Gen. E. A. Williams, an officer well versed
in all the arts of war. This detachment, numbering
several thousand, will make matters rather warm for
the secessionists should.they step upon Pennsylvania
soil..

" All we Desire is to he Let Alone."
THUS spake Mr. Jefferson Davis in his message to

the Congress now in session at Montgomery. Let us
interpret the words of the rebels by their deeds.

On the 28th of December last, they seized Fort
Moultrie, Castle Pinckney, the Custom House, Post-
Office, and Arsenal, at Charleston, all of them indis-
putably the property of the Federal Government.

On the 2d of January they seized Forts Pulaski
and Jackson, and United States Arsenal at Savannah,
all of them indisputably the property of the Federal
Government.

On the 4th of January they seized Fort Morgan
and the Arsenal at Mobile, also the property of the
Federal Government.

On the 9th of January they fired into the Star of
the West, bearing the United States flag and carrying
provisions and reinforcements to a United States fort.

On the 11th of January they seized the United
States Arsenal at Baton Rouge, and Forts Pike and
Jackson.

On the 12th of January they seized the United
States Navy Yard at Pensacola and Fort Barancas,
and have ever since been preparing to attack Fort
Pickens and wrest it from the United States.

On the 31st of January they seized the United
States custom house at New Orleans, and the mint
with its treasure.

On the 20th of February they took, by the sur-
render of the arch-traitor Twiggs, the munitions of
war and other public property in Texas.

On the 15th of April they bombarded and cap-
tured Fort Sumter.

On the 19th of April Mr. Jefferson Davis invited
offers for letters of marque, waging war upon pri-
vate citizens, as well as the Government of the
United States.

On the 13th of April the rebel Secretary of War
publicly proclaimed their intention to attack the
national capital, and boasted by the first of May, the
rebel flag would float from the federal capitol.

In every case of the seizure of public property,
they hauled down the flag of the United States and
hoisted the rebel flag in its place.

Yet "all they want is to be let alone."
And we have enumerated yet only the more prom-

inent acts of aggression and war waged by rebels
against the Constitutional government of the U. S.
We might tell of vessels seized, both national and
private, of threats and menaces of the subjugation
of the loyal States to their despotism, the driving
of loyal citizens from their homes with insult and
injury, and the confiscation of their property; the
arrest and imprisonment of United States officers
and United States soldiers, who were loyal to their
government, and innumerable other acts of aggres-
sion upon the rights and the flag of the United States.
And now "all they want is to be let alone."

Gen. Harney's Position.
CONSIDERABLE speculation has been had in refer-

ence to Gen. Harney, and the position he would be
likely to assume in the present difficulties. The Gen-
eral puts all doubts to flight in a proclamation issued
to the people of Missouri on the 14th inst. In this
address he calls attention to the military bill recently
passed by the Legislature, which he regardB as an
indirect ordinance of secession, manifestly uncon-
stitutional, and it ought not to be upheld by good
citizens.

He says that whatever may be the termination of
the present condition of things in respect to the cot-

ton States, Missouri must share the destiny of the
Union. All her material interests point to this re-
sult, and so important, is this regarded to the great
interests of the country, that I Venture the opinion
that the whole power of the United States Govern-
ment, if necessary, will be exerted to maintain Mis-
souri in the Union.

Speaking of Camp Jackson, he says, the names of
Davis and Beauregard mark its main avenues; that a
body of men, organized in the interests of the Seces-
sionists, have been received there, wearing the dress
and badge distinguishing the army of the Southern
Confederacy, and leaves the people to draw an in-
ference of the character and ultimate purposes of the
encampment. He states, however, that there were
many good and loyal men in the camp, who were in
no manner responsible for its treasonable character.

In conclusion, he says:—" Disclaiming all desire
and intention to interfere with the perogative of the
State of Missouri, or with the functions of its Execu-
tive, yet I regard it my plain path of duty to express
to the people, in respectful but decided language,
that within the field and scope of my command, the
supreme law of the land must and shall be maintained,
and no subterfuges whatever in the form of Legisla-
tive acts or otherwise, can be permitted to possess
or oppress the good law-abiding people of Missouri.
I shall exert my authority to protect their persons
and property from violation of every kind, and shall
deem it my duty to suppress all unlawful combina-
tions of men, whether formed under a military or-
ganization or otherwise."

The Latest from St. Louis.
AN official statement, published on the 17th, says

the first firing at Camp Jaokson, Friday evening, was
some half a dozen shots fired near the head of the
column. The regiment was greeted by a volley of
stones, and a pistol shot from the crowd.

The second firing occurred from the rear of the
column guarding the prisoners. The crowd here
was large and very abusive. One man discharged
three barrels of a revolver at Lieut Faxon, of the
regular service, many of the mob cheering him and
drawing revolvers, and firing at the troops. The
man who commenced the attack then laid his pistol
across his arm, and was taking deliberate aim at
Lieut. Faxon, when he was thrust through with a
bayonet and fired upon at the same time, and
instantly killed. The column then moved on, having
received orders to march, and the company being
assaulted by the crowd, several of them halted and
shot, causing the deaths reported. The order was
then given by Capt. Lyon to cease firing, which was
promptly obeyed.

The principal arms taken from Camp Jackson
were four large sized howitzers, two ten inch mor-
tars, a large number of ten inch shells ready charged,
some 5,000 U. 8. muskets, supposed to be a portion
of those taken from the Baton Rouge arsenal.

A thousand people left St. Louis yesterday after-
noon, in consequence of the reports of insubordina-
tion among the German troops, and their threats to
burn and sack the city; but the appearance of General
Harney's proclamation in a great measure restored
confidence, and many of those who left will probably
return to-day. The city is now quiet, and the highest
hopes are entertained that no disturbance will occur.

Twenty-two persons are known to have been killed
at Camp Jackson, and there are eighteen who have
been identified. Among the large number that were
wounded, twenty-nine have died, and several yet
living are not expected to recover.

The Collector of this port has received orders from
the Secretary of the Treasury to examine the mani-
fests of all vessels bound South, and compare them
with the cargoes, and if arms, ammunitions, pro-
visions or other supplies are found on board, that the
vessel and cargo be confiscated and the owners
arrested for treason. Shipments South have been
suspended. One thousand muskets and several
pieces of cannon, from Baton Rouge, arrived by
river this morning and were seized.

Spirit of the Hour.
To make up the 30,000 men demanded of New

York State by the United States Government, 380
companies were wanted. Up to May 15th, 722 com-
panies had been entered at Albany. This shows the
spirit of the people.

THE Legislature of Tennessee, says Parson Brown-
low, after passing an ordinance of secession, without
the shadow of authority, on the 7th inst., appropria-
ted five million dollars for the defence and armament
of the State. And this when there is not a cent in
the treasury unappropriated, and the State bonds
selling at forty-five and a fraction.

THE St. Louis Republican contains an editorial on
the proclamation of Gen. Harney, in which the fol-
lowing paragraph occurs:—" The State of Missouri
is so enfiladed and controlled by the military forces
levied by the Lnited States Government, that it would
be worse than madness to think of opposing them with
any expectation of success. So much we have felt
ourselves bound to say by way of caution to the
people of Missouri."

THE Cambria (Pa.) Regiment, having been formed
too late for acceptance into the service, have offered
a bonus of $1,000 to the State, if it will permit them
to take a place in the army.

THE most significant offer yet made to our Govern-
ment is that just received from Scotland. Certain
prominent Scotch merchants, doing business in this
country, are responsible for a tender of ten regiments
of unequipped, but well-built, hardy, active men,
who are not earning $11 per month above their liv-
ing, and who are ready and willing to enter the ser-
vice of the United States for the war, be it long or
short, on condition that, at the expiration of the
war, the Government will grant them each a bounty
of land.

THE Charleston correspopdent of the New York
Times writes that " there is less enthusiasm there for
marching north than there was to attack Fort Sum-
ter, "and that "Piokens will not be attacked until
Bragg has a sure thing." All of which is no doubt
true.

A YOUNG Kentuckian, whose family lives one hun-
dred and twenty miles from .Madison, Ind., volun-
teered in Captain Crittenden's company. He traveled
on foot one hundred and twenty miles to join a vol-
unteer company to serve under the Stars and Stripes.
In the morning, when the friends and relations of
the volunteers were shaking hands and bidding good-
bye, he said sadly, "I have no one to say 'God bless
you!'" A hundred hands were extended, and a
hundred prayers went up instantly.

THE Louisville Journal says a worthy sister of Gov.
Magoffin has sent to the Legislature a petition for
the Union, signed by eight hundred ladies of Mercer
county. God bless her for her patriotism. Would
to Heaven she were Governor of Kentucky, and that
her brother Beriah were at home in petticoats.

Affairs at Washington.

A TELEGRAM on the 18th says Major Gen. Butler
will go this afternoon to Annapolis, where he will
concentrate the 6th, 6th, and 8th Regiments of Mas-
sachusetts into a brigade. The Boston Light Artil-
lery will form part of the brigade. Gen. Butler will
then go to Fortress Monroe, where the Massachusetts
regiments 3d and 4th now are. The consolidation of
these regiments into one brigade will give the Gen-
eral a formidable command, and the control of offi-
oers and men with whom he has personal acquaint-
ance. An additional regiment, consisting of 1,000
men, was thrown into Fprtress Monroe on the 17th
inst., making a total of 3,000 at that garrison. The
telegraph this (Monday) morning says that the gov-
ernment have ordered forward with all dispatch a
camp of from 16,000 to 20,000 men, which will be
created outside of the Fortress, under Gen. Butler's
command.

It is probable that Gen. G. B. McClellan will enter
Virginia at the head of the Ohio and other Western
troops simultaneously with any movement of General
Butler upon Norfolk. At the same time a column of
regulars will move forward from Washington. Thus
Virginia, attacked at three or four points at once,
will find her position altogether unenviable and be
subjected to the necessity of keeping a sharp lookout
for the Federal armies.

The dispatch from the South that the rebels have
nearly completed arrangements for an attack on
Washington is not believed. The government has,
however, received such information from Becret
agents in the South, but it is presumed that they
have been made to believe these things by the leaders
to deceive their own people at home, and to draw
the attention of the government here from points in
Virginia to Washington. Gen. Scott will protect
Washington without abandoning his plan of opera-
tion at other points. Three companies have been
stationed at the Long Bridge the past two nights,
one on the Virginia side, near the draw, and one on
the Washington side. Four picked men from each
company in the District, to-day were ordered to
report at a certain point for immediate service. It is
not known what they are to do, but it is presumed
they are for scouting purposes. They are the best
men and most trustworthy that could be selected.

The Secretary of War has to-day accepted tbe
1st brigade of Chicago, 3,000 (Irish) strong, and they
go in for the war. Col. Mulligan has left for Illi-
nois to bring them on. They have orders for march-
ing in this direction as soon as he arrives.

A dispatch to the N. Y. Herald on the 17th says it
is useless to disguise the fact that the leading mem-
bers of the diplomatic corps in Washington are
engaged in constant and anxious discussions as to
the course it may be necessary for them, at any day,
to adopt. They have recently received urgent in-
structions from their respective governments to
inform them with the utmost precision the chances
of the two sections in their present deadly quarrel.
It is leaking out that the governments in question
have declared that their commercial interests are
identified in a great degree with the South, and that
if they are forced to take sides with either, they will
be compelled to look carefully after cotton and free
trade. England is disposed to move cautiously ia
the matter, and is playing her usual game of urging
France to take the chestnuts out of the fire. The
country may not generally be aware that there is at
this moment an agent of the French Emperor trav-
eling in the South by the name of Baroche. He is
understood to say that he is simply collecting inform-
ation for the Commercial Bureau, for the Minister
of Public Works, but this artifice is too transparent
to deceive the most credulous. He is a political
more than a commercial agent, and his dispatches,
regularly forwarded to Paris, necessarily exercise
great influence over the mind of the Emperor. It is
beginning to transpire that Mr. Russell, the corres-
pondent of the London Times, is not merely writing
letters to that journal, but that his private communi-
cations for higher quarters contain a great deal of
interesting matter that he does not think altogether
discreet to put in print.

It is evident, from appearances, that the govern-
ment intends dealing with Missouri in the same way
that it has with Maryland. As an evidence of this,
the government has concluded to take charge of the
Hannibal and St. Joseph railroad, and employ it for
government purposes.

It appears that the government is steadily carrying
out its programme of action as to the rebel States.
It has determined to appoint Collectors for the South-
ern ports, and is engaged in selecting men of energy,
whose names we at present withold, adapted to fulfill
the important functions confided to them. The
duties will be collected on the decks of men-of-war,
whatever may be the opinions of legal authorities
here or elsewhere on the subject

Inspector Gen. Thomas says he has administered
the oath to some 25,000 of the volunteers in Wash-
ington, and would consider 30 as a large margin for
the whole number who had refused. He believes in
no instance did a refusal originate in disloyalty to
the Union. The reasons most generally given by the
parties themselves, was, that the municipal author-
ities from which they came had promised to provide
for their families, and had not done so.

The assurances that the administration is rigor-
ously prosecuting its measures against the insurrec-
tionary States has a substantial basis. All the mem-
bers of the Cabinet, together with the President, are
animated by a common principle in furthering the
plans for consummating the Government policy. An
increased stimulus, however, was applied on the 16th
inst. A committee of prominent gentlemen from
New York had a long interview with them, and the
result was their consent to accept the services of
fourteen additional regiments from that State. This
meets with the concurrence of Gen. Scott The
committee urge more prompt and efficient means,
with no halt in the proceedings, and it appears from
private conversation that the supply of money to
support that increased force, is a matter which shall
occasion no concern to the Administration.

The following is the number of Infantry regiments
to be received from each State for a total increase of
seventy-five regiments of three years' volunteers
under the recent determination of the Government:
New York, 11; Pennsylvania, 10; Ohio, 9; Illinois,
6; Massachusetts, 5; Wisconsin, 4; Michigan, 3;
Iowa, 2; New Jersey, 3; Virginia, 2; Maine, Mary-
land, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode
Island, Minnesota, Delaware, Kansas, Nebraska, and
District of Columbia, one regiment each. The other
regiments, mainly of cavalry, are not assigned. The
general government is doing what it can through its
Commissary and Quarter-Master General officers to
take care, of the volunteers and contingents of States
as they arrive, but it will always be provident on the
part of States to have in Washington, or on the route
in advance of their troops, a member of the State
General Staff to provide for contingencies and see
that the troops are properly cared for.
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— The Kentucky Legislature is stirring up GOT. Magoffin.

The new planet (the 66th) has been named Haximiliana.

•— The Indiana Legislature adjourned on the 11th for ten

days.

One hundred and fire Cincinnati printers hare " gone to

the war."

A large number of ladies are in training at Cincinnati

for army nurses.

A steel cannon, invented by Louis Napoleon, has met

with much success.

A pickerel has been caught in the Chautauqua lake,

weighing 35 pounds.

St. Louis has raised 10,000 men to aid in fighting the

battles of the Union.

— The contributions to the Indian Famine Relief Fund

have reached £71,400.

— Our Government has had 250,000 men proffered from

west of the Alleganies.

Nearly every portion of Washington and the District is

connected by telegraph.

— Photography is being introduced into the French army

as a branch of education.

— Nine steamboats are reported to have been burnt at New

Orleans, on Sunday week.

The prospects of the Indigo districts of India are report-

ed to be very discouraging.

— The Duchess of Kent's will bequeaths all of her property

to her daughter, the Queen.

Our Government instructs foreign ministers to oppose

any recognition of the C. S. A.

— The Indianapolis Journal says that Indiana has now

40,000 men organized and ready.

— A large quantity of cotton has accumulated at Fort Mon-

roe, captured from rebel vessels.

— A New York collector, who took out $80,000 worth of

Southern paper, received $2,000.

— The largest cast iron building in the world is now being

erected at the city of Havana, Cuba.

It is said that the fit of secession that recently afflicted

Marylaad, cost her a cool $1,000,000.

— It is said that the London Times saves £18,780 per annum

by using foreign manufactured paper.

— A great ere in Eawa, Poland, has deprived 613 families,
composed of 1,700 persons, of shelter.

Diptheria is committing fearful ravages in the neighbor-
hood of Somerset and Chesterville, Me.

It is estimated that there are now congregated at Elmira,
N. Y., about eight thousand volunteers.

The population of Virginia is as follows: Whites, 1,049,-
664; free colored, 57,579; slaves, 490,887.

The city of Berlin is overrun by millions of rats. The

police has been called upon to Interfere.

A list of 63 Egyptian kings, engraved on lime stone, has
been exhumed from the ruins of Memphis.

It is estimated that 20,000 Union men have been driven

from the seceded States during the last month.

No fortifications on either side of the Potomac, or Ches-
apeake Bay, are in the hands of the secessionists.

— One of Rosa Bonheur's pictures—a little two-feet square
piece, depicting sheep—brought $611 in England.

— Three thousand Syrian Christian girls were carried off
and sold to the Turks during the late disturbances.

— The French journals republish the Pope's protest againBt
Victor Emanuel assuming the title of King of Italy.

— The Emperor Napoleon has given two thousand francs
toward the erection of an English church at Biarritz.

— It is stated that the Wheeling (Va.) banks have moved
their specie out of that city and State to safer quarters.

—Jt is stated that Capt. Engle and another naval] officer
Tiave gone to Europe to purchase ships for naval service.

— The firBt Onondaga Regiment of New York volunteers
has been mustered into the service of the United States.

— The chivalry are concerned because they are called upon
to " whip " Northern shoemakers, and not " gentlemen."

— Bishop Clarke, of Rhode Island, is working a sewing
machine for ladies who are making garments for volunteers.

— The " Pet Lambs " is the soubriquet by which the New
York Fire Zouaves are now favorably known in Washington.

— The Kansas Legislature has appropriated $20,000 to be

used to repel invasions and place the State on a war footing.

— " The Theology of Weapons " was the subject of a ser-
mon by an orthodox clergyman at Chelsea, Mass., on Sunday
week.

— Citizens of Albany are suggesting the propriety of a Home
Guard, as a precautionary measure in these times of excite-
ment.

— The Bank of the Capital, at Albany, has suspended.
The notes are entirely secured — not a cent will be lest on
them.

— A proclamation has been issued at St. Domingo announc-
ing the transfer of the east end of the island to the Spanish
'Crown.

— Five thousand Kentucky ladies (God bless them!; have
petitioned to the Legislature of that State to stand by the
Union.

— Eight steamboats and three ships were destroyed by fire
in New Orleans on the 6th inst. Negro incendiaries are
suspected.

— The Great Eastern is at New York, now loading with grain
for Liverpool, and all her gangways are occupied in taking in
the cargo.

— The' Government has formally accepted the services of
Miss Dix, well known as a philanthropist, in the Hospital
Department.

— Cleveland, Ohio, is overrun with pickpockets. A lady
was relieved of her purse while passing out of church, on
Sunday week.

— England exports nearly six hundred thousand barrels of
beer every year. Australia and India take about one-half of
that quantity.

— Citizens of seceded States, to receive patents for inven-
tions, must take the oath acknowledging their allegiance to
the United States.

— Gambling in railway cars has become such a nuisance
in England, that notices have been put up in some of the sta-
tions, prohibiting it.

— Charles Lever, the novelist, died at Spezzia, in the latter
part of April. He was a native of Dublin, and was educated
in Paris as physician.

— The third class of the Naval School, numbering fifty,
have been ordered from Newport to Washington, where they
will act as instructors.

— The Russian Emperor has ordered a permanent observa-
tory to be erected on Mount Ararat, near Tiflis." The work
has already commenced.

— The proprietor of the Syracuse Democrat (German)
•announces the suspension of his paper. Reason, all his
compositors have enlisted.

— Letters received in New York from Kansas say that the
crops promise splendidly this year. The prospect has not
been so good for several years.

— Chas. Tibbets, a member of the Rhode Island Regiment,
married Sarah Beazly, one of the daughters of the regiment,
in Washington, on the 2d inst.

— Five hundred persons were destroyed in the bastion of
St. Antonio, at Gaeta, by the explosion of a single sixteen
inch rifled shell in the magazine.

— Oliver Goldsmith's memory is to be honored with a
statue in Dublin. The work is being executed by the cele-
brated native sculptor, Mr. Fotey.

— J. B. Miller, formerly editor of the Utica Observer, and
lately U. S. Consul at Hamburgh, Germany, died at Marseilles,
France, ou the 22d of last month, aged 40.

— In Portland, Me., Monday week, a horse put his foot
through a lady's hoop skirt, and to extricate it, three men
were required to hold the horse, and two to hold the lady.

IMPORTANT TO PAEMEES!

To those who wish to purchase a perfect "COMBINED
REAPER AND MowBR,"we would say that "BALL'S OHIO
MOWER AND REAPER" is manufactured at the Auburn
Prison by Messrs. Rosa, DODOB k POMROT, sole proprietors
for the State of New York, for the use of these valuable
patents. The machine is made of the best materials, and
warranted to be a perfect Mower or Reaper, and to cut easily,
without clogging, any kind of grain or grass, either wet or dry.

The Mower has a Cast Steel Cutter Bar, 4 feet 6 inches cut,
with polished wrought iron guards, plated in the Slot with
Cast Steel, and tempered.

The Reaping attachment has a Finger Bar and polished
wrought iron guards attached to it, with a Siciue-edged
Knife, which, for cutting grain, is far better than the smooth-

•e mowing knives generally used. By means of the
separate Finger Bar and Sickle, they are enabled to make
the Reaper cut either 5 or 6 foot swath, and dispense with
the heavy Mowing Bar when reaping.

The Combined Reaper and Mower is delivered to the pur-
chaser for the sum of $150, for a Six months'note without
interest, or $145 cash. The Mower is $30 less.

The agents for Monroe County are [586-6te
J. W. HANNAH, of Clifton, Monroe Co., N. Y.
DANIEL KINGSLEY, of Pittsford, Monroe Co., N. Y.

To .All Our Readers.

JVumbers of this Volume Free!

To all who subscribe for the RURAL NBW-YORKER from
May 1st to end of the Year and Volume — eight months — we
will, if desired, send the back numbers (from Jan'y 1st) Free.
This offer (to be continued for a month, and perhaps until
July 1st,) will enable many who were unable to subscribe at
the beginning of the year, or later, to secure the entire
volume at less than cost of publication.

d r WESTERN AND SOUTHERN MONET.—In the present de-
ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and
Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at any
rate of discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain
New York, New England. Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will
please send us XT. S. Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable
to any uncurrent bank bills.

JUlarkets,
RURAL NEW-YORKER OFFICE, )

Rochester, May 21, 186L J

FLOUR—Although there is no marked increase in sales, flour
has taken an advance equal to 25 cents per barrel on all grades.

GRAIN — Nn particular change in prices of wheat, but Cana-
dian is somewhat firmer, and an occasional small sample has
brought $1,40 per bushel. Corn has advanced slightly. Oats
have also gone up in rates.

MEATS — Smoked meats exhibit a decline equal to $1,00 per
hundred pounds.

DAIRY, &O.— Butter is falling off in price. Lard is wortk only
10 cents. Eggs plenty, and bringing but 9 cents per dozen.

FRUIT AND ROOTS — Apples and Potatoes have advanced
materially during the week.

KOCHESTEB WHOLESALE PRICES.

FLOUR AND GRAIN.
Flour, winter wheat,$fi,00@6,75
Flour, spring do 6,00@«,25
Flour, buckwheat,.. 0.00@2,00
Meal, Indian 1,00®1,12
Wheat. Genesee l,l(@l,30
Best white Canada,.. 0 /
Corn, old.
Corn, new
Rye, 60 fts. ip bush I
Oats, by weight,...
Barley.
Buckwheat .^
Beans 88c@$l,13

MEATS.
Pork, Mess $17,1
Pork, clear 20,i
Pork, cwt 6,(
Beef, cwt 4,1
Spring lambs, each,.. .1,.
Mutton, carcass—
Earns, smoked
Shoulders
Chickens
Turkeys 1<
Geese,
Ducks^pair

DAIRY, &O.
Butter, roll 1
Butter, firkin 1
Cheese
Lard, tried 1
Tallow, rough &%
Tallow, tried 7>s

Eggs, dozen @9o
Honey, box 12@14
Candles, box 11@12
Candles, extra 13@13

FRUIT AND HOOTS.
Apples, bushel
Apples, dried, <pib
Peaches, dried, ip ft...
Cherries, dried
Plums, dried, __, .
Potatoes fiO@75

HIDES AND SKINS.
Slaughter, 4 @ iii
Calf, 7 @ 7
Sheep Pelts, S0@163e
Lamb Pelts 80@88

SEEDS.
Cloven bushel $5.00@8 26
Timothy, 2,B0@3,00

SUNDRIES.
Wood, hard $3,i
Wood, soft 3,i
Coal, Lehigh 7,t
Coal, Scranton 6,7i
Coal, Pittston 5,7;
Coal, Shamokin 6,7i
Coal, Char li
Salt,bbl 1,
Hay, tun 8,r
Straw, tun 0J
Wool, jP ft ;
Whitefish, half bbl...4,i
Codfish, $ quintal.. 4,i
Trout, half bbl 4,i

T H E P R O V I S I O N M A R K E T S .

NEW YORK, May 20.— FLOUR—Market heavy for common
grades, and prices are stronger in favor of the buyer. Sales at
$4,95@S,10 for superfine State; $6,15(̂ 5,20 for extra do; $4,95@5,-
10 for superfine Western; $5,15@5,40 for common to medium
extra do; $5,15 )̂5,65 for inferior to good extra round hoop Ohio.
Canadian Dull and unchanged. Sales at $5,15@7,50.

GRAIN.—Wheat, market heavy and common grades fully lc
lower; sales at $l,20@1.23 for Milwaukee club; $l,30@l,S2 for
winter red Western; $1,21 for Canada club; $1,38(5)1,39 for white
Western. Rye quiet at 6S@68c. Barley dull at 66(a)56c. Corn,
market dull and drooping; sales at 66)£c for old mixed Western,
and 50@53c for new do. Oats firm at 30(5)33c.

PROVISIONS—Pork quiet; sales at $17,25 for mess; $13,00 for
prime. Lard dull and heavy; sales at 9@S>Mc Butter in fair
request at ic®15c for Ohio, and 12@lBc for State. Cheese
steady at 4@8c

ALBANY, May 20. —FLOUR AND MEAL—The supply of Flour
continues moderate, and the demand for choice brands con-
tinues UDabated, without any improvement to note in prices;
other descriptions are quiet.

Common to good State $5,00(5)5,10
Fancy and extra State, 5,26(5)5,50
Common to good Western 6.30@5,75
Extra Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, &c, 5,30@7,25
Extra Ohio, 6,28@7,25
Common Canadian,.... 5,25@6,75
Extra Canadian, 5,8S@7,25
Fancy Genesee 6.25@6,75
Extra Genesee and city brands, 6,2f@7.50
Extra Kentucky, fi,25(a)7.50

Corn meal is lower, with moderate pales at $1,12(3)1,2513 KlOfts.
GRAIN—In Wheat there is but little doing; but there is no

change to note in prices; sales, white Canadian on p. t. Corn
rather quiet at unchanged prices; sales at 50c for mixed Western
and round yellow. Rye steady, with sales at »Ki@B4c. Barley
dull; no salps. OatR rather firm, with a good demand; sales at
30@31c for Canada East and State.

FEED — A quiet market with a good supply. Sales, 10 tuns
course, at 45c.

BUFFALO, May 20.— FLOUR — In moderate home and interi-
or demand, and markpt steady. Sales at $4,£7J£(a!5.25 for ordin-
ary to choice extra Illinois and Wisconsin; $5,00(5)5,25 for fair
to choice extra Indiana and Ohio; 36,JS0(a!(t,12%Tnr doable extras.

GRAIN—Wheat, market dull and nothing of importance do-
ing. Sales Saturday afternoon Milwaukee club at 98c.; No. 1
Chicago spriog at 93^c; Sheboygan spring, bagged, at $1,05: or-
dinary to choice white Canada, part bagged, at$l.2f@l,35; white
Michigan at $1.30. This morning, Milwaukee club at 98c, and
bagged white Michigan at $1,35. Corp, market dull and hpavy;
sales not strictly prime, Saturday afternoon, at 355M7}£c—
Nothing doing this morning. Oats, market dull and heavy:
sales Western, this morning, at 23c. Nothing doing in other
grains, and no change to note in quotations.

OSWEGO. May 20,—FLOUR—Market steady.
GRAIN—Wheat quiet; no sales. Corn in moderate demand;

saleB new Illinois at 40c. Other grains nominal.

CHICAGO. May 20.—FLOUR—Nothing doing. Wheat firm and
2c higher; 91@92c for preferred currency. Corn a shade better.

TORONTO, May 18.—FLOUR—The business done in flour has
been wholly confined to superior and extras, considerable
quantities of which change hands. Prices are well maintained
and known brands readily command outside quotations. Super-
fine has been very dull and difficult of sale. We quote:

Superfine extra $6.?5(al6.60
Extra, 5,7«@6,00
Fancy 6,lfi@5,30
No. 1 4,66®4.65
No. 2 4.00(a)4,25

GRAIN—The receipts of Winter wheat for the week have not
exceeded 2,fi00 bushels from farmers' teams. We quote for
prime samples on the street, $l,20@1.27; ordinary, $1,16(5)1,18;
common, $l,09@l,K Spring wheat has been little inquired for,
and the business done was very limited. Cargoes have been in
the market without finding buyers. We quote 9fic@$l as the
extreme prices. Barley continues quiet and unchanged at 50c.
ffi)52c. Peas dull and 1 lttle ottering at 46(5)480. Oats continue in
light supply and steady at 27@28c.—Globe.

T H E C A T T L . E M A R K E T S .

NEW YORK, May 15.—The current prices for the week at
all the markets are as follows:

BEEF CATTLE.

First quality $8,00G?9.2S
Ordinary quality 8.O0@8.5O
Common quality, 7.50@8,00
Inferior quality, 7,00@7,50

OOWS AND OALVES.
First quality,.£ $55,00(3),60,00
Ordinary quality — • $J5@«j.OO
Common quality, SS'^Kfx'xS
Inferior quality -- 25,00@3O,O0

VEAL OALVES.
First quality; fl ft 5J^°
Ordinary quality r*«5 i , e

Common quality * X«1*0

Inferior quality - ••- s (,*»>4C
SHEEP AND LAMBS.

Prime quality, ^n^K
Ordinary quality • sX^rSs
Common quaiity fm^tSS
Inferior quality 3,00®3,25

SWINE.

First quality I J U $ !
Other qualities : - - - : 3>$@SXc

ALBANY, May 20.—BEEVES — The market is unusually large
this week—larger than was expected by many hundreds, and
much larger than is heeded. The average quality is very fair,
jut owing to the large supply, prices have dropped K c $ ft,

live weight, from last week's rates. At the opening a few sales
were made at last week's prices, but the market has settled
down to the decline indicated.

REOKIPTS—The following is our comparative statement of
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16
to the car:

Cor. week
This week. Last week. last year.

Cattle 4,736 3,951 3,708
Sheep 1,281 2,516
Hogs, 28 270
PRICES—The market is quite active at the following prices:

This week. Last week.
Premium 0 @
Extra 4
First quality 4 ®4
Second quality 3J£(a>it>£c
Third quality. 2j|'n).%c _

SHEEP—Owing to the light supply, and the improved demand,
prices have gone up fO@75e f̂l head, and market is stiff at the
advance. Sales about 700, including a lot of nearly 400 average
100 fts, with the wool off, at 5c.

HOGS —Receipts light Stores are held about the Bame as last
week, while corn-fed are doing better.—AUas and Argus.

CAMBRIDGE, May 15-At market 665 cattle, about 600 beeves
and 65 stores, consisting of working oxen, cows, and one, two
and three years old.

BEBF CATTLE —Prices, extra, $6,75@7,O0; first quality, $6.50®
0,00; second quality, $5,76@0,00; third quality, $0,00 ; ordinary
quality, $0.00.

WORKING OXEN—None.
Cows AND CALVES — $30. $40@62.
STORES—Yearlings, $0(90; two years old, $00(3)00; three

years old, $00@00.
SHEEP AND LAMBS—2,275 at market. Prices—Tn lots $1.75.

(3)2,25; extra and selections, $3,25@5,C0 each. Spring Lambs
from $2,60@5 each.

PELTS—26c(a)$l,25 each.
TALLOW —6&@7c ¥> ft.
HIDES — 4}£@5c. 39 ft. CALF SKINS—8@9c ^ ft.
VEAL C A L V E S - !

BRIGHTON, May 16.—At market-1,320 Beef Cattle, 85 stores,
2,200 Sheep and Lambs, and 3,500 Swine.

BEEF CATTLE—Prices, extra, $7.2fi@0,00; 1st quality, $7,00®
0,00; 2d do, $6,50@0,00; 3d do. S0.nn®6,60.

WORKING OXEN—$95. $120@$137.
MILCH Cows—$49(3)51; common, $20@2l.
VEAL CALVES—$330®6,00.
STORES—Yearlings, $0@0; two-years old, $00@00; three years

old. $18@19.
HIDES—4J£@5C$3. ft. •
CALF SKINS — 10@11C<|9 ft.
TALLOW—63£@7C. ^ ft.
PELTS—25c®$l,26 each.
SHEEP AND LAMBS—$1,25(5)2,00; extra, $3,00(3)5,35.
SWINE — Store, wholesale. 6fa)7c: retail. 6(5)8c. Fat Hogs,

still fed. 4Kc; corn fed, 5c. Spring Pigs, ll@llc.

TORONTO, May 15.—BEEF—The supply of live stock in our
market has been but moderate, though prices remain un-
changed even in the absence of any delivery from farmers'
wagons. First class, however, may be quoted at $5 p 100 fts.;
Ordinary $4.00fi)4,75.

HIDES.— Beef hides $3,50@4^ 100 fts.: calf skins 8®9c. ipft.;
sheep skins 75c®$l each; lamb skins 12^@15c. each.

SHEEP are in demand at $5@7 each. Lambs scarce at $2@2,50.
CALVES Plentiful.—Globe.

THE WOOL MARKETS.
NEW YORK. May 15.—The market remains inactive for near-

ly all descriptions. Foreign fine are entirelyneglected; there
it a light steady demand for low medium Wool suitable for
army clothing; with this exception, the market is very dull and
heavy. The closing sales of the week are 1,600 fts. California
Pulled, at 27c.; 15,000 fts. low medium pulled at 26@t27c; 1,800 ft.
Fleeces, at 36c., net. There is no quotable change in prices.

American Saxony Fleece, ^ f t 60(s!65
American full-blood Merino 45CaJ48
American half-blood and three-fourths Merino,..38@42
American Native and one-fourth Merino 80@34
Extra Pulled, 3<@40
Superfine. Pulled - 30(2)35
No. 1, Pulled, 22W>26
Lamb's, Pulled 27@30
California, extra, " ^ ~
California, fine, unwashed
California, common do 10
Peruvian, washed, 26
Valparaiso, unwashed 12
South American Mes., unwashed 16
South American Merino, unwashed
South American, common washed 1«
South American Entre Rios, do r 15
South American, unwashed
South Am erican Cordova, washed,
Cape Good Hope unwashed,
East India, washed 12
African, unwashed, 9@18
African, washed 16@28
Smyrna, unwashed 11@18
Smyrna, washed, 223B28
Mexican, unwashed 11(2)14

BOSTON, May 15.—There is a fair demand for both foreign
and domestic at steady prices.
Saxony and Merino, fine,47(5>£0
Full blood • " -
% and Ji blood ,
Common,
Pulled, extra
Do. Superfine, ' .
Do. No. 1 22Jf-32
Do. No. 2 1<

Western mixed,
Smyrna, washed
Do. unwashed
Syrian, 10
Cape 19
Crimea
Buenos Ayres,
Peruvian, washed, 2

J H c i r r ith
ON the morning of May 8th, at St. Peters'Church, in this city,

by the Rev. J. T. COIT. EUGENE M. KENDALL, of Rochester
and Miss LIBBIE L. KELLY, of Brighton, N. Y.

IN Clarkson, on Wednesday, May 8th, by Rev. E. NESBIT,
SAMUEL G. CARPENTER of Hamlin, a: "'
BABCOCK, of Clarkson.

, and Miss MALVINA L.

A D V E R T I S I N G T E R M S , in A d v a n c e — THIRTY-
FIVE CENTS A LINE, each insertion.. A price and a half for
extra display, or 52>£ cents per line of space. SPECIAL NOTICES,
(following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line

13^" Its immense circulation among the Producers and Deal-
ers of the Free States, renders the RURAL NEW-YORKER by far
the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of ita class. This
FACT should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu-
facturers, &c, who must necessarily depend upon the People of
the North for patronage.

Hi J \ . 1 D " V I of the Episcopal Church wishes to

"DUNTING WZJA.GS B Y MA3X..—Size,
D 8 by 12 in., 3 for 30 cts.; 12 for $1. Size 18 by 24 in., 3B cts.

single, 4 for $1. Size 24 by 46 in., $1.26 each.
Union Envelopes.— Eagle seizing Rattlesnake and destroy-

ing Sfcession Flag. 25 for IS cts., 200 for $1.
Adhesive Flags and Union Stamps for Envelopes, &c, 9

styles—M tor 10 cts., 864 for $1. All sent postpaid, by SNOW &
HAPGOOD, Boston, Mass. 693-2t

n i H E ROCHESTER EVENING EXPRESS.—
JL The EVENING EXPRESS is a CHEAP.DAILT FOR ALL WESTERN

NEW YORK. It contains all the Telegraphic and other News of
the daj', un to the hour of publication, and is sent everywhere
by the earliest mails, reaching all points in Western New York,

Address [e93-2t] C. D. TRACY & CO., Rochester, N. Y.

Forever float that standard sheet!
Where breathes tbe foe, but falls before us,

With Freedom's soil beneath our feet.
And Freedom's banner streaming o'er us !

ULAQS! FLAGS! FLAOS!

FREEMEN, CAST FORTH YOUR BANNERS!
In times like these, it is the duty of every true patriot to
manifest his

L O V B F O E , T H E TTKriOlSX
By hanging forth from his residence or place of business,

THE BANNER OF HIS COUNTRY.
Do it and without delay. Let your fellow-citizens KNOW

WHERE YOU STAND. To this end we are ready to furnish

FltAG-S,
At the most reasonable prices. Send on your orders, and we
will return you Flags by .Express, or any other method you
may designate.

PRICES. PEIl DO3KN. SINGLE ONES.
No. 1, 28 by 42 inches $3 N) 40 cents
No. 2, 21 by 32 " 2 50 30 ••
No. 3, 17 by 25 " - 175 20 "
No. 4, 14 by 22 " 125 15 "
No. 6, 11 by 17 ' 75 io «

ALSO,

We have also printed some beautiful envelopes JUST SUITED TO
THE TIMES. Among which are THE BANNER ENVELOPE,
THE GODDESS O# LIBERTY ENVELOPE, THE WASHING^
TON ENVELOPE, all of which are i w

PRINTED IJST COLORS.
For these we have found immense sale.

PRICES OP THE UNION ENVELOPES.
We will furnish any of the above Envelopes at the following

PRICES—Per pack, sent by mail, postage paid, 20 cents.
Per 100 do. do. 75 "
Per 500 sent by Express 53 m

Address «• v - &TARBUCK & CO.,
No. 63 WEST THIRD ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

To THE TRADE.—Tbe trade ordering to the amount of Ten
Dollars, in Flags and Envelopes, will be entitled to a discount
of fifteen per cent.

JjAXTER'S V O L U N T E E R ' S MANUAL.
THE latest and best military work published, containing

Full Instructions for the Recruit,
Arranged according to

Soott's S y s t e m of ̂ Military Taotios,
Illustrated with OVER ONE HUNDRED ENORAVINOS.

One Volume 12mo., 62 pages. Price, 26 Cents.
TEE SAME WORK ZZV" THE GERMAN LANGUAGE,

Price, Twenty-Five Cents.
tZ&~ Copies of the Books will be mailed, free of postage, upon

receipt of the price, by addressing
KING & B A I R D ,

Printers and Publishers*
592-2t JSTo. e o y Sansom, St., Philadelphia.

AND REAPER,
WITH FLEXIBLE FOLDIJVG BJiB.

THE ONLY MACHINE WHICH COMBINES ALL THE RE-
QUISITES OF A PERFECT HARVESTER.

Farmers wishing to avoid disappointment, will give their orders
early in the season.

C ^ Circulars with full description and testimonials forward-
ed by mail.

JOHN P. ADRIANCE, Manufacturer and Proprietor,
POUGHKEEPSIB, NEW YORK,

Sole Warehouse in New York, 165 Greenwich Street,
587-7t Near Courtlandt

SMALTBY & ARMITAGE, Agents, Verona, OneidaCo , N. Y.
YALE NORTHRUP, Agent, Smyrna, Chenango Co., N. Y.

4, JOSEPH JULIAND, 2d, " Bainbridge, Chenango Co,, N.Y.
A. P. BRAYTON & SON. Agents. Watertown, Jeft Co., N. Y.

B HAT ELEVATOR
OR

HORSE POWER FORK.
THIS Fork can be used with either

ONE or TWO HORSES. Price, full
rigged (with rope and three pul-
leys,) $12.

See description in RURAL NBW-
YORKER of March 23,1861.

Send for a Circular.
Address

LEVI A. BEARDSLXnr,
South EdmetUm, Otsego Co., N. T.

jTO-vTARD'S TSTKAV MOWER.
L ± PRICE REDUCED FOR 1861.
THE Cheapest, most Durable, and Lightest Draft Mower offered

for sale. Four sizes—$70, $85 and $100 each. All are warranted.
Can give the testimonials of those who have used them, if de-
sired Send for Circular giving full description.

Ketchum's Combined Machine,
Improved, price, as usual, $130. Improvements of guards, shoe
with roller, lever with roller, and extras for the KETOHUM
Machine, furnished at moderate prices, by giving the number
of the Machine for which they are wanted. 691-9t

Address R. L. HOWARD, Buffalo, N. Y.

A TTENTION! BEE-KEEP-
ERS.—Kidder's new system of Bee Management, where-

by a swarm of Bees will collect from one to three hundred
pounds of honey in one season. Bees can be made to swarm
any season, or prevented from doing so. Can be prevented
from flyiDg to the forests in swarming-time. Bee-robbery easily
prevente-'. Moth millers prevented effectually. Never lose
bees by the chill of winter or otherwise.

I will send my new Book Circular free of postage to any Bee-

Or, I will seud Kidder's Guide to Apiarian Science, a work of
175 pages, free, by mail, on the rpce'pt of 57 cents, in postage
stamps, or two books for one dollar, which will give full partic-
ulars in any department of Bee-Culture. All orders addressed
to [591-tf] K. P KIDDF.R, Burlington. Vt

, PAPERS FLOWER SEED
_ J FOR $1.-1 will send by mail, post-paid, thirty papers
of Choice Flower Seeds to any person sending me One Dollar
current funds.

My Seeds are just as good as those advertised At double the
price I ask. My Seeds are Imported from one of the best seed
houses in Europe, and can be relied on as good.

J. RAPAL JE, at Genesee Seed Store, Rochester. N. Y.

OHIO MOWER and REAPER.
E. BALL'S PATENTS,

WITH FOLDING CTJTTKR BAR.
A Machine that is a perfect Mower, and a perfect Reaper. Cir-
culars with full description sent by mail or furnished by agents
in each county. ROSS, DODGE & POMROY,
688-15t Manufacturers, at the Auburn Prison, Auburn, N. Y.

TMPOBTANT TO EVERY MAN WHO KEEPS A
J- HORSE, COW, SHEEP, OR HOG — THORLET'S FOOD FOB
CATTLE.—For Horses it is indispensable in promotingand su»-
taining all the animal functions in health and vigor. For Milch
Cows it is invaluable, increasing the quantity and improving
the quality of milk. For Beasts nothing can compare withit
for feeding quickly. For Sheep and Pigs the effects produced
in one month will exceed all expectation.

A Pamphlet mailed free to any address.
13P-DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 874-28t

SHOE STORE.

ONE PRICE AND LOW PRICE.

O State Street,

O C EC B S T E JR , IT- "5T _

A G E N T S W A N T E D to SELT. F R U I T T R E E S .
X_L WE wish to employ a number of experienced and trust-
worthy men to sell trees, &c., from our Nurseries at liberal
wages.

WHOLESALE DEALERS furnished with Nursery, Stock ef all
descriptions at the lowest wholesale rates.

HOOKER, FARLEY & CO.,
684tf Rochester Wholesale Nurseries. Rochester, N. Y.

THOROUGH BRED STOCK.
THE Subscribers, BRODIE, CAMPBELL & CO., are now

engaged in Breeding and Importing Farm Stock of the firsi
Quality. Mr. BRODIB was formerly of the firm of HCNGERFORD
& BRODTE (which firm is now dissolved.) His skill and large ex-
perience in the business are well known to Breeders.

Part of the Stock can be seen at S. CAMPBELL'S place three
miles west of Utica, or one and a half miles from the Whites-
boro Depot, N. Y. Central Railroad.

Mr. HUGH BRODIE is now visiting England and Scotland select-
ing animals. Parties wishing to purchase Short-Horns or Ayr-
shires, Leicester Sheep, or Yorkshire Hogs, can address
582-13t] JAMES BRODIE, Rural Hill, Jefferson Co., N. Y., or

S. CAMPBELL & CO.. New York Mhls, Oneida Co., N. Y.

"WOMEN OP NEW YORK."-
" V Mrs. Hankins' Curious New Book of Female Charac-

ters in the City, is very interesting, and strictly moral Fancy
binding: 350 Pages; 60 Engravings; 36 Portraits. Mailed free foi
$1. AGENTS Wanted—Ladies and Teachers. For Description
of Book and Particulars of Agency, inclose red stamp to

678 HANKINS & CO., New York.

OF TOBACCO,
- ^ FOR DIPPING SHEEP AND LAMBS,
AND FOR DESTROYING ALL KINDS OF VERMIN ON OTHER ANIMAL8.

THE Manufacturers of this new and valuable preparation, beg
leave to call the attention of Farmers and Graziers to this ef-
fectual remedy for destroying Ticks, Lice, and all other insects,
injurious to animals and vegetation, and preventing the alarm-
ing attacks of the Fly and Scab on Sheep.

Its use not only removes the vermin on animals, but cleanses
and purifies the skin, thereby materially benefiting their gene-
ral health, and greatly improving wool, both in quality and

""This article completely supersedes that laborious and dis&
greeable work of preparationim your own buildings for Sheep-
washing, as it is ready at all times, in any climate, and for all
descriptions of Sheep, even for Ewes in lamb, and can be fur-
nished at a much reduced cost

F I S H E R & CO., S o l e Agents ,
88 Central Wharf, Boston, Mam.

iravw IUI u»i 1 IV«>II»I r auiuj 1 NrswSrArlvrv also ror nei
Curious New Book of FEMALE CHARACTERS IN THE CITY
For Specimens and Terms inclose red stamp to HANKINS &
CO., New York. 578

• \TTHEELER & WILSON MANTTFACTTJBING CO'S
v v IMPROVED FAMILI SEWING MACHINES

WITH NEW

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers,
AT REDUCED PRICES.

THE WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING
MACHINES, while they have added new and important im-
provements. The reduction is made in the hope that the Com-
pany will have no more legal expenses defending their patents.

Office 5O5 Broadway, New York.
S. W. DIBBLE, Agent,

679-tf ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"TpAMILY NEWSPAPER.*' —
-»- Mrs. Han kins' Mammoth Pi<vhnri»l ie in its iSvfi. \7~i_

U l x i i u n W a JT JA.r XiEL .' ' —
4 1 1 ^ 8 ' MlSnmot*h'Pictorial is in its Sixth VolumeOnreaders Full nfRnimirinin anrf v . o U . . Di_/r

r p o F A R M E R S . M E C H A N I C S , & B U I L D E R S .
J . Our "Irrepressible Conflict" is against high p r i c e i w e

offer you, at 74 Main St. Rochester, Iron, Nails Hardware Oils!
£™JL\F£\0ThJui*$)™' P0?™'^11*18! Hoes. Spades, Shovels.

,, _ _, — . - _-_— ou, iwonesier, ir
c£n\oes^ciult^
mention. Also, the celebrated " Straight Draft Plow ^wfich
we offer cheaper than the cheapest * w m o "

6 8 9 - t f MOORE. HEBING & CO.

A GH7ANO.
FROM

JARVIS & BAKER'S I S L A N D S ,
IN THE

SOUTH PACI11C OCEAN,
IMPORTED BT THE

OfHoe, 66 William Street,

„ _ NEW YORK.
O.S. MARSHALL, PresX H. MATHER, 8e<fv-

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange St, Rochester, N. T.

I .1,?*18'— Page's Perpetual Kiln, Paten ted July,
J 1857.— Superior to any in use for Wood or Coal. 2% cords

01 wood, or IX tuns of coal to 100 bbls.—coal not mixed with
none. Address [43*-t£] O. D. PAGE, Rochester, N. Y.

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Newspapers Collection 
 



"GO MAD."

BY LYDIA H. BIGOURNEy.

" Go MAD!" said a wicked demon,
To Greece, in her classic height;

So the Peloponessus bristled
With spear points Bashing bright,

And foroe o'er virtue triumphed,
And justice slnnk away,

And crime by language unbaptised,
Stalk'd forth in face of day.

" Ch mad.1''1 cried a subtle tempter,
Close lurking in Albion's shade,

Who the rich rose, and the rose of snow,
His lying symbols made.

Then brother hated brother!
And friend his friend destroyed,

Till all the charities of race
Were desolate and void.

" Go mad!"—and with frantic fervor
Responded reckless trance,

As she smote off the head of her stainless King,
And bid the lunatic dance,

Amidvorses that fast from the guillotine fell,
Her sandals besprent'with gore,—

Then bowed her neck to a heavier yoke
Than she had ever borne before.

" Go mad!" said the father of Evil
To the happiest realm on earth—

Where fountains of plenty, and peace, and power,
Gashed out with an Edenbirth. ' : " •'

So She bared her throbbing bosom
And cut the nerves away,—

Grasping the pike and pistol,
All girt for deadly fray.

What next may be her movement
Is known to Him alone

Who hears the voice of tearful prayer
From His benignant throne.

MY FIRST EQUESTRIAN EXPERIENCE.
BY CARRY STANLEY.

I WAS just sixteen, and was spending the summer
at my nncle JACK'S, in Summerville, the most beau-
tiful of all Connecticut's beautiful villages. The
beau of the place was PHIL DARRAH. Not that PHIL
was by any means the only eligible young man in
Summerville; but that he had a fortune left him by
a maiden aunt, and he was intelligent, and good-
looking, and fastidious, and asserted his superiority
in such an indisputable way, that everybody yielded
as a matter of course. The first time that I saw him
was at church on the Sunday after my arrival. The
good, droning, old clergyman was reading the first
lesson, and the monotonous tone, combined with the
waving of fans and the warm summer air, had lulled
me into a dreamy state most unusual; and I sat and
watched the waving boughs through the open win-
dow, and thought how much more gloriously their
green-leaved tongues talked of heaven, than I feared
the paper-leaved sermon on the pulpit would do.

SIDNEY SMITH has said that " a sparrow fluttering
about the church, is an antagonist which the most
profound theologian in Europe is wholly unable to
overcome." This was verified in the case of good
Mr. CLARKR on this day, for in the midst of the Sab-
bath stillness there was a slow, measured tread down
the carpet aisle, and the bonnets of white, pink, or
blue, which had been resolutely turned toward the
pulpit, suddenly presented fronts to the aisle, and
cheeks dimpled, and eyes lighted as they rested_on
the handsome young fellow who leisurely sauntered
down to the pew in front of the chancel.

"So endeth the first lesson," said the minister, as
the intruder took his seat. I telegraphed to my
pretty little brown-eyed cousin to inquire his name,
but she demurely smiled and turned over the leaves
of her prayer book to the Te Deum laudamus.

Now my uncle JACK never missed anything that
was going on in church, asleep or awake. I have
seen him kneel down in his pew, and make all the
responses as correctly as the clergyman, and indulge
in a comfortable nap at the same time. So seeing
my telegraph dispatch to JENNY, he whispered to me:

"It's of no use, CARRY, you are not rich enough
for PHIL DARRAH. But take care, for he's a dreadful
flirt."

"Diamond cut diamond," retorted I, as the con-'
gregation arose, and I saw that the individual in
question was gazing earnestly at our pew.

I endeavored in vain after this to fix my thoughts
earnestly on the beautiful church service. The green
leaves, and the blue sky, and the soft summer air,
had no longer powez to woo my thoughts to the
green pastures and t ip still waters of the celestial
home. I was curiously speculating upon the charac-
ter of the Adonis in the front pew.

Church was out, and we were sauntering leisHrely
along under the green arcades which shaded every
street in Summerville, when JENNY whispered:

"Here he comes, CARRY," and she had scarcely
finished ere " h e " was at her side, and I was intro-
duced to PHILLIP DARRAH.

How pleasantly the weeks glided by, that beautiful
summer-time. Oh! the drives, and the sails, and the
pic-nics, and the fruit parties. And always by my
Bide was that tall and handsome PHIL DARRAH,-with
his grey eyes and curling hair, and a certain je ne
sais quoi of manner that kept my heart in a perpetual
flutter. I say ''always," but sometimes, as I sat by
the parlor window of an evenitfg,*! would see him go
in at Mr. Looms'on the opposite corner; and Mr.
LOOHJS' disagreeable niece, with her sixty thousand
dollars, who was then on a visit to her uncle, would
play and sing for him till I vowed /would never
touch an ivory key again. "'

'{li won't do, CARRY," said my uncle JAck, after
one of these evenings. "She sung 'Am I not fondly
thine own,' last night, and to-day I saw DARRAH'S
coachman leave a magnifieent bouquet there."

"Handsomer than this?" said I,"rushing into the
parlor, and bringing out a vase of superb hot-house
flowers in my hand. ;

"Why, no, I don't know that it was," replied uncle
JACK, slowly. "So there are 'two strings to your
beau,1 are tnere?" and he laughed at his own puni

" But, CARRY, she's rich, child."
"So am I."
" You!" and uncle JACK threw himself back in hii

chair and laughed immoderately, "why you little
sinner, you'Ve hardly money enough to keep you
from starving."

I walked to the mirror and surveyed myself com
placently.

" Yes, sir," said I, turning around to my astonished
trncle, " I am rich in good looks, (I was thought
handsome) and she's such a skinny little thing, tha
it always puts one in mind of ' the dry bones, rat-'
tling.' Then I am rich, sir, in my youth, and hope,
and health, and elastic spirit Oh, I am far richer,
uncle'JACK; she can't buy one of these."

"But PHIL DARRAH may not value all these a

highly as you do, CAD. Sixty thousand dollars with
his own fortune is no trifle, child."

"Then he's not worth all my riches," said I, con-
temptuously; but I think now that I must have
replaced the vase on the bouquet table with a little
temper, for the water flew over my hands and a
ouvemr rose fell to pieces.
But for a week after this, in all our amusements,

PHILLIP DARRAS was by my side. ADALINE LOOMIS
ogled and dressed and sung in vain. All her invita-
tions, to "Come rest in this bosom," he virtuously
resisted, and I began to think that jay riches were of
thfe better kind. The demonstrations on the gentle-
man's part were growing more marked. Night after
night I would be awakened by the softest masic;

under my window, and morning after morning a
gorgeous bouquet graced my table. Sometimes the
serenade would be given by half a dozen young men,
with whom PHIL was intimate, who performed on as
many different instruments, and all of whom sung
well; but I noticed that if our last conversation had
had at all of a serious or sentimental turn, that my
serenade was always of the softest, love-inspiring
flute solo, or an exquisite song with a guitar accom-
paniment Occasionally, too, instead of the compact
pyramid bouquet, there would be left at the hall-door
for me, a few white and blush rose-buds,.half buried
in heliotrope and mignonette.

What impressible girl of sixteen could withstand
all this? I sighed profoundly when the solitary
serenader took a last look at my window and de-
parted; and always carried the unpretending rose-
buds and heliotrope up to my chamber.

I was entirely satisfied with the Btate of affairs.
Of all things that PHILLIP DARRAH excelled in, and
they were many, he excelled in nothing so much as
horsemanship. I have many a time watched him as
far as I could see him down the street, as he passed
by on Brown Tom, his fine figure having nothing of
the rigidity of the awkward equestrian; but seem-
ingly moved by the same impulse as the horse, he
accommodated himself with the most flexible grace
to its everv motion. The beast seemed proud of
being managed by such a master. I have almost
lapped my hands when I have seen him go prancing

by, with eyes flashing, neck arched, and nostrils
snorting, and have been quite as ready to resign my1

heart to the horse as to the man.

"Miss CARRY," said PHIL, entering my uncle's
parlor one evening, "we are going to make up an
equestrian party for the day after to-morrow, and you
must go. We shall start a little after day-light, take
breakfast at old mother JONES', at Silver Spring, and
return before the day gets worn."

"But I was never on a horse in my life, Mr.
DARRAH. I am very sorry, but I can't go."

'Why you are the most courageous lady in our
sailing parties. You are not afraid."

' Not at all afraid, but I should be frightfully awk-
ward, and I do not care to risk my reputation."

' You could not be awkward," was the reply, in
alow voice, and a tone that sent the blood dancing
around my heart. This last sentence determined me.
I would not run the gantlet of comparison with
ADDY LOOMIS, who I knew was to be of the party,
and who was an accomplished horsewoman.

But the next evening, PHIL came again to resume
his persuasions. I felt that I could not get off with-
out being rude, and in truth I had some curiosity to
know what a ride on horseback was like. At last I
consented to go, and Mr. DARRAH went out to engage
a horse for me, and send me down a habit and hat
that belonged to a married sister.

I slept but little that night. There was a certain
empressmenij.il my admirer's manner, when he took1

my hand at parting, which made me feel that it
required only a favorable opportunity for me to be'
invited to be Mrs. PHILLIP DARRAH. I felt some
anxiety, too, as to the becomingness of my habit and
hat. I was up by the peep of day, that I might prac-
tice gathering up my skirt gracefully.

The lady to whom the dress belonged was, unfortu-
nately, as slender as a bean pole, while I considered my-
self proportioned more after the fashion of the Venus
de Medici. I pulled and tugged at the hooks and eyes
till my finger bones were almost broken. I went to
the bed and woke my cousin, who declared Bhe
would not get up at that hour of the day, to go on
such a party, for the best horse in Christendom.

"JENNY," said I, in despair, " I t will require a
windless to bring this body together. Do get up and
help me."

JENNY rubbed her eyes, got out of bed good
naturedly, and then sat down and laughed.

"It 's no laughing matter, JENNY!" I exclaimed,
dolefully, "do stop and help me. It won't meet by
quarter of a yard."

" Put a piece of black cloth underneath, and then
fasten a hook here and there, if you can," she at
length suggested.

So it was arranged, more to the satisfaction of the
eye than to the comfort of my person, for I felt as if I
was in a vice. But my black plumed hat was becom-
ing, and I tried to make the best of it.

At last I heard the tramping of horses' feet, and
saw the party stop at Mr. LOOMIS' for ADDY. I felt
some misgivings at the moment, but when I saw her
put her foot in PHIL DARRAH'S hand, and spring like
a bird to her horse, the whole thing seemed so easy
that I was re-assured. She settled herself in her sad-
dle, and gathered /up her reins with all the calmness
of a thorough horsewoman. ' The party then came
across for me. There were four or five ladies, all of
whom were'accustomed to riding. I descended and
opened the hall door just as PHIL mounted the steps.
The first thing I did was to get my feet so entangled
in the skirt of my dress, in spite of my practice,'that
I was precipitated into Mr. DARRAH'S arms. It
might have been in a worse place, to be sure, but
still it was awkward. ADDY LOOMIS sat and toyed
with her whip, and watched me maliciously.

" Place your left foot oh my hand, Miss CARRY, if
you please," said PHIL, who saw that I did not know
how to proceed when I got to the horse.

I did as directed, with both hands hanging by my
Bide.

"Take the snaffle in your right hand, and then
grasp the pommel," said my instructor.

I did, not know the snaffle from the martingal.
PHIL dropped my foot, placed the rein in my

hand, (I thought it took him longer to do it than was
absolutely necessary,) and showing me how to take
hold of the pommel.

" I am dreadfully awkward," said I, my face burn
ing, and feeling ten times more nervous, when I saw
the smile on ADDY LOOMIS' countenance.

" Not at all awkward," was the reply, " you will do
famously when you are once on. You must permi
me to give you some lessons. Now; spring from
your right foot."

I did spring, but somehow my joints doubled up
like a carpenter's rule, and down I came, with my
left foot still in PHIL'S hand, though I think he was
standing some distance farther off than when I first
attempted to mount.

"Try again," said my instructor. "Let me take
your foot in both my hands, then keep your left
limb Btiff, and I am sure we can manage i t "

I did try again vigorously. I performed the rule
action the second time, in spite of being told to keep
my joints stiffened. I got half way up the side of the
horse, and clung to the saddle; there I hung like MA-
HOMET'S coffin. I think now that I must have given
the lookers-on the benefit of some frog-like motions
with my lower limbs; for I know I worked them vig-
orously before I got to the saddle. When once there
I seated myself triumphantly, pannier-fashion, with
my face toward Uncle Jack's front door, and my
right ear on a line with my horse's head.

"Put your right limb, over the pommel," was
PHIL'S next order, with an annoyed look. His face
was dreadfully flushed, too; no doubt the effort of
raising one hundred and twenty pounds, deadweight;
and the faultless kid gloves very much split

1 Now take your rein in your left hand," proceeded
PHIL, as he gathered up the reins which I had drop-
ped in my scrambling, and gave them me.

"The left hand!" exclaimed I, for I could argue if
I could not ride horseback, "why, that's preposter-
ous,—as if the right hand was not much stronger
and more dexterous than the left"

" The left hand is the proper one, nevertheless,"
was the cool rejoinder of my companion, who was
being vexed at the ridiculous aspect of affairs.

1 Well, I'll try it; but if I do not like it, I shall cer-
tainly use the other," said I, resolutely.

I happened to glance just then at my chamber win-
dow, and there was that vixen *of a JENNY peeping
through the blinds, and laughing till the tears ran
down her face. She was gesticulating violently at
the same time, and pointing to my bodice. I looked
down, and found that in my efforts to mount, I had
broken off nearly every hook which kept it together.
To drop the reins and seize my dress by both hands
was the work of an instant. In the meantime, the
rest of the party had started forward. My horse fol-
lowed in a hard trot, in spite of my Bcreaming dut
" ho, wo now, stop," and all the other phrases in the
equine vocabulary. I instinctively grasped my dress
with my left hand, while I pulled on the reins with
my right, till I jerked the curb so hard that the horse
stood on his hind feet

Just then PHIL missed me, and looked around.
There was an amused expression on his face as he
caught sight of me in this comical position.

"Don't use yeur curb, Miss CARRY," he said, "Old
Nick isn't used to i t "

' Old Nick!" I exclaimed. I was in despair. He
was known as one of the roughest, most obstinate
beasts in Summerville. But I would not ask to go
back. There was a spirit of endurance in me that
would have made me a martyr in the days of the
early church. So I bounded along, rising nearly a
foot from the saddle at every step the horse took, till
I felt as if flesh and bones were beaten to a jelly.
Sometimes my right hand, sometimes my left, some-
times both'my hands, were employed to hold in my
tormentor. He seemed to have a vicious desire to
keep half a length ahead of every other horse of the
party.

" If he would only canter it would be easier, but he
wont," said PHIL, coming to my side.

" I feel that," replied I, grasping at my bodice
again, " i t was very kind of you to procure me so fine
a hackney," I continued, bitterly.

" I am very sorry; but you decided to go at so very
late an hour, that qyery decent horse in the place was
ngaged."
All this was said with the comfortable feelings of a

person who knew that he was riding splendidly, and
looking supremely handsome. Brown Tom was in
the best of spirits, and went along in a slow, stately
gait, his mouth so light that the tension of the rein did
not make a* crease in his master's glove. PHIL'S
jocky cap was set jauntily on the top of his brown
curls, and his velvet riding-coat was of the moBt
unexceptionable fit

What a contrast I presented! With what pins I
ould find, I had managed to stick one here and there

in my bodice, between the bounces of Old Nick, but
now it was requiring whichever hand I was not using
to keep my hat straight and the hair out of my eyes1.
the very hair that 1 had been so proud of, in its
length aijtd abundance, nearly drove me wild. At
last down it came, and I went along bounce, bounce,
thump, thump, till it enveloped me like the Lady
GODIVA'S.

After an eternity, it seemed to me, we reached
Silver Spring. Never was a poor soul as glad of a
respite from torture as I was. I attempted to jump
from my horse, as I saw others do, but was so stiff
and bruised that I pitched headlong, for the second
time that morning, into PHIL DARRAH'S arms.

Mrs. JONES', who expected us, had breakfast ready,
and after binding up my hair, I determined riot to
think of the return, but to enjoy myself as much as
possible. As for that ADDY LOOMIS, she hopped
around like a bird, pitying me, and talking of the
delights of riding on horseback at the same time.
PHIL asked me to be helped to a second saucer of
strawberries, but insisted upon her taking more. I
felt that my kingdom had departed.

How I dreaded to return home, only the uninitiated
victim of a hard trotting horse can tell. When once
seated, I thought'I should never be able to move
again. I did not trust to my skill in mounting from
PHIL'S hand this time, but got on Old Nick's back in
the good old orlhodox fashion—from a chair.

My return commenced with the old bounce, bounce,
enlivened occasionally with a flap of the arms, very
much like that of .the wings of a rboster before he
crows. At last I g*t out of all patience, and taking
the whip, which I had hung on the crutch of the
saddle, not knowing how to hold it and my horse
too, I gave did1 Nick half a dozen cuts, as hard as
my strength and tempeif would let me lay on." The
beast gave a spring, put his head down between his
fore legs; I thought, and was off. I was charmed
with the experiment, the gait was so easy, and
shouted back'in my triumphant delight to those I
had left I never looked around, but I heard the
clatter of horses' feet behind me for awhile, and
then I pleased myself with the idea that / had dis-
tanced them all.

On and on went Old Nick and myself, I occasion-
ally laughing in my delight at the rapid motion and
easy pace, and giving the animal a cut if I found any
indication of his flagging. Women and children
rushed out of cottages at our approach, and the men
working in the fields threw down their implements

1 and hurried to the roadside. But what cared Old
' Nick and I for their admiration? How we gloried in
our wild huntsman gallop, and how stirringly the
fresh morning air whizzed through our ears. I took
no heed of the way, for I philosophically concluded
that my horse knew it better than myself, and on we
went.

At last I noticed that we had left the high road
and turned up a narrow lane. I had not time to
wonder at our whereabouts, when, in the midst o

is full career, Old Nick stopped, with his head over :
. fence. He nearly had me over it too. The shock \

was awful, and I found myself entirely off the saddle, :
n the top of the pommel, with both arms around

;he horse's neck. After the first moment of bewil-
derment was over, I cautiously made my way back
to the seat of the saddle. Then came the tug of war
with the beast. Take his head from over the fence,
or his eyes off that green field, he would not

My ride had given me courage. I pulled and
whipped, and coaxed, all to no purpose. The horse
was as immovable, and as deaf to my tones of endear-
ment, as the bronze one in the equestrian statue of
Washington. Presently a prolonged "whinney,"
and a frightful shaking of the animal's whole body,
nearly startled me from my seat I looked across
the field, and answering the salutation, there came a
great black beast, full tilt, tail and mane flying, as
he made his way toward us. I expected every mo-
ment that Nick would attempt to take the fence to
meet him, but the imperturbable old fellow only gave
a Slight grunt of satisfaction. Then they put their
heads together, and appeared to hold a long commu-
nication by means of some kind of equine magnetic
telegraph.

I pulled and whipped and coaxed away again, all
to no purpose. I did not know then what I after-
ward discovered, that Old Nick had vivid recollec-
tions of having passed all the spring in that same
green field with his ugly black companion. I would
not give up, but I was beginning to tire of this

masterly inactivity," When, to my great relief, I
saw PHIL' DARRAH and some of the gentlemen
coming rapidly down the lane.

"Thank heaven! you are not dashed to pieces,"
was the first exclamation I heard.

I looked around triumphantly, and said:
"Oh, I have had a delightful ride. How much

better Old Nick's canter is, (you call it a canter, don't
you?) how much easier it is than that horrid trot."

"He never cantered a step in his life. He was
running away with you," said PHIL, evidently out of
all patience.

" Was he ? well, I didn't know i t I wish he would
always run away with me, then," was my cool re-
joinder.

By this time the ladies of the party came up.
Each had to tell how frightened she was, and ADDY
LOOMIS declared she had nearly fainted—from joy, I
suppose.

The ugly customer in the field was whipped away,
and Old Nick tugged at till he condescended to turn
his head toward his oats. We walked the rest of the
way home peaceably. I dismounted at the door,
and went up to my bed, where I lay three days unable
to move, without the power to raise my hands to my
head. I missed the most splendid pic-nic of the
season, up at the "Pond of White Lilies," and where
PHIL proposed to ADDY LOOMIS. I returned home
in the fall, and immediately took riding lessons of
the best teacher I could find. I can sit a horse like
Miss Amazon, but I shall never forget that I was not
only nearly beaten to a jelly, but lost PHIL DARRAH
by that "FIRST EQUESTRIAN EXPEDITION."

THE EDITOR CENSURED
FOR OMISSION OP IMPORTANT DUTY TO THE PUBLIC.

t would rival in length, and in other ways, the fa-
mous sea serpent. Used as an auger, and rtrun into
the ground," it would go deep enough for an oil

ell, and constitute, as you and your readers must
all admit, the biggest kind of a " bore."

Please believe that I am? your friend. Most of your
'riends praise you. A true friend will praise judi-
siously, but will administer reproof when needed,
indly, yet firmly. Trusting that I shall not have
ccasion to take up my pen again, I leave the subject'

'or your consideration. Truly yofcrs,
BED CREEK.

MR. MOORE—«SJV .- I hate to find fault with an
editor. I am a modest man, and dislike exceedingly
to take the position of a censor of the EURAL, espe-
cially so when I consider that I may be snubbed
with the somewhat pertinent inquiry, "Do you not
get your money's worth?" But "while I muse the
fire barns," and, begging your pardon, I think I may
as well free my mind.

You are behind the times, Mr. Editor. You don't
keep up with the "spirit of the press;" I supposed
you went in for "Progress and Improvement." When
you took " Excelsior" for your motto, I thought you
meant to get ahead and keep ahead of all competi-
tors, but where do I find you? Leagues in the rear,
sir—actually crawling.

Now, 1 like consistency. I advise you to scratch
out that motto from your next issue and substitute a
snail rampant " B u t what have I done ?" you1 ask.
I answer,*'Nothing." Itrs of what you have left
undone I speasi' Now, Mr. Editor, I take the'papers
—religious, political, benevolent, miscellaneous;' 'ag-
ricultural: &c, and these long evenings 1 read what
Hike in them—sermons, secession news, love stories,
essays by H. T. B., advertisements, ftc. ' By tfd tiding
I'tope to become a wiser if riot a better man| aiid'ia
the name of decency, I wish to inquire why 'it is
that the RURAL of all the crowd—the RURAL, that
my wife says'is worth more than all the1 fest—the
BIURA'L, that my boys fight for when it comes from
the office, should refuse to publish those advertise-
ments that come with healing 6n their wings?

No Medical Advertisements! Why, sir,' you are
infatuated. These' form part and parcel of nearly
every paper I take—or borrow—except yours. / can
get along; buVtnink of the pooir man wKo.'takes no
Other paper—What can he khoV of those benefactors
of mankind who have scoured this lower world, ran-
sacked the bowels of the earth, gone down in diving
bells, and ascended to the skies in balloons, in search
of remedial agents? What"can he know of the tre-
mendous plunges they are '6vety day making into ttie
science of medicine, and how they rise, bearitlg
aloft'in triumph some pill, sirup, or balsam, whioh
is calculated (see advertisements) to put''to flight
whole armies of diseases, and td sfend M: D's, under-
takers, and grave-digger's into Borne other business?
What does he know of the "Pectorals," "Sarsapa-
rillas," "Liver InvigofatdrB," "Pills,^"Spe6IfieV'
&c! But over all, and beyond all, what does he
know of "Spaidiig^s Cephalic Pills?" ''

Mr. Editor, I think I can understand how, in Bheer
wilfulness, you have stouted it but against'the " fie-
tired Physicians," "Disabled Clergymen," &c, but
how you have withstood the seductive influences of
said Spalding, with his instructive, amusing, and
profound advertisement, a column in length,' is more
than I can understand, when he so earnestly desires
to point out to a diseased and suffering public the
way to health and life. Does he riot give the New
York Tribune $30,000 to insert said advertisement
one year? Would he not make your already well-
filled purse [1!?—ED.] still more plethoric for the
same service? How disinterested in him, to scatter
money so freely that "all the world" may be healed,
and how heartless in you to refuse to publish the
good news, even when you might be well paid for i t
Had I, Mr. Editor, the pleasure «f your personal
acquaintance, I think I should feel it my duty, by
close personal appeals, to endeavor to apply the truth
to your conscience. Please observe, again, that
do not complain so much for myself as for less for
tunate ones. Taking other papers, I get four col
umns of Cephalic Pills a week. As these are to b
continued through the year, I already have the assu-
rance of 208 columns. These, united, would make a
ladder reaching to the skies. Laid upon the groun

TOASTS BY THE TBADES.

FROM a list of professional toasts said to have
een made at a New England celebration at Mil-

waukee, We take the following:
By a Baker.—" The Stofiri of Liberty"—It rose in

;he yeast—may it continue to give its light until
t has leavened the whole world, and prepared for
;he last great baking.

By a Dry Goods Merchant— " Our National Flag"
— May we never measure it by yards, nor sell it
without a respectable advance on its first cost, ad-
ding transportation and insurance.

By a Printer—"Plymouth Rock"—The imposing
tone on which the form of our liberties was made

up—may it be a type of their perpetuity.
By a Tailor—" The American Union "— Buttoned

up by the patriotism of our ancestors—may its
needle of virtuous indignation prick the goose that
attempts to rip it asunder.

By a Miller—"The Mayflower"— Ground from the
rist of oppression, it turned out no shorts.
By a Forwarder —" The Boston Tea Party"— May

te memory be stored away by all who attempt to
xact illegal commission.
By a Banker—"The Pilgrim Stock"—Above par

n every market
—: » • • • « ,

OWED TO JEFF. DAVIS.

DBAR Jeff., you're a queer rara avis;
Tis said that to Peace you're inclined.

If that is the case, Mr. Davis,
I'll give you a piece— of my mind.

As with rebels you hold close communion,
And strive with your country to cope,

You'll find when you're " out of the Union,"
You'll be—at the end of your rope!

FINANCIAL.—A friend hands us the following epi-
grammatical illustration of the financial condition of
affairs at Montgomery and Washington.

MONTGOMERY.
11 Alas 1" says Jeff. Davis, "I 'm sick of this job,

Nary red can be shelled—there's nothing but Cobb."

WASHINGTON.
Abe Lincoln keeps cool and enjoys the thing well —
Full bags and full cribs — how these Yankees do shell.

A SAFE MAN TO INSURE.—By a steamboat explosion
on a Western river, a passenger was thrown, unhurt,
nto the water, and at once struck out lustily for the

shore, blowing like a porpoise all the while. He
reached ttielmnk almost; exhausted, and was caught
by a bystander, and drawn but panting.

•Well, old fellow," said his friend, "had a hard
time, eh?"

" Ye-yee, pretty hard, considerin'. Wasn't doin' it
'or myself, though'; was a workin' for one o' them
nsufance offices in New York. Got a policy onmy
ife, and I wanted to save 'them. I didn't care."

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

MISCELT, A TTEOttfe ENI&MA.

I AM composed of 17 letters.
My 13, 6, 7,15 is a small, pointed piece of metal
My 1, 7,13,10 is a metaL
My 3, 9,12, 7,17 is a very useful piece of furniture.
My 11, 2, 6,16 is an animal.
My 4, 8,13,14 is a part of a clock.

My whole is the name of a United States Senator:
Clayton, Len. Co., Mich., 1861. A. M. BAKBR.

nswer in two weeks.
. • •
For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

ANALYTICAL ENIGMA.
I AM composed of th ree parts . My first, when a noun, is

an ornament Worn tjy'a certain religious sec t ; 'when an adjec-
tive, i t denotes a very unpleasant state of feeling. My
second, when1 a verb, signifies td Incise; when a ' n o u n , i t
dehbtes an incision. ' My third", when a ' n o u n , is a tool 'used
by mechanics ; when a verb, i t is always in t h e past tense.
My whole Is" always a noun' , a n * "is u s e * bjr farmers -and
MefcHanics. ' >- <••- •••< i f

Panama, N. Y. , 1861. GASHUM.
nswer in two weeks.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

A PTJZZLE.
6 2 t t h 2 b2st plp29 38 th2 w491d—74492's 95911 82w-y49k29.
Tipton, 1861. Jl W.'AV
$3T Answer in two weeks.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM.

WHAT is the number to which, if you add its half, its third,
ite fourth, and its sixth, and fifty-four more,' it will the'n be
t r l p f e d f ' " " • • > • ' • ' • " < ' "'"•'••'• ' ' • > -

'Mfttidpotamia, O., 1861. C. N. B A T E S .
nswer in two weeks. ' " '•'"''

ANSWERS TO ENIGMAS, &c.. IN No. 591.

Answer to Miscellaneous Enigma:—Robert Anderson.
Answer 4ti Bouquet 6f frldweriJ!— Cu«koo-pink; Bur-gloss;

Hare-bSll; Cara-i!-ihihe; Hatf-ittoYn;' Fratifrih-cenBe; King-
cup ; Polly-an-thus ; Japan-rose ; Queen-rocket;' Pride-tif-
Ghina; Dew-plant

Answer to Riddle:—Severn, Seven, Eve.
Answer to Arithmetical Problem:—A, $10.40; B, $8.80; C,

$6,60. Total, 24.80.
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